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minerva Teichtelchteichertsteicherfsreichertserts manti temple murals

doris R dant

president gordon B hinckleyshinckleyHinckleyss initiative to build many more temples

around the world underscores howhowfarhoffartarfar many latterleaner day saints resideresidefromtromfromarom

their sacred buildings in particular travel to utah s pioneer temples isfreisareis fre-
quently prohibitive in the spirit of making temples accessible to all latter
day saints this article brings to saints worldwide an appreciative view of

some of the manti temple murals

in april 1947 a slight white haired grandmother installed herself in a

manti utah motel at fifty nine years of age minerva teichert could still

keep pace with any scandinavian farmer in sanpete county and probably
outwork many after all she was a rancher s wife who toiled long hours to
meet the demands ofgarden flocks dairy and family now for one month all

her drive would be devoted to an undertaking that daunted even her paint-
ing enormous murals for the world room of the manti temple sustained by

prayer and a sole assistant she covered four walls several times her height with
scenes whose conception is at once unique and spiritually profound

this article tells that story much of it taken from teichert s letters and
from interviews with her assistant it also includes reproductions of her
world room murals although individual manti murals have been pub-
lished previously this is the first time these beautiful works have been
printed together BYU studies is grateful to the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints for permission to offer them to our readers

THE ARTIST

teichert brought to the world room murals an artistic ability honed
through study at the chicago art institute and the art students league in
new york city one of her new york teachers robert henri challenged
her to paint the mormon story she felt so keenly this she did working at
night after her family went to sleep and creating time during her crowded
days many of her works were displayed in LDS chapels and tabernacles
public schools and brigham young university

but her more significant qualifications stemmed from her faith A keen
student of the scriptures teichert was on quoting terms with the old tes-
tament prophets and over the years she had read the book of mormon
several times through to her family while they ate dinner she was a deeply

BBYUYU studies 38 no 3 1999 7
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spiritual person who drew
upon the lords inspiration
and healinghealin 9 power as a matter
of course in her daily life
pray she once exhorted a

family member we have
done a lot of that dont worry
her own self assessment was
most that I1 have ever done

has been thro faith prayer
and study 1

an avid genealogist
she also attended the logan
temple the one closest to
her cokevdlecokevifle wyoming home
eighty eight miles away

whenever possible in no-
vember 1942 for instance she
recorded just home from
temple excursionexcursion it snowed fig 2 minerva teichert 1888 1976 at age

down 59 teichert was the artist primarily responsi-
ble

all the way and most the
for the pageant of nations murals inin the

way back 3121123022 temple atten-
dance

manti temple
was more than duty to

the dead it was spiritually refreshing and hallowed by memories ofotherher first
visit a watershed experience in a 1943 letter to her daughter she wrote that
her temple endowment and sealing to her husband ten years earlier was so
striking a thing that everything in my life dates before and after then she
added excuse me dear if I1 cut your letter short I1 have just been informed
that I1 talk 3131133must on temples tonight

THE STORY BEHIND THE MURALS

given her devotion to the temple and things spiritual it is no surprise
that minerva teichert viewed painting a mural for a latter day saint
temple as an artistic and religious pinnacle she was disappointed at not
being selected to do a mural for the swiss or los angeles temples which
were in the planning stages at that time but saw opportunity open when
the church decided to refurbish areas of the manti temple the plaster
in the garden and world rooms had deteriorated so much that the valiant
efforts to save the murals by danquartjanquartDanquart weggeland and C C A christensen
failed the rooms were replastered and high quality sail canvas applied to
the walls the renovation in the world room being completed august 1946
robert L shepherd of salt lake city had finished the garden room murals
the previous year but the world room s walls were still bare 4
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approval of the design

teichert reports being in the church architects office that august
accounts differ on who initiated the possibility of her receiving the world
room commission she or edward 0 anderson the architect but at some
point she presented a new concept for the world room murals on the basis
of their discussion and anderson s recognition of her ability she was
selected 1 I was so happy when they offered the world room to me she
wrote in november 1946 1 I1 almost had a heart attack 1155 1 I1 think her son
robert has said she had a great deal ofjoy in knowing that president george
albert smith trusted her to paint that world room in the manti temple 1166

teichert was the first woman in the church to be given such a commission 7

because teichert had an entirely new attack on the subject a
pageantry of nations she was asked to submit sketches to obtain approval
of her ideas from church officials to determine just what she would be
dealing with she went to manti on november 131319461946 to look over the
world room what she saw overwhelmed her 1 I have the hardest temple
room I1 have ever seen to do 21 ft high 6060 ft long and abt 24 wide the
north side wall looks gigantic more precisely the room is 28 high
50 long and 25 wide large enough to intimidate her assistant who real-
ized what a big place it was to paint ifyou did it like a barn let alone to put
a story out there the rest of the month she vacillated between fright at
the immensity of the task and determination to prove herself to all the
artists and architects by not backing down 1 I was scared she wrote 1 I m
sure they expected me to crawl out I1 didndian t 3181188

teichert s concern focused on two issuesissues the problem of how to set up
and move the requisite scaffolding was temporarily resolved when her hus-
band herman agreed to go with her as handyman and model the second
issue was whether her eyesight and health were up to the task for she suffered
from recurrent bouts of acute lead poisoning which can produce optic neu-
ritis abdominal pain and nausea her solution was typical pray for me
she asked her daughter 1 I need it I1 want health eyesight and inspiration 9

inspiration was not long in coming five days later she reported 1I I1 ve
been busy almost night and day making sketches for manti poor dad says
he is fed up on soup they still don t suit me but shirley a daughter in
law and her babes are here by thanksgiving she had worked nine days on
the plans and soon moved on to other projects while awaiting approval 10

in february 1947 teichert began to worry it s getting towards time
for the little young things chickens calves etc to come into the world
and will be harder and harder for us to leave home finally in a march
meeting with church officials teichert was asked to redesign one of the
walls approval was granted either in that meeting or soon thereafter she
would be provided approximately 4000 for the project out of those
funds she was to pay her expenses buy paint and other supplies and hire
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an assistant to help in painting and moving the scaffolding for their part
the authorities contracted to supply the steel scaffolding 11

preparations and arrival

during the long winter s wait bennett paint from utah county had
treated the canvas in the world room with casein and beeswax at teichertsreichertsTeicherts
insistence they next applied a base coat of yellow ocher mixed with white
lead and raw linseed oil teichert wanted an earth tone that would give a

warm feeling to the room 12

because of the spring work required on the ranch herman could not
stay in manti with minerva but this change in plans did not diminish her
husband s support minerva was grateful bless his heart she remarked to
her daughter he s pretty good to get along and let me come A daughter
inlawin law living in cokevilleCokeville buhla brady teichert agreed to take over many
of minerva s home duties again this sacrifice was not lost on minerva
buhla is grand she is surely going to have her hands full with egg washing

butter making and washing dad s things even if he doesndoean t eat with them 111313

in herman s place minerva hired frank stevens to paint the big
spaces and move the scaffolding 14 stevens age thirty was an amateur
artist living in green river wyoming he had become acquainted with
minerva through his wife who had lived in cokevilleCokeville and was related to
friends of the reichertsteichertsTeicherts during each family visit to cokevilleCokeville in the 1940s
he had spent time drawing and painting under minerva s tutelage 15

to obtain franks services minerva mailed him loo100 and set a date for
him to meet her expecting that the money would induce him to make seri-
ous plans she assumed that because he was in a family dairy business his
partners would be willing to release him for a month she was right on
both counts frank was pleased and scared and flattered and immedi-
ately began to make arrangements 16

the week before leaving minerva worked on the maquettesmaquettes sketches
serving as models for the murals drawing them on plywood to a scale of
an inch to the foot the five foot maquettesmaquettes for the long walls she believed
11should be easy to work from but preparations for an extended painting
stint in manti did not deter minerva from indulging in her other passion
right to the last moment on her last night at home with family assisting
her she stayed up until eleven to work on genealogy 17

april 171947 minerva and herman drove to salt lake city where she
met with presiding bishop legrand richards signed her contract and
bought paints brushes and other supplies that night they arrived in

manti and minerva settled into a motel although she fretted over the
expense 1 I haven t found any other place to stay it costs me 2 a day just
for my apartment I1 have shower steam heat and kitchenette it is quiet
and comfortable and near the temple despite the late hours the night
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before she took advantage of herman s presence to deliver supplies to the
temple now though she would be without an assistant for another six
days minerva was ready to embark on this grand project 18

schedule and procedure

after two days on the job teichert was painfully aware of the rigors of
painting a world room solo

since my scaffold isncisn t here yet from salt lake I1 have been working on
the north wall I1 can reach higher from ladders but so far have only
worked on figures within ten feet of floor my legs are terribly sore from
climbing up and down ladders so much the last two days but a hot shower
helps a lot 19

she would continue to work alone and without scaffolding for four more
days sketching in figures from six in the morning until six at night taking a
break and putting away her gear only when a company would come through
the temple at ten and two the grueling schedule fatigued her when I1 get
down to my room I1 just fall I1 don t care whether I1 eat or not 112020

she was impelled by a sense of urgency apparently stemming from her
desire to return home quickly as well as from the pressure of wanting to
please church authorities certainly she was encouraged to work quickly but
all indications are that she alone was responsible for setting herself a deadline
of a month these people expected me to be working on these gigantic
murals for a year she commented dad was afraid id be several months
since robert shepherd the artist who did that lovely garden of eden in
idaho falls was six months on the garden room here but I1 expect to be a
month if the lord health and 31211230221 timesgives me eye sight even so at during
the project she and stevens would give a whole day to a small section 22

when stevens joined her in the world room on april 24 minerva
equipped him with charcoal rags brushes and a plywood palette about
fifteen by twenty inches in size to free his hands for climbing around the
scaffold she also gave him an apron she had fashioned to hold his equip-
ment at first he recoiled at the thought of wearing an apron but was soon
convinced by its practicality

they worked six days a week every morning began with prayer work
began with prayer and whenever teichert encountered a problem they
would resort to another prayer if they became so excited they forgot to
pray before painting they would kneel the moment they remembered
stevens remembers those prayers vividly teichert would express gratitude
for the opportunity to create the murals and always prayed for safety and
inspiration to depict the subject properly she would add may even frank
be inspired along with me to do the thing and put the color in the depth of
it and all so that we will really tell this story as it should be told regardless
of who was mouth for a prayer for assistance teichert would inject a very
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specific plea lord help us
get those people on top of
that mountain or whatever
the issueissue was when the
predicament was particularly
difficult she would pray
oh lord if we could just

have a miracle if we could
just have a miracle today
this is what we need lord
stevens marveled at how she
would pray the same way
she talked to friends 23

for teichert scriptures
were critical to the murals
success she studied scrip-
tures

FV
she quoted scriptures

while engaged on the south
wall she applied a lot of
them to abraham joseph
and moses but stevens
discovered her real excite-
ment

bawmaw1aw U
0

the world andwas frank stevensfig 3 1941 wedding picture
how scripture pertained to stevens modeled for teichert provided the
the prophecies which would muscle needed for handling the scaffold and under

her close sketched andsupervision paintedhappen she was particu-
larly

pleased with his progress during the project
fond of isaiah 24 teichert asked him to create the fur trapper on
rather than loiter while the west wall

waiting for a temple session
to finish in the world room teichert and stevens would retire for prayer
and study to the office of president lewis R anderson there with the
president s permission teichert kept the art books with which she taught
stevens lessons on anatomy particularly during their work on the north
wall that he improved steadily enough to end up entirely responsible for
creating the fur trader on the west wall is not surprising no time was
wasted you re going to work on the lessons every minute that we re not
painting down there she informed him but her art lessons were not like
those she had received inin new york we had art lessons and prayer and
prayer stevens recalls 11 and then more art lessons and more prayer day
after day operating on our knees many days 3125112525

when not praying or quoting scripture teichert was likely talking
anyway expounding her ideas and giving instructions some of the
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instructions were necessitated by teichertrichert s need to gain perspective on the
work in progress and communicate to stevens what was needed

she would say draw this line in here frank and id paint that real heavy
I1 could hardly see what I1 was doing because some of the sketches had been
made and I1 was working so close to it but shed back off down the hall and
shout instructions and make observations about what she wanted it to do
constantly giving instructions A little higher make that line stronger

over there 112626

she talked much very fast thinking just part of her words stevens
remembers sometimes she wasngasn t coherent the way she would explain
things but he was thrilled to be part of the project and inspired by her
presence 1 I ve never met a person in my life that even compared with
her in her enthusiasm for the gospel and the building of the kingdom and
how art could play its part 112727

physical challenges

for a woman who stood only 5 2 and weighed scarcely 117 pounds
painting walls twenty eight feet high was physically stressful even with
stevens taking the brunt of moving the heavy scaffolding teichert still had
to move the boards that went on the scaffold and climb up and down with
her supplies but more serious were the risks of working at such heights
often she needed to perch on a board that extended beyond the ends of the
scaffold nothing would be underneath to break a fall she was nervy ill
tell you stevens declares 28128211

he would know for he had to overcome his own height induced fears

one swede came up to me and I1 was working moving the scaffolding around
he said do you like to do this work I1 said well its new work to me
I1 guess I1 like it better than anything I1 ve ever done before he said you re
going to have to get up on top you are going to be pretty high to reach that
ceilingce fling I1 said yes its kind of scary to reach out there on the end of a board
and try to do any painting he said well if you re scared you shouldnt be
up there in the first place I1 said 1 I found out in my life that I1 ve been scared
of a lot of things and I1 ve still had to do them I1 think one of my challenges
is to overcome whatever fear I1 might have to accomplish this work 29

the risks were not to be discounted as they learned when minerva fell off
the scaffold and hurt her arm shortly after painting the tower of babel
scene she missed work a few hours to see a doctor and then resumed paint-
ing going out on the edge as usual 30

the same determination prevailed when she became ill

night before last I1 came home with a high fever and very sick I1 went straight
to bed didnt eat or say a word to anyone I1 took three aspirin and prayed and
tossed til near midnight then drank lots of water in the morning the fever
was gone and I1 was well that was wonderful for never in my life have I1 raced
so with time 31
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one motivation for
pressing through hazards
and discomfort was her loy-
alty to the general authori-
ties 1 I shall not fail them
she wrote inin the letter de-
scribing her illness she did
not the murals were com-
pleted four days later

finishing up

wednesday may 7 the
team received the first of
their reinreinforcementsforcemenforcementforcemen ts nancy
taylor stevens franks wife
nancy and minerva were
friends minerva having sold
some paintings to brigham jvyoung university to pay
part of nancy s tuition there
knowing that nancy had U

studied calligraphy minerva
asked her to do some letter-
ing

fig 4 nancy taylor stevens with her baby janet
1943 nancy assisted with the murals the last few

under the foreground days and sketched inin the calligraphy
groups on the north wall
that and nancy s other contributions would help greatly as they geared up
for the last phase nevertheless minerva longed for three or four more
helpers for the next few days 1 Iimm tired very tired she wrote 3231

interruptions broke the artists frantic rhythm As usual the team
stopped painting whenever a temple session was underway but now more
people than ever would come back and demand a speech minerva would
comply but regretted losing any of the little time remaining 33

herman arrived on friday bringing their youngest son with him and
ran errands for minerva they all hoped to complete the work on saturday
but had to stop short of their goal saturday frank stevens nancy dad
and I1 all worked from goo600600 AM to about goo900930900 PM still it was not finished
although work remained the stevensesstevensenStevenses were slated to go home on sunday
minerva recorded their departure and in few words described the final
effort we took frank and nancy to provo sunday AM then worked
again monday dad helping cover spaces the completion date was may 12

at home again minerva noted that she probably had been homesick
all the time and was terribly tired from the experience but she was
also exultant
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oh but I1 have done a terrific
job its wonderful that my
health held up and I1 was able to
go through with it the author
itiesaties could hardly realize that it
was ended

they had heard that I1 was
working very fast and I1 sure
did no mural decorator inin
america ever beat that nearly
4000 sqaq ft inin 23 days 34

just how surprised the gen-
eral authorities were was detailed
in a letter two weeks later

it seems that my painting inin
manti caused a little stir
apostle widstoe sicsic saw me
at conference sunday he
said arent you the same
sister teichert I1 left painting
inin manti he was staring
wide eyed at me I1 said 1 I

finished it finished hefig 5 herman A teichert minerva s hus-
band said howinin his later years herman supported incredulously

minerva throughout the murals project and long did you work exactly
I1 answered heinin the last few days and during the touch up 23 days

phase moved scaffolding painted large had wondered
3531

how many
spaces and modeled years I1 would be

touch ups

teichert was to discover that more work remained in june probably at
the request of the church architect and the presiding bishop she returned
to manti with alice merrill hornehome her art agent to finish and modify the
murals once her paints arrived the bus had carried offher supplies she
reported she was working hard and enjoying it just put on brightening
color and better drawing on all the 120 figures 113636

yet another trip occurred in july accompanied by frank stevens who
had volunteered his help she returned to reconstruct the tower of babel
we knocked the top off putting clouds behind it and about Vs13 way down

put workers placing a stone etc she related in a letter a few days later we
con centered all the lines of rock on the three remaining ramps and I1 feel

fine about it there are only 28 days work even now on it but two of us
working from 530 AM until about 830800800 or 833830830 at night as fast as we paint
is terrific 3137113737 according to stevens the two also worked on the south wall
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there she changed the colors and brought emphasis to certain parts
she did quite a bit on this wallwaliwaiiwall381138

still more detail was desired in december she spent a few days touch-
ing up generally focusing primarily on the mayflower and on hands
herman helped by lifting plank ladders paints and everything for me
bothered by an arm broken in september she labored on even though 1 I do
not feel so much like painting as I1 did last spring but I1 guess thatsthats only natu-
ral since it will be a year before I1 can do much with my left hand 113139

tiring of that manti job she and herman made another trip to
manti in march 1948 perhaps to her surprise she found her two days of
effort to be quite satisfying even though 1 I worked as usual beyond
my strength 0 40O her report was glowing

ive enjoyed this trip and gone over this entire mural pulling it together
finishing a nose or a hand my feeling is that it is the most tremendous thing
in the world it is a great pageant 120 people marching by in grand review not
a head or hand sticking out but figures every one requiring infinite attention

I1 worked hard and I1 surely love this gigantic temple 41

THE DESIGN OF THE MURALS

several constraints were placed on teicherttelchTeich ertss great pageant it had to
enhance the spiritual themes of the world room it had to wrap under win-
dows and around doors and fit in tight corners it had to cover almost 4000
square feet but be finished quickly it had to stay true to scripture above all
it had to be shaped by prayer and the inspiration gained through temple
attendance although teichert had moments of concern about realizing her
artistic vision 4212 she embraced the challenge with gratitude and dedication

the following sections delineate the design and look briefly at teich-
ert s style drawing primarily upon the scriptures and upon statements from
teichert and stevens the opinions expressed here are not the official views
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and as is the case with
all great art what is suggested here barely touches the possibilities for each
viewer will respond uniquely to the murals

the artistic narrative

the symbolic significance of the murals temple setting is important
to appreciating them at the time the manti temple was constructed
1877 88 the floor plan of all latter day saint temples was designed

around a series of rooms in which the temple course of instruction was
given in stages 43 although some of the early temples have been remodeled
the manti and salt lake temples retain this arrangement the world room
teichert painted is one such instruction room in the house of the lordlordbynordbyby
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elder james E talmage is an explanation of the rooms name from eden
man has been driven out to meet contention to struggle with difficulties
to live by strife and sweat this chamber may well be known as the room of
the fallen world or more briefly the world room 114444

in teichert s day the murals on the walls ofworld rooms in other temples
were populated only with animals one such room the world room of the
salt lake temple was described by elder talmage

beasts are contending in deadly strife or engaged in murderous attack or
already rending their prey the more timorous creatures are fleeing from
their ravenous foes or cowering in half concealed retreats all the forest
folk and the wild things of the mountain are living under the ever present
menace of death and it is by death they live the scenes are typical of the
worlds condition under the curse of god 45

teichert s concept for the manti temple world room however looked
to the language of doctrine and covenants 76 which contrasts the behavbehag

lor of worldly individuals with the actions of those striving to reach celes-
tial goals she determined that since the figures of greatest import in the
eternal plan are people humanity is what should be shown the world has
no significance other than people and that s what it was created for
that s the story of the world room it is a people room 33346111463734646 teichertsreichertsTeicherts focus
on people enabled her to tell the story of the world what could be more
significant or greater she asked frank than to tell the story of mankind
from the tower of babel to the zion in the tops of the rocky mountainsmountains4714747

east wall teichert s narrative begins in the east the post deluge
birthplace of the civilizations of the world on the east wall appropriately
of the world room is depicted the tower of babel under construction in the
plain of shinar the tower is pictured as a great observatory 4841 in the form
of a ziggurat interestingly hugh W nibley connects both with ancient
temples the temple he cites one ancient author as saying is a sort of
observatory where one gets one s bearings on the universe the ziggurat
form of temple was viewed as a stairway leading to heaven it resembled a

mountain nibley adds forthefor the mountain itself was originally a place of
contact between this and the upper world 49 thus a ziggurat is a fitting
choice for a temple mural of people attempting to build a tower by which
to reach heaven gen 114

likely unaware of these ancient echoes teichert may have selected the
ziggurat because it was an ancient building form in the middle east she
always attempted to depict architecture accurately and it harmonized with
the observatory theme she chose for representing the learnlearninging astastronomyronomyconomy
and mathematics in particular that came out of the east according to
teichert this knowledge is also represented by the lever employed by a

laborer on the mural s left the compass in the architects hand the square
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held by a supervisor and the wheeled carts these are tools for a massive
concentrated effort almost the birth of cooperation made possible
by the desire unifying the dominant people stevens notes we tried to
depict the great element of work which was required even at that time
building the tower was quite a project you ve got to admit 5010

teichert also portrays the harsh realities of slavery51 and the builders
lack of faith in god s promises the ominous cloud hovering over the mis-
begotten enterprise may denote gods displeasure which resulted in the
dispersal of the people when their language was confounded this disper-
sion is hinted at by the varied garb and headgear of the workers

south wall in the next murals the two biblical divisions of people
the israelites and the gentiles move westward separately from the tower
to eventually join in north america the north wall encapsulates the his-
tory of the gentiles in one panorama on the south wall whose expanse is

broken up by four large windows teichert elected to portray four discrete
critical events in the history of the house of israel

abraham the first represents the story of abraham a man ofofundeviundeviundevil
atingabing and unpopular loyalty to the living god having been saved from
the sacrificial knife by an angel who said he would take abraham into a

strange land abr 116 abraham is shown about to enter canaan 52 with
him are his wife sarai and his nephew lot both mounted on camels
their rolled up packs behind them their cattle are driven before them
and their sheep trail behind

abraham is especially significant to those receiving the temple ordi-
nances for he was told as many as receive this gospel shall be called after
thy name and shall be accounted thy seed and shall rise up and bless thee
as their father abr 210 this depiction ofabraham may remind viewers
of the covenants and promises granted to abraham and his heirs 53 it also
suggests that through abraham s seed the nations represented in the murals
and all others in the world will be offered the blessings of the gospel
which are the blessings of salvation even of life eternal abr 211

joseph the next scene is joseph being sold to ishmaelite traders trav-
eling from gilead to egypt to help viewers identify the story teichert
painted joseph wearing his many colored robe although she knew that in
the genesis account this much envied gift from jacob had already been
taken away joseph is down on one knee but not cringing restrained by
three of his brothers his head unprotected from the sun nine of his ten
older brothers cluster around reuben who had hoped to save him not
being there at the time one of the ishmaelitesIshmaelites distant kinsmen to joseph
stands in the center of the group holding out the twenty pieces of silversliver
agreed upon as the price for joseph another fez wearing ishmaelite
watches over his shoulder distancing himself from the proceedings in the
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background are other traders their camels loaded with their wares of
spices balm and myrrh two royal pyramids rise on the horizon signify
ing joseph s eventual destination as second in command over all egypt

on one level joseph represents obedience and chastity having resisted
the unrelenting advances of potiphar s wife and thereby remaining true
to god at all costs on another level as a deliverer of the house of israel
ether 139 joseph is a type of the redeemer 2 ne 315 who was also

betrayed for a handful of silver finally joseph is a prophet who truly saw

our day 2 ne 35 and testified of the doings of his descendants the faith-
ful of the tribes of manasseh and ephraim among his seed were the great
nephite and lamanite nations to whose remnant he foresaw the gospel
would be taken in the latter days it is primarily joseph s posterity who
now preach the gospel to them and whose feet are beautiful upon the
mountains mosiah 1517 the mountain of the lord often being another
name for a temple it is they who will build the new jerusalem or zion
ether 138 joseph saw his descendant joseph smith who would bring to

pass much restoration unto the house of israel 2 ne 324 including the
temple ordinances

moses the third scene shows moses after he descended mt sinai the
tablets of the lords decalogue in his hand only to find his people singing
and dancing before the golden calf ex 32180218 ig19 teichert does not pre-
sent this scene precisely but chooses instead to reveal the core issue the
people have violated the first three of the very commandments moses
brought to them

through the power of the lord moses had brought his people out
of a land of idolatry and servitude and led them to mount sinai a place of
heavenly communication used in lieu of a temple where they would be-

come a covenant people beutdeut 52 3 here they were offered the privilege
of hearing the lords voice but they requested that god not speak with
them and they stood afar off ex 199 2019 21 while moses conversed
with the lord when moses was with the lord for forty days the people
turned away and broke their covenant to do all the words which the lord
hath said ex 243 symbolically the first of the tablets lies at their feet
broken moses points condemningly toward the shards and thrusts forth
his other arm holding the second tablet aloft in warning ready to dash it

too to the earth if the people have broken the first three commandments
surely they will disdain others

in this scene the people have rejected jehovah literally turned their
backs on him who is present on the mountain and who is typified by
his prophet moses for jesus identified himself as being like unto moses

3 ne 2023 the israelites have reverted to a false god of their own mak-
ing and prostrated themselves before it this picture of the exclusive nature



fig 6 pilgrims and the mayflower southwest corner
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of idolatry reflects christ s warning no man can serve two masters ye
cannot serve god and mammon matt 624 to those living in the latter
days christ also prophetically commanded thou shalt no more worship
the works of thy hands 3 ne 2117

the pilgrims the final scene on the south wall is of a pilgrim family
on the shore awaiting transport to the mayflower all the father carries is a
bible other emigrants are in a small boat about to embark one is already
climbing up a ladder on the side of the ship according to teichert one of
their links to abraham joseph and moses is this israel is embarking to
the west for the new world 11 54 just as the three prophets and their people
were delivered by journeying to a new land so too were the pilgrims whose
deliverance was prophesied 1 I beheld the spirit of god that it wrought
upon other gentiles and they went forth out of captivity upon the many
waters i ne 1313 55

the pilgrims were also a covenant people when they signed the may-
flower compact they agreed among other things to covenant & com-
bine themselves for the glorie of god and advancementeadvancementsadvancemente of the christian
faith 115656 this compact helped establish a covenantal foundation not only
for a nation but also for families in the new world this teichert believed
continues to be their contribution to zion 57

north wall the fact that the north wall was mostly one long con-
tinuous expanse allowed teichert to paint a single procession of gentiles
gentiles in the book of mormon sense from the orient to the chivalry

of europe even to the sailing of columbus against a backdrop of great
and spacious buildings i ne 826 and a harbor scene are pictured the two
queues of the procession one on some form of conveyance and the other
walking in the foreground is a series of shadowed semi silhouettes repre-
senting the poor and the oppressed the viewer reads the wall from right
to left east to west beginning according to teichert s instructions with
the group by the only window on the wall 58 for convenience the mural
will be divided into five areas the esau orient crusader columbus and
shadowed sections

esau section the window located on the extreme east end needed
figures that would fit under it teichert devised this solution esau the
edomite drawn in shadow is down on his knees dragging an israelite girl
out to sell her to a big sabaean slave trader for a jug of wine 599 while
working on the murals teichertrichert was repeatedly asked what biblical passage
this image is based upon finally she could no longer escape the challenge
the resulting story is worth repeating in teichertrichert s own words as it tells us
much about her knowledge of the scriptures her approach to scriptural
art and her confidence

old brother L the night watchman said sister teichert that story is not
in the bible I1 nearly blew my top why it is too wellweliweil you ve got to prove
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it to me he answered and I1 knew I1 had to either paint it out a 2 or 3 hun-
dred dollar job or prove it just before I1 left to come home dear little pres A

came sneaking up exactly as a cat creeps up on a mouse I1 knew something
was up he said sister teichert before you go there s that edomite story
A number of the sisters say they know that is in the bible eon but none can tell

me where I1 believe its there alright but it s up to xouyouvou you ve got to prove it

I1 ve been on the spot to tell you the truth I1 thought my eyes would
come out before I1 finally went blind I1 ve used up more eyesight than on
the entire 4000 sqaq ft of painting I1 read the entire prophets then apocalypse
and new testament running a card down the columns and stopping at every
edom or heathen or iduneaidinea or esau then kings and chronicles I1 bor-
rowed every reference book besides my own many today after a ten day
search and a lot of prayer I1 found it in joel chapter 3 joel 333377 818 by com-
bining that with obadiah i11I1 got it pieced out and sent it to them

never get yourself in a mess like that better not put it down in paint if
you cant prove it right now 60

orient section traders of various nationalities ride their burdened
camels to the west their desire for gain is both positive and negative pos-
itive in motivating exploration and providing goods negative in leading to
idolatry in the form of worshippingworshipping wealth at their side are representa-
tives of several ethnic groups an arab sheik a chinese the greek goddess

fig 7 esau the Ededomiteornite selling an israelite north wall detail of east end
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diana a turk james a jew wearing a phylactery on his forehead and a
greek orthodox priest all are worshipers of various eastern faiths and
hold what teichert considered to be symbols of their religions 61

A goddess rather than a human diana is almost colorless less real than
her processional companions her presence is an allusion to acts 1921 34 62

which portrays the strength of idol worship both that of wealth and that
of graven images paul had been so persuasive in garnering converts in
ephesus that the silversmiths whose wealth was based on making silver
images for diana feared that their craft was in danger A near riot
ensued during which was heard the repeated chant great is diana of the
ephesians clearly diana symbolizes idolatry in all its various guises in-
cluding the exploitation of religion for lucre

crusader section the oriental traders give way to the european
crusaders in their midst is a representative of western christianity or the
mother churchchurch633363116363 a priest carrying a cross again the crusaders are a

human mix of both good and bad they were responsible teichert was
taught as a youngster for bringing to the west the learning of the east
including its numerals medicine and design 6461 the latter typified by the
red paisley pattern in one of the women s robes but they and other armies
also bring with them all the horrors of war in this procession are many
other notables a king queen and prince an explorer with a globe and
11 a judge in wig and gown of the courts holding a scroll 65 they may sig-
nify the pride of the world and those who seek power and gain

columbus section at the end of the procession is columbus on one of
his ships waving farewell to king ferdinand and queen isabella joint sov-
ereigns of castile and aragon who have helped finance this voyage west
columbus was motivated by scripture 66 and his voyage will fulfill proph-
ecy 1 I beheld the spirit of god that it came down and wrought upon the
man and he went forth upon the many waters even unto the seed of my
nephis brethren who were in the promised land i ne 1312 and

help prepare the way for the restoration of the gospel and the establishment
ofofzionzion waiting for the royal couple are their coachman and two of their
entourage 67 symbols of their earthly power and glory

the shadowed section in 1943 teichert shared this concern 1 I dread
what america faces im very sure it will face hunger in cities and what
could the huddled poor do four years later on a manti temple wall she
painted those huddled masses the halt the blind the beggars from
many causes all going unheeded of the wealthy who are pictured only
a king is giving she wrote and he doesndoean t even look at the hand of the
mother as he tosses his coins 1161168

first on the right are a blind woman designated by the blindfold on
her eyes and a man both barefooted three veiled women teichert noted
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hide from the beggars pleas 69 and the religious pass them by nephi linked
the plight of such poor to the pious proud

the gentiles are lifted up in the pride of their eyes and have stumbled
because of the greatness of their stumbling block that they have built up
many churches nevertheless they preach up unto themselves their own
wisdom and their own learning that they may get gain and grind upon the
face of the poor 2 ne 2620

next is a fatherless homeless family their few belongings on the ground
beside them 070O the mother has a baby in her arms and a very young
child beside her it is to her that the king is impersonally tossing a few coins
not concerned whether she catches them or not next to this family is one
composed of a mother and her lame son all the passersby are indifferent
to their hardships because they are rich they despise the poor jacob
aptly stated and they persecute the meek and their hearts are upon their
treasures wherefore their treasure is their god 2 ne 930

lying in isolation isis a crippled soldier who lost a leg in battlebattiebattle7171 in
spite of his service to his country he is judged unrighteously by the judge
and ironically ignored by the crusading soldiers the mural reminds us of
king benjamin s warning

perhaps thou shalt say the man has brought upon himself his misery
therefore I1 will stay my hand but I1 say unto you 0 man whosoever doethboeth
this the same hath great cause to repent for behold are we not all beg-
gars mosiah 416416 ig19

the perfumed set as they were named by home72horne12 now including
a trader carrying a balance in one hand and greedily clutching his bag of
gold in another comes upon a woman clutching her head in utter despair
and a mother cradling the limp body ofotherher son in her arms much as mary
is often depicted mourning over the crucified body of her son these
women struggling alone in their distress may remind viewers ofofcovenancovenancolenan
tal obligations to help those in need to be willing to bear one another s

burdens that they may be light yea and be willing to mourn with those
that mourn yea and comfort those that stand in need of comfort
mosiah 188 9

standing close by the despairing woman but completely disregarding
her is a gaudgaudilygaudflygaudilyfly dressed woman who stands for vice in its sundry forms
rather than offer succor the young woman eyes the trader approaching
with his gold 73 obviously scheming since he ignores her how to make him
part with it

next to columbus s ship is a family of emigrants they have been
driven to the ends of the earth by the pressure from the vast crowd to the

east these will be the next to find the new world there they wait with
their worldly possessions to cross the mighty ocean 117474
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west wall the central figure on the west wall which the audience
faces is a towering indian brave as the symbol of the american conti
nennentt 117575 recapitulating some of the continents history this descendant of
joseph welcomes both the fur trader on his left and the pilgrim on his
right the latter two are contrasting figures representing the worldly and
the spiritual strains that arrived on american shores as well as the various
motives that brought them here the trader grasps his gun which is both
a defense and a dealer of death and pelts he plans to sell the pilgrim car-
ries only his open bible 76 avidly reading the holy book he steps toward
zion far above him in the tops of the mountains but does not yet see it the
trader too is accepted as part of gods plan for preparing a country in
which the gospel can be restored and zion established

above the trees behind the brave is the city of zion the pure in heart
dacd&c 9721 teichert explained we have not had in mind any city
exactly it could be salt lake logan provo bear lake manti but it is the
place where the little stone cut out of the mountain without hands should
begin to roll forth until it should cover the whole earth stevens adds it
represents the zion people not merely the place but the spirit of the
people who build the place zion has to be established not only spiritu-
ally but physically he suggested that while the pilgrims were driven to
america they also came here because they were gathered similarly the
saints were not merely driven by some enemy or persecution they came

zion 3178117878to gain
in contrast to the darkened trees the city is full of light which may sig-

nify the love of god it also suggests the truth and light of christ that reside
in the premillennial zion and may refer to his actual presence in the mil-
lennial zion the city is placed near the ceiling nigh to heaven and in the
mountaintopsmountain tops in fulfillment of isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophecy and it shall come to pass
in the last days that the mountain of the lords house shall be established in
the top of the mountains and shall be exalted above the hills isa 22
thats why stevens clarifies she wanted the mountains so rugged the

seagulls he continued 11 represent celestial intervention into our lives de

pictingpitting the lords hand in a very physical as well as a spiritual way that
zion may be established 3379117979

zion the nexus zion is the nexus of teichert s entire narrative in
zion the events pictured in the world room reach their climax the history
of israel and the history of the gentile nation have been shaped by god s

hand to culminate in the events of the last days those seeking furs and
gold have played a role just as surely as the immigrants seeking a haven for
their families i ne 1314 80 and while the south side reflects the spiritual
side of humanity and the north side their carnal nature neither side is
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purely one or the other israel is sometimes faithless the crusaders were
impelled partly by a spiritual quest

with the exception ofcolumbus and the sovereigns sending him off no
person on the north wall interacts with any other person each is isolated
profoundly alone no person other than columbus smiles all others are
dreary even the rich and powerful have received no lasting joy from their
possessions and status for wickedness never was happiness alma 4110
for them and for all people zion stands as a bright beacon of hope and a

symbol of eternal life there the king of kings will reign in righteousness
there love will abound there the repentant may rest from their labors

zion is the place to which all nations shall flow isa 22 to it may
come the tired the poor the huddled masses yearning to breathe
free and 11 the homeless tempest tossed 318118338811 and in the millennial zion
the gathered will be exalted for there will be no poor among them see
moses 718 44neanene 13

oh yes that is zion this is the combination of everything this is

what were talking about stevens recalls teichert as saying and while
she would talk she would reach back with those big brushes and stand with
her back real straight and her eyes wide open and stretch her arms out just
as far as possible repeatedly she would cite the lord s designs for all in
the world who will hearken this is my work and my glory to bring to
pass the immortality and eternal life of man moses 139

81282112

elements ofofteicherfsteichertsreichertsTeichtelcherts style

A striking feature of teichertsreichertsTeicherts style one that is puzzling to many
first time viewers is her minimal use of detail latter day saint art she
believed should be rich in story and backed by a great faith 3183118383 once the
story was told in her opinion the painting was finished not going to do
any more with that she would say that tells the story detail that was
irrelevant to the story but that many would think was necessary to finish
the figures was excluded don t get so excited about doing a tremendous
technical job of talking about nothing she cautioned stevens 84

for her the attitude and position of the figures were far more impor-
tant to the story than detail the issue is not that she painted only what she
was capable of she had studied anatomical drawing and as a student was
known for her astute drafting of figures furthermore she relished the
nuances the human form so tremendous horses are so beautiful she
taught stevens all of these figures that god has made and the con-
structionst of them and all you must get them right wryly she added it
doesndoean t look like I1 do sometimes but you believe me I1 know what I1 m talk-
ing about she was just more concerned about the overall story 8581
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thus it is that some faces are indicated only sketchily the characters
postures and gestures are more telling much as is the case when a viewer
sits at a distance from actors upon a stage and indeed teichert having
been trained in mural art theory was always cognizant of how her large
works would look from a distance of noses she had her own philosophy
though one still consistent with her stance on story versus detail A nose
she claimed does not have expression therefore it cisnisn t that important
don t paint it in this and other issues she departed markedly from her
new york mentor robert henri 86 but with the result that her style is

strongly individualistic and instantly recognizable
another element teichert considered essential to her narrative was

color as stevens points out there was no question but what her values
her colors spelled out the story that she wanted to tell 1387118787 he remembers her
saying the values of color is the only thing that makes things go round
and unless you do that you haven t accomplished anything 31881188338888 the skin
tones of the people on the north wall are unhealthy for example due to
their oppressed and dreary state and indicate the people are out of har-
mony with their creator 89 terry obrien claims that teichert is quite suc-
cessful in matching color to purpose the artists of other world rooms
ic match up only occasionally he believes teichert s colors depict the bar-
renness strife contention disorder chaos opposition loneliness death
mourning and dreariness also present in the representation of people 90

for the world room teichert wanted the colors to be soft almost
everything was mixed with white lead bought in five pound cans
which stevens recalls as having a warm tint no colors even the purples
and golds on kings and queens were used straight out of the tube doing
so was anathema a sign of calendar art teichert loved the earth col-

ors the earth reds siennasviennassi ennas ochers and terra burnt greens yellow ocher
was the unifying color of the room even grays and reds beginning with it

for the earth is yellow ocher when the sun hits it but cc ultramarine is the
thing to stick to she maintained it could be mixed with yellow to warm
it up or green to cool it down stevens states that she loved the subtle
blues as they wrapped around different objects 91

the many subtle shifts of color in an object are another distinguishing
feature of teichert s style learn to use all of the colors she instructed
stevens who up to that time had never owned a set of oil colors colors
don t really hurt each other look at nature it has all of them what was

of concern to her was the proportion of one color to another A little bit of
violet which she considered to be a dynamite color or some of these
very extremely vivid colors can come out if they re in the right proportion
then she went on to teach stevens about the way sunlight will change all

of them look at water water isncisn t any certain color it can be allaliail 992
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in keeping with her training in painting murals teichert applied her
paint thinly in imitation of fresco where the paint is applied to wet plaster
the church architect she complained later required thicker paint than
was her wont even so the paint is often just a wash resembling water-
colors a medium she had used before art school according to stevens
her idea was never to paint it too thick but just bring out whatever colors

you had to do 9391

conclusion
in the manti temple world room minerva teichert and frank stevens

labored and prayed to tell the story of the fallen world from the tower of
babel to the establishment of zion the resulting design magnifies god s

glory and reveals his hand in the broad sweep of human history while the
details of the murals messages will vary for each individual any church
member may harvest their spiritual lessons the pageant s inspired power
is undeniable as frank stevens testifies it s just one mural in one spot
but to me it s so big in my life that I1 can t imagine it not being important to
my family and to all who really try to enter into it 119494

doris R dant is executive editor of BYU studies and associate teaching professor
of english at brigham young university the author is grateful to frank stevens for the
many hours of interviews he granted to laurie teichert eastwood for an unusual sense of
history that led her to preserve and publish her mother s letters to marian johnson for
her diligence and skill in collecting interviews from those who knew minerva teichert
and to robert 0 davis for so kindly granting me access to his extensive archives

i1 minerva teichert letters of minerva teichert ed laurie teichert eastwood
provo utah BYU studies 1998 74 76 april 9 and october 81945

2 teichert letters of minerva teichert 45 november 15 ip19 1942 some of the
other letters recording temple visits are dated february 3319451945 june i1 1946 october 24
1949 pages 71 83 and 129 respectively of letters

3 teichert letters 53 sunday
4 john H nielson letter to scott haskins may 191919821982 in scott haskins con-

servator s report on the garden and world rooms manti temple 1982 archives
division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives frank stevens interview by marian
johnson november 3 1986 14 transcript in possession of marian johnson minerva
teichert notes in manti temple historical record august 1946 typescript 95 LDS
church archives

5 teichert letters 87 93 august 14 and november io10 1946 frank stevens
interview by doris R dant january 282819991999 i1 orem utah transcript in possession of
author richard and susan oman A passion for painting minerva kohlhepp
teichert ensign 6 december 1976 57 present one version of the selection process
family members and frank stevens her assistant offer still others As far as I1 could
determine neither teichert nor anderson recorded the details of how she was selected

6 robert teichert interview by marian johnson december 4 1985 212 provo
utah transcript in possession of marian johnson
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7 dawn pheysey foreword letters ofminervaof minerva teichert ed laurie teichert east-
wood provo utah BYU studies 1998 x see also teichert letters iol101lolloi april 201947

8 teichert letters 93 94 november 13 18 23 281946 stevens interview janu-
ary 28199932819993 the dimensions of the room are listed by the 1982 conservator haskins
conservatorsconservatorconservatoryConserva torss report

9 teichert letters 94 november 18 1946 lead poisoning the lead page
orionoacucieduorionoacucieduepinetthejeadjpageepinetthe lead page minerva was aware that her vision difficul-
ties stemmed from lead poisoning for the last several years I1ivelveve had serious eye trouble
one of the results of lead poisoning letters 70 january 141945 my eyes are in a bad
shape dr ed jeppson looked at them the other day it s neuritis again and I1 musnhusn t
paint for some time letters 126 february 251949

io10 teichert letters 94 november 23 281946
ii11 teichert letters 99 100loo february 9 march 14 and april 11 1947 frank

stevens cited in statements and writings about minerva kohlhepp teichert
research notes by robert davis museum of church history and art archives hereafter
cited as MCHA 6

12 stevens interview november 331986141986 14 18

13 teichert letters iol101loi april 201947
14 teichert letters loo100100101loilol april 11 201947
15 stevens interview november 3 1986 11 frank stevens phone conversation

with doris R dant april 20199820 1998
16 stevens interview november 3319861986 11 12 frank stevens interview by mar-

ian johnson november 121219861986 7 transcript in possession of marian johnson frank
stevens panel discussion minerva teichert lecture series museum of art at brigham
young university may 7 1998 2 transcript in possession of doris R dant stevens
statements 7

17 teichert letters 100loo 101loilol april 11 17 1947 stevens interview november 3
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CCA plea for the horse george Q
cannons concern for animal welfare
in nineteenth century america
aaron R kelson

taking a position somewhat unusualunusualforporfor his time president george Q cannon
actively taught rerespectspectorpotforjor animals as a matter of religious principle

george Q cannon 1827 1901 is remembered as a gentle and diplo-
matic leader in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints never-
thelesstheless he was a courageous and outspoken defender of the principles he
valued his resolute dedication to principle outweighed his desire for com-
fort or popularity one of the best examples of president cannon s forth-
right nature is his more than thirty year effort to promote the humane
treatment of animals among the latter day saints when one considers the
historical context of president cannons advocacy for animal welfare his

unusual strength of character is evident this article reviews the major
themes of his written pleas for animal welfare as published in the juvenile

instructor magazine during his tenure as the magazine s editor from its

inception in 1866 until his death in 1901 relevant events concurrent with
his teachings are described with the review and the philosophical and reli-

gious historical context follows

early reformers

one of president cannon s most often repeated themes was that the
golden rule applies to the treatment of animals he began expressing this
viewpoint early in his career as editor of the juvenile instructor his first
editorial on the subject was published in 1868

no man or woman no boy or girl who has any kind feelings will inflict
unnecessary pain upon any creature such persons will not hurt a worm
those who do so prove themselves unworthy of the power they have and

by their cruelty they sink beneath the brute

president cannon reiterated these sentiments the following year in an
account about a man who severely beat his horse while the animal strug-
gled to pull a heavy wagon during the course of the beating the man

byustudies38BYU studies 38 no 3 1999 47
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illustration of cruelty to animals this drawing was published in the juvenile instru-
ctors an illustration for cannon s cautionary tale about a rough unmerciful man who
11 struck his horse in the eye with his whip and later regretted that act when he lost the
sight in his own eye from george Q cannon don t be cruel juvenile instructor 4
no 252518691971869 197
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whipped one of the horse s eyes some time later this same man got into a

fight and lost an eye himself at which time he remembered how he had
whipped out the eye of his horse and too late realized the folly and danger
of brutally treating heaven s dumb creatures but president cannon
added that fear of punishment should not be the motive for kindness to
animals we should be kind to others and to animals and birds and
creeping things because it is right to be kind 3121123322

after nearly thirty years of emphasizing the need to be kind to animals
the culmination of president cannons campaign was official LDS church
sponsorship of an annual humane day celebration beginning in 1897

and lasting until 1918 each year one issue of the juvenile instructor con-
tained supporting material for humane day 3 following president cannon s

death in 1901igol president joseph F smith 1838 1918 another strong and
active voice for the welfare of animals oversawoversad the humane day program

since at least 1874 president cannon had encouraged the church to
sponsor an active animal welfare program speaking about humane soci-
eties being started in the eastern US and in europe he said something
akin to this is needed in some parts of utah by which men may be taught
that even beasts have rights which must be respected 1144 just eight years ear-
lier in 1866 the first organization dedicated to animal welfare in the US
the american society for the prevention of cruelty to animals ASPCA
was chartered in new york city under the leadership of henry bergh

1811 88 this organization was patterned after the royal SPCA chartered
in london in 1824 organizations such as these were primarily dedicated to
investigating cruelty cases and to promoting new or improving existing
humane legislation 5

the most successful animal welfare educational program during presi-
dent cannon s lifetime was initiated by george T angell 1823 1909
angell founded the massachusetts SPCA in 1868 and published the first
periodical in the world devoted to animal welfare titled our dumb ani-
mals under the auspices of the organization 6 given that president cannon
also began writing about animal welfare in 1868 he was clearly an ameri-
can and even an international pioneer in the field

angellsangelsAngells massachusetts SPCA was successful in organizing american
students into bands of mercy based on a similar english movement by
1912 over three million elementary school students in the US were
enrolled in over eighty five thousand chapters members wore badges with
the wording I11 I will try to be kind to all living creatures and try to protect
them from cruel usage 1771173777 membership in bands of mercy began declining
after world war 11II the rise and subsequent decline of the LDS humane
day program closely paralleled the bands of mercy effort except that
humane day did not last quite as long as the national program 8
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president cannon s attempts to help latter day saints develop a con-
cern for the welfare of animals were apparently not as effective as he would
have liked in 1899 after more than thirty years of emphasizing the topic
the need he felt to advocate the cause was undiminished

there is a need for a better higher and more humane sentiment among our
people especially among the rising generation horses and cows and other
animals are frequently treated with a cruelty and a hardheartednesshard heartedness that are
almost wicked it is a very great sin in the sight of the almighty for the
dumb creation to be treated with cruelty or even with neglect A merciful
man is merciful to his beast 9

the spirit of destruction

although some people were sympathetic to treating domestic animals
kindly their concern was not often transferred to wild animals hunting
for sport was one of the most common recreational activities in the US
during the latter half of the nineteenth century partly because it was
almost unregulated at the time president cannon differentiated between
hunting for food and hunting for sport he was not opposed to hunting for
food when it was truly needed but he was strongly opposed to taking ani-
mal life for the enjoyment of killing he referred to those who were
inclined to do so as having the spirit of destruction he wrote it is the
spirit of destruction that we deplore and that we wish to call attention to
the disposition to destroy life and to slaughter the creatures which god has
created for the sake of sport this is not rightright1010 he also wrote with char-
acteristicacteristic candor the disposition of men and boys to kill wild animals
and birds and even every insect which crosses their path is very general
far too general among latter day saints why should there be such eager-
ness to kill these creaturescreatures511yiltii511 indeed in the nineteenth century sport
hunting was popular not only among men and boys but among women
as well

sport hunting of the american bison or buffalo exemplifies the spirit
of the times especially well 12 once numbering as many as sixty million the
buffalo population was reduced to only about five hundred animals pri-
marily over the forty year period from 1845 to 1885 13 marketing of buffalo
robes and later of leather from buffalo hides were most responsible for the
slaughter but sport hunting was also a factor 14 the contribution of sport
hunting to the near extermination of the buffalo was intensified with the
coming of the railroad to the western frontier railroad companies pro-
moted buffalo hunts to entice travelers to take western excursions for ten
dollars a passenger could buy a trip on a luxury coach with rifle and
ammunition provided hunters were told that they could shoot from the
train windows until they were out of bullets or until their rifle barrel
became too hot
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one typical adventure occurred in 1868 the same year president can-
non began his published campaign for animal welfare passengers traveling
on the kansas pacific railway encountered a buffalo herd in western kansas
after traveling approximately 325 miles from lawrence kansas forty miles
later when the herd was near enough to the train the hunt began the
buffalo ran alongside the moving train while the boys blazed away at them
without effect finally a bull was mortally wounded the train stopped
and the passengers disembarkedembarkeddis to surround the fallen animal they cele-
brated A cornet band gathered around and as if to tantalize the spirits of
all departed buffalo played yankee doodle this particular animal was
evisceratedeviscerated and carted home so that friends and relatives would have the
pleasure of seeing the dimensions of the animal I115

predictably president cannon did not agree with sport such as this
regarding the buffalo the saints encountered during the exodus from illi-
nois to the salt lake valley he wrote the temptation to shoot them was
very hard for many of the men to resist but early in the journey they were
taught that it was a sin in the sight of god to waste flesh 7316111616 few others
agreed with him during the era when famous buffalo slaughterersslaughterers such as
william F cody 1846 1917 aka buffalo bill were acclaimed as na-
tional heroes the attitude of two european noblemen touring north
america who stopped in salt lake city in 1869 was quite typical president
cannon and other church leaders had the opportunity to visit with these
men when inquiry was made as to whether or not the hunters had found
plenty of game they replied that they had been very successful killing as
many as 81 buffalo in a single day president cannon wrote when we
heard this reply the interest we had taken in them vanished 111717

hideous mistakes

perhaps the most controversial animal welfare issue addressed by presi-
dent cannon was the bounty or scalp laws that were ubiquitous in
north america during the latter half of the nineteenth century 188 under
the provisions of these laws hunters were paid by the government for
killing an animal deemed to be detrimental to settlement virtually all large
predators such as wolves coyotes cougars and black and grizzly bears
were targeted by these laws as were rodents crows and birds of prey

president cannon was concerned that bounty laws were just an added
enticement for people to participate in the spirit of destruction in opposi-
tion he defended many of the animals targeted by bounty laws including
even the european starling of the starling he wrote he has his uses and
many things can be said in his behalf he has great persistency moreover
and vitality of the mostmosi superb kind the more he is persecuted the more
he prospers one cannot help but wonder if he saw parallels between his
life and the life of a starling both originated in england and both were the
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object of much persecution but even president cannon was willing to
concede that starlings can be very exasperating 19

he also took up the cause of the coyote another highly disparaged ani-
mal on the north american frontier the coyote has few friends a good
word is hardly ever said for him and every man s hand is against him he
argued that the coyote eats rabbits which if allowed to multiply without a

check on their population would be a true scourge to human civilization
As such he did not think it was harmful if the price paid for such a service
was a lamb or a stray sheep occasionally 112020

the challenge faced by president cannon even within the LDS com-
munity is illustrated by the war of extermination that mormonscormons declared
in 1849 against wild animals prizes were offered to hunters who killed the
most predators and vermin including wolves wildcats bears skunks
eagles hawks owls crows and magpies in addition to the prizes awarded
bounties were paid for wolf and fox skins 21

president cannon s concern for predators stemmed not only from his
gentle nature but also from his appreciation for ecological balance his
depth ofecological understanding was rare even among professional biolo-
gists of that time he believed that ecological balance had to be the natural
result of a world created by god he stated an all wise creator has
arranged many things which puny man does not fully understand in our
attempts to improve on nature we frequently make hideous mistakes in
most cases these bounty laws are among the gravest of these mistakes
nothing was created in vain 112222

the rarity of president cannon s understanding of ecological balance
in 1899 can be demonstrated by considering a case that occurred just a few

years after he made this statement the case occurred not far from salt
lake city it was the first management program for the kaibab deer herd
in southern utah and northern arizona lasting fromgrom 19061906 until about 1926 in
19061906 the decision was made by president teddy roosevelt s administration
to turn the parklike ponderosa pine forests of the kaibab plateau north of
the grand canyon into a vast deer preserve wildlife managers reasoned
that an increased deer herd could be sustained if all the predators in the
area were killed consequently uncle jim owens a yellowstone park
guide and hunter was employed to kill all the cougars wolves and coyotes
that he could from 19061906 to 1910 owens killed between 125 and 150 cougars
and an undisclosed number of wolves and coyotes 23

in 1910 the biological survey took over for owens and killed nearly 100loo
cougars and about 600600goo coyotes by 1912 literally all the deer herd s predators
on the kaibab plateau had been exterminated deer hunting was prohibited
for a few years the plan seemed to be a success as the deer herd flourished 24

by 1926 the deer herd numbered approximately 4000040000 animals up from
between 40004000 and 50005000 animals in 1906 25 but the success was short lived
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the deer herd began to collapse because the animals were literally eating
themselves out of house and home the management response was to
ship live deer to other parts of the country open the area to licensed
hunters and sell meat from deer killed by government hunters federal
wildlife managers realized after the fact that the deer and the deer s

predators existed in a state of mutual balance rather than in a state of per-
petual competition 26

early LDS animal welfare thought

president cannons concern for the precarious status of animals in the
nineteenth century was supported by LDS scripture and by the teachings of
other early LDS leaders most notably joseph smith 1805 44 brigham
young 1801801 77 lorenzo snow 1814 1901 and joseph F smith 1838

1918 27 the book of mormon doctrine and covenants pearl of great
price and joseph smiths translation of the bible add to and clarify animal
related topics mentioned in the bible these new insights surely influenced
what may have been natural inclinations held by early LDS leaders toward
animal welfare

in addition to the animal welfare subjects developed in the bible latter
day scripture emphasizes that mankind will be held accountable for the
blood of every beast JST gen 911gilgli meat should be eaten sparingly
dacd&c 8912 15 god remembers all of his creatures mosiah 2730
moses 16 all life human and nonhuman is immortal dacd&c 2924 25

dominion in the eternities is dependent on gentleness and meekness in
mortality dacd&c 12141 46 all living things are sustained by the light of
christ dacd&c 8813 the earth itself is a living entity moses 748 61 and all

animals and plants are intelligent living souls created spiritually prior to
being created physically dacd&c 932993293030 moses 39391919

2821

furnished with such revealed knowledge joseph smith promoted ani-
mal welfare among the saints including teaching that mankind could not
expect animals to abandon their vicious natures as long as people possess
the same disposition 112929 joseph smith practiced as well as taught kindness
and respect for animal life his example was remembered long after his
death evidenced by his well known regard for wildlife on zion s camp 30 as

well as by a nine year old boy s letter published in the juvenile instructor
sixty years after the prophet joseph was martyredmartyred the letter describes in

appreciative language how the prophet joseph was kind to his dog major
one winter evening in nauvoo a group of saints gathered in joseph s

home for a meeting young artemus ward recorded the event as told by his
great aunt charlotte cole

when it was time to begin the meeting joseph said it is too cold tonight to
turn the dog out major that was the dog s name you can go under the bed
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the dog did as he was told and stayed there while they held the meet-
ing I1 have a pony and a dog and I1 try to be kind to them 31

brigham young echoed joseph smiths teachings about kindness and
respect for animal life 32 president young taught that every member of
the animal vegetable and mineral kingdoms will receive their exalta-
tion by virtue of their abiding the laws by which they were made 113333 he
taught the saints that gentle dominion over the animal kingdom was a
prerequisite for being made a ruler over many things in the world to
come 34 and he had little patience for those who did not care for animals
in a manner befitting disciples of jesus christ stating that disregard for
the wellbeingwell being of animals was a great sin and that many saints were
spared being cursed by the lord for animal neglect only because they
were ignorant of their sin 35

judging by the frequency with which the message was reiterated presi-
dents smith and young were challenged in their efforts to ennoble the
saints behavior toward their animals yet their teachings must have had
some effect on the saints as colonel thomas L kane 1822 83 said that he
was impressed by the saints kindness to their brute dependents and par-
ticularlyticularly to their beasts of draught he further stated that mormonscormons cared
so much for their animals that they would have washed them with old wine
had they had any 36

lorenzo snow like presidents smith and young was converted to the
worth of nonhuman life his humane attitude crystallized when he was
gaining his strength back after battling a lengthy illness in far west mis-
souri to combat the boredom he felt at not being able to either do or read
much he decided to hunt wild turkeys a practice of which he had been
particularly fond but while he was stalking turkeys that day he had a strik-
ing change of heart

while moving slowly forward in pursuit of something to kill my mind was
arrested with the reflection on the nature of my pursuit that of amusing
myself by giving pain and death to harmless innocent creatures that perhaps
had as much right to life and enjoyment as myself I1 realized that such indul-
gence was without any justification and feeling condemned I1 laid my gun on
my shoulder returned home and from that time to this I1 have felt no incli-
nation for that murderous amuamusementsemen t 37

two years before his death joseph F smith summarized the LDS
perspective on animals by stating simply the latter day saints have
always taught kindness to animals 113838 and just seven months before his
death he penned what became his concluding published thought about
animal welfare he wrote love of nature is akin to the love of god the
two are inseparable 0031113139

the emphasis early LDS leaders placed on animal welfare led one
researcher to conclude the church of jesus christ of latter day saints has
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evidenced far more zoophilic teachings in an official capacity than other
denominations in the united states 40 thus even though president cannon
was the most visible advocate for animal welfare within the LDS church for
over three decades he was not alone among prominent LDS figures it is

likely that he refined and strengthened his philosophy in communication
with other leaders in the LDS church

other philosophical influences

in addition to these important LDS specific influences president can-
non was affected also by the thoughts ofofnonoftonnon LDS individualsindividualS 441I1 he recog-
nized these influences and in fact seemed anxious to use them for good
when he thought that could be done when he introduced the humane
day program and instructed sunday school teachers to provide appropri-
ate lessons for the children he added there is a large field from which
information can be gleaned and which will be exceedingly interesting to
the children to listen to and they can be impressed in a way that will not

be 13421142334242soon forgotten
president cannon s admiration for the work being done by others is

unmistakable in his writings he seemed to have been especially impressed
with george T angell he praised angell highly as a fearless and an able
champion of the rights of dumb animals his only object in life is to do
good to his fellow creatures 43 however president cannon did not elect to
reproduce many outside articles in the juvenile instructor

on the other hand president cannon s successor to the editorship
joseph F smith relied heavily on outside resources to support the humane
day program material published in the juvenile instructor in conjunction
with the humane day program from 1902 to 1918 came from a wide variety
outside sources including george T angellsangelsAngells publication our dumb ani-
mals home and school visitor forest and stream popular science news
phrenological journal spectator youths companion new orleans picayune
american humane education society new york sun christian register
boston globe clara barton founder of the american red cross and
many others 44

the thoughts of many of america s early animal welfare activists
refuted longstandinglong standing philosophical attitudes about animals president
cannon was no doubt aware of the philosophical attitudes that had in the
minds of some validated cruel behavior toward animals one of the west-
ern worlds most prominent philosophers renereng descartes 1596 1650
was prominent in contributing to the inhumane treatment of animals
descartes argued that animals are nothing more than biological
machines incapable of feeling pain or of reasoning his philosophy was
accepted by many of the other influential thinkers of his day french
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philosopher nicolas de malebranche 1638 1715 one of descartessDescartess fol-
lowers attributed the howls of a dog he had just kicked to the creaking of
the gearing and the turnspit 3145114545

not all western philosophers shared descartes s views one prominent
thinker who disagreed with descartes s ideas was the famous french writer
voltaire 1694 1778 voltaire argued that the animal machine idea was
ridiculous pitiful and sorry another prominent frenchman pierre bayle
1647 17061706 also disagreed with descartes 46

despite opposition the animal machine philosophy still prevailed in
england just a few decades prior to president cannon s birth in that coun-
try it was not until the end of the eighteenth century that serious efforts
were made in england to elevate the status of animals from machines to
sentient beings capable of suffering 47 jeremy bentham 1748 1832 a
famous english jurist and economist was one of the first prominent english-
men to challenge the animal machine philosophy bentham made a state-
ment now considered to be a classic in the animal welfare debate the
question is not can they reason nor can they talktaiktalkbitbitbut can they sussersuffersudsersuffer4848148

even with this growing support most efforts made in eighteenth
century england to promote kindness to animals were met with derision or
even punishment reverend james granger 1723 76 a vicar of the church
of england went to prison for twice preaching against cruelty to animals 49

on october 18 1772 reverend granger chose as the text of his sermon
proverbs 1210 A righteous man regardethregardeth the life of his beast but the ten-
der mercies of the wicked are cruel he dedicated his remarks to a neigh
bor he had often seen whipping his horse reverend granger spoke in a
forceful manner

for god s sake and thy own have some compassion upon these poor
beasts I1 give thee fair warning that a worse punishment waits for thee in
the next and that damnation will certainly come according to thy call
I1 advise thee to fall upon thy knees and ask god forgiveness for the cruelty 50

reverend granger later described the reaction to his sermon the fore
going discourse gave almost universal disgust to two considerable congre-
gationsgat ions the mention of dogs and horses was censured as a prostitution of
the dignity of the pulpit and considered as proof of the author s insanity 1 51

at the dawning of the nineteenth century domestic animals in devel-
oped western societies were still generally regarded at best as items of

much different than shovel 01521152315252 it ispersonal property not a or plow not
surprising therefore that sentiments such as those expressed by reverend
granger were considered perverse european attitudes toward animals
remained so callous that when president cannon was born in liverpool
england the practice of stealing cats skinning them alive and then selling
the pelt was common in his country 53
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As inhumane treatment of animals continued in england a growing
body of english philosophers including lord thomas erskine 01701750175o1750 1823

percy bysshe shelley 1792 1822 and richard martin 1755 1834 felt com-
pelled to promote animal welfare despite formidable opposition 54 joseph F

smith noted lord thomas erskine s attempt to pass animal rights legisla-
tion in 1809 the first attempt made in england the first movement ever
made in the british parliament to obtain some law for the protection of
animals from cruelty was by a distinguished english statesman who was
met by such a storm of ridicule that he abandoned the attemptattempt55115555 in 1822

richard martin earned the distinction of being the first person inin england
to successfully introduce humane legislation

president cannons millennial vision

president cannon s gentle nature may have caused him to be naturally
inclined to champion the cause of animals and his efforts were inspired by
the work of US and british contemporaries who were eloquently defend-
ing animal welfare during the latter half of the nineteenth century yet his
faith was the most pervasive rationale he used to support his defense of
animal welfare because of this president cannon differentiated himself
from most other nineteenth century champions of animal welfare

even among those whose philosophies were religiously based presi-

dent cannon was distinctive because of the unique beliefs about animals
supported by LDSLIDSliosllos doctrine one difference between president cannon s

writings and those of other christian authors stems from different beliefs

about the timing of the second coming of christ an event early members
of the LDSLIDS church felt was imminenimminentilminent 56 he was aware that the relationship
between mankind and the animals was prophesied to be much different
during the millennial era isa ilg116116 9 6525 ezek 3425 hosea 218 for
president cannon preparing for the changed relationship mankind would
have with the animals during the millennium was just as fundamental as

the other preparations the saints were making for that event 577 faithful
latter day saints were likely responsive to this theme because the vision of
zion or a people prepared to live under millennial conditions was what
compelled many of them to sacrifice virtually all that they had to immi-
grate to the great basin

this vision of a peaceful existence including not only peace between
god and mankind but also peace with the animal world and with all the rest
of creation seemed to inspire president cannon of this hope he wrote

the time will come when man and animals which are now wild and fero-
cious will dwell together without hurting each other the prophets have
foretold this with great plainness but before this day comes men will
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have to cease their war upon the animals the reptiles and the insects
when man becomes their true friend they will learn to love and not to fear
him the spirit of the lord which will rest upon man will also be given to
the animal creation man will not hurt nor destroy not even tigers and
lions and wolves and snakes and they will not harm him and universal
peace will prevail 58511

in harmony with the prophet joseph s teachings he taught the saints
that if they could control their destructive propensities a different spirit
would take possession of fowls animals fish reptiles and insects this
change ofheart according to president cannon would help to bring about
the millennium 59

president cannon s gentleness is an important legacy in the history of
the LDS church because his teaching was expressed during an era when
gentleness was less common and admired than conquest and dominance it
is all the more valuable today 60

aaron R kelson is a presidential management intern at the US department of
agriculture washington DC the author would like to thank charles romesburg
two anonymous reviewers and the editor for their helpful comments and encourage-
ment and margaret robertson for exceptional research assistance the quotation a

plea for the horse used in the title of this article comes from a humane day article
published in juvenile instructor 50 no 4 1917 172

i1 george Q cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 3 no 17 1868i8681868132132

2 george Q cannon don t be cruel juvenile instructor 4 no 25 1869 197

3 references to humane day in the juvenile instructor from 1897 to 1918 include
the following volume and page numbers 32 no 2 1897 58 6060 33 no 2 1898 69 70

33 no 4 1898 152 34 no 4 1899 104 51105 lioiioilo 11113ll11 113 14 35 no 4 1900 122126 36
no 4 19001191901 119ilg 37 no 3 1902 84 38 no 4 1903 97 109115.125109115125 26 39 no 4 1904

97 6113122106113122iolo 26 40 no 4 1905 97 106106log 41 no 4 19061906 loilol 6126 42 no 4 1907

97 103 43 no 2 19081908 57 59 60 44 no 3 1909 95 9898110110lloilo 13 45 no 2 iglo19101910 60
85 88 46 no 2 1911 838310880108108 14 47 no 2 1912 78 79112 16 48 no 2 1913 84 85

125 28 49 no 2 1914 9494127127 36 5050 no 2 1915 9393126126 37 51 no 2 1916 84 90
92 93 52 no 4 1917 171 7676193193 94 53 no 4 1918 182 83 in addition many other
issues from 1868 to 1920 contained articles on animal welfare which were not directly
connected with the humane day program

4 george Q cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 9 no 25 1874 294

5 lewis G regenstein replenish the earth A history of organized religions treat-
ment of animals and nature including the bibles message of conservation and kind-
ness toward animals new york crossroad 1991iggi 109log

6 gerald E jones concern for animals as manifest in five american churches
bible christian shaker latter day saint christian scientist and seventh day adven-
tist phd diss brigham young university 1972 28

7 francis H rowley the humane idea boston american humane education
society 1912 50 51

8 another LDS leader who strongly advocated kindness to animals david 0
mckay 1873 1970 initiated a kindness to animals club for LDS children in 1952
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kindness to animals club childrens friend 51 no i1 1952 23 this club existed
for five years but it did not generate as much interest as president cannon s humane
day program

9 george Q cannon kindness to dumb animals juvenile instructor 34 no 4
18991131899 113

io10 george Q cannon taking life unnecessarily juvenile instructor 34 no 19

1899 592

ii11 george Q cannon revelation wanton killing juvenile instructor 24
no 23 18891889548548

12 during president cannon s effort to curb sport hunting extermination was
also in the process of occurring for two well known species of birds in north america
once numbering several million the passenger pigeon was considered rare by 1895 the
last passenger pigeon died in cincinnati zoological gardens on september 1914 north
americas only native parrot the carolina parakeet was hunted to extinction in the
wild by 1900 the last captive carolina parakeet died in 1914 in the same zoo as the last
passenger pigeon see ralph whitlock birds at risk whitshireWhit shire eng moonraker
press 1981 39

13 approximately 200 thousand bison now live in north america roughly 150
thousand in the US and 50 thousand in canada about go90 percent of these animals are
in privately owned herds utah has two publicly owned bison herds over four hundred
head in the henry mountains and over five hundred head on antelope island in the
great salt lake

14 david A dary the buffalo book the full saga of the american animal day-
ton ohio swallow pressohioPress Ohio university press 1974

15 E N andrews A buffalo hunt by rail kansas magazine 3 no 5 may 1873

450453 54
16 george Q cannon hunting buffalo juvenile instructor 4 no 20 18691571869 157

A few buffalo were present in utah territory in 1847 when LDS pioneers arrived there
renowned smithsonian zoologist william T hornaday 1854 1937 wrote in his exami-
nation of the extermination of the buffalo

it is well known that buffaloes though in very small numbers once inhabited
northeastern utah and that a few were killed by the mormon settlers prior to
1840 sic in the vicinity of great salt lake there is no evidence that bison
ever inhabited the southwestern half of utah and considering the general
sterility of the territory as a whole previous to its development by irrigation
it is surprising that any buffalo in his senses would ever set foot in it at allanaliail

william T hornaday the extermination of the american bison washing-
ton DC government printing office 1889 383

17 cannon hunting buffalo 157
18 some states still have bounty laws on the books they are seldom used how-

ever because the bounties are usually negligible in today s dollars other states have
only recently rescinded these laws such as wisconsin in 1996

ig19 george Q cannon why continually want to kill kill kill juvenile instruc-
tortor34 nono1616 1899 492

20 cannon why continually want to kill 492
21 john D lee A mormon chronicle the diaries of john D lee ed robert glass

cleland and juanita brooks 2 volsVOIS salt lake city university of utah press 1983 182
99 100loo100 hosea stout on the mormon frontier the diary of hosea stout ed juanita
brooks 2 volsVOIS salt lake city university of utah press 1964 2337 38
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22 cannon why continually want to kill 493

23 willwiilwillcwillaC barnes those kaibab deer forest workeriworkerworkersi november 1924 60

24 barnes those kaibab deer 60

25 barnes those kaibab deer 60 wiliwillwiil C barnes game a forest asset and
sometimes a liability forest worker 3 may 1926 21

26 barnes those kaibab deer 61 62

27 for a more comprehensive review of the teachings of early LDS leaders about
animals see jones concern for animals gerald E jones the gospel and animals
ensign i2 august 1972 62 65 A complete reviewreview of these teachings isis beyond the scope
of this paper

28 according to regenstein replenish the earth 43 the hebrew words nephesh or
soul and nephesh chayah or living soul are used inin the original biblical text inin the

account of the creation the latter designation isis found inin genesis 272 7 referring to
adam and isis translated inin the king james version as man became a living soul how-
ever when the same terminology isis used inin genesis 130i 30 inin reference to animals it isis

translated as wherein there isis life interestingly joseph smith chose to restore the
original meaning inin the book of moses

29 joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake
city deseret book 1972 71 joseph smith s philosophy toward nonhuman life was

distinctly different than the understanding of nineteenth century christians his belief
in the sanctity and unity of all living things has been described as being more closely
aligned with the philosophies of native americans and modern galans than with tra-
ditionaldit ional christianity thomas G alexander stewardship and enterprise the LDS

church and the wasatch oasis environment 1847 1930 western historical quarterly
25 no 3 1994 344

30 sandra bradford packard animals inin encyclopedia of mormomsmmormonism ed
daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york macmillan 19921421992 i 42 43

31 artemusartemussartemuseArtemusSS ward kindness to animals juvenile instructor3qinstructor no 4419041904125125

32 latter day saint scholar hugh nibley has written about brighambnghambangham young s

teachings regarding animal welfare and environmental stewardship for additional
discussion on president young s teachings regarding animals see hugh W nibley
brigham young on the environment inin to the glory of god mormon essays on

great issues environment commitment love peace youth man ed truman G

madsen and charles D tate jr salt lake city deseret book 1972 3 29 hugh W
nibley subduing the earth inin nibley on the timely and the timeless classic essays

of hugh W nibley provo utah religious studies center brigham young university
1978719783535 99

33 brigham young inin journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 86 8igibigi8 191igi september 30 1860

34 brigham young inin journal of discourses 11141 october 9918651865

35 brigham young inin journal of discourses 1221812 218 may 17 1868i8681515227227 october 9

1872

36 william mulder and A russell mortenson eds among the mormonscormons historic
accounts by contemporary observers new york alfred A knopf 1958 205

37 clyde J williams comp the teachings of lorenzo snow salt lake city
bookcraft 1984 188 89

38 joseph F smith humane day juvenile instructor 51 no 221916igiaigi6 93

39 joseph F smith humane day juvenile instructor 53 no 4419181918 183

40 jones concern for animals 132
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41 some researchers believe that attitudes toward the environment were diffused
or at least selectively filtered into LDS consciousness from outside sources during pres-
ident cannon s lifetime for further discussion see jeanne kay and craig J brown
mormon beliefs about land and natural resources 1847 1877 journal of historical

geography ii no 3 july 1985 253 67

42 george Q cannon humane day juvenile instructor32instructor 32 no 2 1897 60
43 cannon kindness to dumb animals lio110lloiioilo ii11

44 in allAailali likelihood the volume of material published in the juvenile instructor
about animal welfare written bybynonnon LDS authors represents the most material on any
subject written by non LDS authors published in an official LDS periodical

45 C W hume the status ofanimalsof animals in the christian religion london univer-
sities federation for animal welfare 1957 184 as quoted in regenstein replenish the
earth 79

46 regenstein replenish the earth 79 8080

47 david favre and vivien tsang the development of anti cruelty laws dur-
ing the i8oos18oos detroit college of law review i spring 1993 1 35

48 jeremy bentham an introduction to the principles ofmoralsof moraismorals and legislation lon-
don 17801780 310olo ii11 as quoted in regenstein replenish the earth 88 italics in original

49 regenstein replenish the earth 88

5050 edward G fairholmeFairholme and wellesley pain A century of workworkforfor animals the
history of the RSPCA 18241834 1924 new york E P dutton 1924 7 8 as quoted in
regenstein replenish the earth 88

51 fairholmeFairholme and pain A century of work for animals 8 9 as quoted in regen-
stein replenish the earth 88

52 favre and tsang development of anti cruelty laws 2

53 regenstein replenish the earth 93

54 regenstein replenish the earth 89 91 the western world s growing interest in
animal welfare during the late 1700s and the early i8oos18oos is consistent with a common
LDS viewpoint that attitudes were shifting during that time period in preparation for
the restoration of the LDS faith for a discussion on this viewpoint see kay and brown
mormon beliefs about land 253 67

55 joseph F smith first law for prevention of cruelty to animals juvenile
instructor 41 no 4 19061906 104

56 eugene campbell establishing zion the mormon church in the american
west 1847 1869 salt lake city signature books 1988 dan L flores agriculture
mountain ecology and the land ethic phases of the environmental history of
utah in working the range ed john R wunder westport conn greenwood
press 1985

57 john B wright rocky mountain divide selling and saving the west austin
university of texas press 1993 argues that belief in the imminence of the millennium
was responsible for environmental abuses in utah which if true would have affected
animals particularly wildlife however alexander stewardship and enterprise
341 64 disagrees with wright and attributes environmental problems in early utah
history to secularized entrepreneurship aided by science and technology and the
neglect of religious environmental principles such as those discussed in this article

58 cannon revelation wanton killing 549
59 george Q cannon obedience do not killKH juvenile instructor 26 no 14

1891 442 44
6060 see for example spencer W kimball fundamental principles to ponder and

live ensign 8 november 1978 43 46



adams song

tommy was the first pet I1 had in eden
par a keet seemed to fit small parrot
with long tail the color of apple new leaf
and lemon harsh irritating song
I1 called it screaming at first but my softer side
said song adam song

eve taught me about musigmusicmusecmu sic a medley

of sounds and tones as of the wind
cain taught me that some music is hard
to hear father I1 have killed abel
and buried myself in a darker earth
where frozen stars draw black flowers
from my grave that was a song

I1 clipped tommy s wings that day
with scisacis sors a cutting instrument two pivoted blades
I1 gathered the yellow green and dark
red shadows in the valley of my palm
eve sang a music I1 could hardly hear
I1 inserted one by one into the warm earth of abels grave
the cool feath ers lighter thanthanflowersflowers less afraid
offlyingofflying colorfast and hardened by a harsh song

james richards

this poem won first place in the BYU studies 1999 poetry contest

62



environmental lessons
from our pioneer heritage
terry B ball and jack D brotherson

the efforts of the pioneers and their posterity to correct their mistakes in
agricultural and ranching practices set an exampleorexampleforexampleporforjoror us today

in 1847 the mormon exodus reached the great basin and settled in the
shadows of the rocky mountains there they were joined by immigrants
from great britain germany switzerland scandinavia and other parts of
the world most participating in the gathering shared the common experi-
ence of conversion to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in-
deed their commitment to their faith led them to seek refuge in the seclusion
of the great basin they believed that there they could build a zion society
free from the persecution and hatred that had followed their church from
new york to ohio to missouri and then to illinois

As the pioneers began to build zion they reshaped the environment to
make the land more productive and suitable for their needs occasionally
however their policies and practices were not environmentally sound
over time the landlandss ability to provide for them was diminished rather than
enhanced fortunately they and their posterity established a pattern of
striving to correct their environmental mistakes once they were aware
of them in so doing they set a precedent for citizens today

the presettlement environment

understanding the great basin s presettlement environment is requiaequi
site to understanding the impact of the pioneers activities on local eco-
systems the great salt lake valley and adjacent areas had been visited by
travelers explorers government agents and missionaries long before the
mormon pioneers entered many early visitors kept journals in which they
described the land from these journals we get a reasonably good picture
of the state of the land and its resources as they existed when the native
americans were the sole occupants

two of the earliest presettlement visitors to the great basin fathers
dominguez and escalante entered utah in 1776 from present day colorado

byustudies38BYU studies 38 no 3 1999 63
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and traveled west to utah valley they wrote of marshy estuaries as-

sociatedsocia ted with lakes and rivers 11 a good deal of pasturage along all the
streams and abundant land that could be farmed with the aid of irriga-
tion they also wrote of flat stretches of sagebrush some with associated
prickly pear cactus 1

fathers dominguez and escalante were particularly interested in iden-
tifying potential sites for settlement they found many in the great basin
for example around present day duchesne utah they noted beautiful
poplar groves fine pastures timber and firewood not too far away
enough for three good settlements they described the strawberry val-

ley as possessing good pasturagespastu rages many springs beautiful groves and
11all the conveniences required for a settlement 3121122 concerning utah valley
they commented that the area between the provo and spanish fork rivers
consisted of level meadows with good land for crops with opportuni-
ties for irrigation sufficient for two or even three good settlements so
enamored were they with the region that captain miera y pacheo a car-
tographerto with the expedition wrote to the king

this is the most pleasing beautiful and fertile site in all new spain it alone
is capable of maintaining a settlement with as many people as mexico city
and of affording its inhabitants many conveniences for it has everything nec-
essary for the support of human life 3

some sixty years later 1839 or 1840 a rocky mountain fur trapper
named osborne russell gave a similar description of the presettlement
great salt lake valley he described the area as a beautiful and fertile val-

ley intersected by large numbers of fine springs which flow from the moun-
tain to the lake and could with little labour and expense be made to
irregateirrigateirregate sic the whole valley 1144

the presettlement vegetation and water resources of northern utah
also received glowing reports from early visitors for example in 1845 the
explorer captain john C fremont offered this description of the bear
river valley in northern utah

I1 can say of it in general terms that the bottoms of this river bear and of
some of the creeks which I1 saw form a natural resting and recruiting station
for travellerstraveherstravelerstravtrave ellersHerseilers now and in all times to come the bottoms are extensive water
excellent timber sufficient the soil good and well adapted to the grains and
grasses suited to such an elevated region A military post and a civilized

settlement would be of great value here and cattle and horses would do well

where grass and salt so much abound the lake will furnish exhaustless sup-
plies of salt all the mountain sides here are covered with a valuable nutri-
tious grass called bunch grass the beasts of the indians were fat upon it

our own found it a good subsistence and its quantity will sustain any amount
of cattle and make this truly a bucolic region 5
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other presettlement visitors left descriptions of the cache weber
pavantdavant juab grass tooelethoele and rush valleys they too mention good
water resources in those regions with rich soil and fine grass in valleys
benches and foothills they speak of patches of sagebrush and of high
elevation forests of pines maples aspensashens and cedars 6

the descriptions left by early visitors and pioneers indicate that the
presettlement composition of the plant communities consisted of grass in
the valley bottoms bunch grass and sage on the foothill slopes pinyon
juniper on the upper valley slopes merging into mountain brush and
aspen and conifer in the higher elevations moreover adequate water re-
sources could be found in the springs streams rivers and lakes of the
region the land was indeed well fitted for settlement

pioneers enter the valleyvaheyvaileyvaney

the first saints to enter the salt lake valley were as impressed with
resources as much as earlier visitors had been for example william clay-
ton wrote

the grass grows high and thick on the ground and is well mixed with nice
green rushes feed here for our teams is very plentiful and good and the water
is also good the grass here appears even richer and thicker on the ground
than where we left this morning the grass is about four feet high we
could but remark all along the richness of the soil and the abundance of
high good looking grass 7

upon entering the salt lake valley the pioneers wasted no time in
beginning their efforts to transform their rocky mountain zion into
a fruitful homeland they did so with determination enthusiasm and a

sense of urgency the main company of the saints left their last camp in
emigration canyon at about 700 AM on the morning of july 232318471847 at
930 AM they held a prayer and thanksgiving meeting in the valley by
1130 AM a committee had selected spots for planting potatoes beans and
corn by noon they were plowing by the time a convalescing brigham
young reached the valley on july 24 potatoes were already in the ground 8

irrigating newly planted crops was a priority for the pioneers they
realized that unlike illinois and missouri in the great basin they could
not depend upon the rains of heaven to water the crops they planted 9 As

historian alfred R golze explained the mormonscormons were forced to make
irrigation a success or perish 10 during the afternoon of july 231847 they
began irrigation as it isis practiced today by building a dam across city
creek and diverting enough water to soak five acres of exceedingly dry
land 1 I11I1 by spring 1848 they had five thousand acres of irrigated land
under cultivation 12

community development proceeded in an orderly and well planned
manner under brigham youngsyoung s direction ten acre blocks were laid out
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and divided into eight lots of one and one quarter acres the lots and
blocks were subsequently assigned to families according to their occupa-
tions and needs generally professionals and businessmen each received a
lot while mechanics were given four lots or an entire block farmers were
given one or two blocks each depending on the size of their families 13 the
blocks were divided by wide streets with irrigation ditches running down
each side to irrigate the orchards and gardens and to carry away sewage 14

this pattern of orderly development was repeated as mormon villages
spread along the wasatch front and elsewhere in the mountain west
walter P cottam notes that within thirteen years of the pioneers arrival in
the salt lake valley

most of the important towns from logan on the north to st george on the
south had been founded each is located at the base of a mountain front
at an altitude conducive to the growth of a variety of farm crops on a valley
plain of rich soil where mountain streams supply water sufficient for irriga-
tion and culinary purposes sites thus selected for settlement were provided
with nearby pasture land that furnished year round feed for farm livestock
and with an expanse of desert range suitable for winter grazing mountains
nearby provided a perpetual flow of life giving water timber for building
wood for fuel and forage for the summer grazing of range stock 15

botanist john muir gave a description of the success of the salt lake saints
as he passed through on a botanical expedition in 1877

at first sight there is nothing very marked in the external appearance of the
town excepting its leaiealeannesshinessfiness most of the houses are veiled with trees as if set
down in the midst of one grand orchard

perhaps nineteen twentieths of the houses are built of bluish gray adobe
bricks and are only one or two stories high forming fine cottage homes
which promise simple comfort within they are set well back from the street
leaving room for a flower garden while almost every one has a thrifty
orchard at the sides and around the back the gardens are laid out with great
simplicity indicating love for flowers by people comparatively poor in
almost every one you find daisies and mint and lilac bushes and rows of
plain english tulips lilacs and tulips are the most characteristic flowers and
nowhere have I1 seen them in greater perfection 16

pioneer faith and environmental stewardship

much of the pioneers motivation and success at settling and develop-
ing the land can be attributed to their belief in a god given stewardship
over the land and its resources their spiritual leaders had taught them that
god had created the earths resources for the use of man and that god
expected them to use those resources wisely 17 they held as truth a revela-
tion given to the prophet joseph smith in 1831

yea all things which come of the earth in the season thereof are made
for the benefit and the use of man both to please the eye and to gladden the
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heart yea for food and for raiment for taste and for smell to strengthen the
body and to enliven the soul and it pleasethpleaseth god that he hath given allAaliail these
things unto man for unto this end were they made to be used with judg-
ment not to excess neither by extortion dacd&c 5918 20

the saints leaders reaffirmed this doctrine as they settled in the great
basin they testified that god had brought the pioneers to a new promised
land in the mountain west and that he intended to give the land to the
saints as an eternal inheritance if they proved to be wise stewards over
its resources in speaking of their zion in the rocky mountains orson
pratt explained

this land about which I1 have been speaking is called in some places in the
revelations of god to the prophet joseph the land of our inheritance and in
other places it is referred to in the form of stewardshipssteward ships in one sense it may
be considered our inheritance because the lord designs in his own wisdom
that the latter day saints shall possess that land as such and their dead with
them and having decreed this even before we ever saw it he will fulfillfulfil it
I1 will refer you to a part of the revelation given on the 2ndand jan 1831 at the
house of father whitmer and I1 hold forth and deign to give unto you
greater riches even a land of promise a land flowing with milk and honey
upon which there shall be no curse when the lord cometh and I1 will give it

unto you for the land of your inheritance not only stewardship but
inheritance and this shall be my covenant with you says the lord further
11 ye shall have it for the land of your inheritance and for the inheritance of
your children forever while the earth shall stand and ye shall possess it again
in eternity no more to pass away in this sense it is called the land of our
inheritance but when we come to speak definitely we will have to be proven
as stewards first if we shall be unwise in the disposition of this trust then it

willvallmhli be very doubtful whether we get an inheritance in this world or in the
world to come 18

the saints were further taught by their leaders that because god had
control over the productivity of the land bounteous yields came only upon
conditions of righteousness 19 brigham young warned the saints that their
wickedness could pollute the very soil air and water around them 20211 but
if they were a righteous people the earth would bring forth in its
strength 112211 daniel wells second counselor in the first presidency testi-
fied that making the land more productive was an important part of build-
ing the kingdom of god and the duty of every righteous person he further
warned that failure to do so would incur divine wrath 22 heber C kimball
instructed the saints that if they were worthy they could ensure the pro-
ductivity of their resources by using priesthood power to dedicate and
consecrate their land seed implements and livestock to god 23

because proper care of the earth and its resources was considered a

commandment of god pioneer church leaders frequently used the pulpit
to give practical advice on farming and resource management during
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church meetings they taught the saints what to plant how to care for their
livestock and how to plow water fertilize and improve the soil they
decried it as not pleasing in the sight of god to cultivate more land than
was reasonable or to be slothful in weeding and plowing the fields 24 they
believed that one could not separate the wise use of resources from reli-
gion they did not compartmentalize things as secular or religious tempo-
ral or spiritual rather all temporal resources were recognized as also being
spiritual for god created them as such gave them to man and commanded
that they be used in righteousness and wisdom 25 thus wise management
of resources that enhanced the land s capacity to provide for man was
viewed as an act of righteousness and an increase of productivity was a
sign of favor from god

pioneer impact on the environment

these doctrines served the pioneers well as they settled and developed
the great basin unfortunately in spite of their environmental theology
environmental costs and consequences of settlement became evident over
time for example orson hyde offered the following observation in octo-
ber 1865

I1 find the longer we live in these valleys that the range is becoming more and
more destitute of grass the grass is not only eaten up by the great amount of
stock that feed upon it but they tramp it out by the very roots and where
grass once grew luxuriantly there is now nothing but the desert weed and
hardly a spear of grass is to be seen

between here and the mouth of emigration kanyon when our brethren
the pioneers first landed here in 47 there was an abundance of grass over all
those benches they were covered with it like a meadow there is now noth-
ing but the desert weed the sage the rabbit bush and such like plants that
make very poor feed for stock 26

such early and rapid deterioration of the environment was certainly
alarming leading the modern researcher to ask how it was allowed to occur
in light of what the pioneer saints believed to be their environmental stew-
ardshipardship three contributing factors have been suggested the first and
perhaps the foremost factor was inexperience dan L flores an environ-
mental historian argues that the early settlers simply may have been too
unfamiliar with the great basin ecosystem to understand all the environ-
mental consequences of their activities 27 the second factor as historian
thomas G alexander argues was the overzealous pursuit of wealth he
notes that some of the early settlers driven by market opportunities
apparently valued jobs and wealth more than the sanctity of life steward-
ship and reverence for the earth IM28 the third and perhaps most distressing
element was the tendency of some to be disobedient to the environmental
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principles taught by the early pioneer leaders As alexander explains
indeed there is clear evidence that whatever they were told many utah

mormonscormons acted as if ecclesiastical pronouncements regarding the environ-
ment were in fact little more than rhetoric either that or they forgot or
declined to obey the counsel given 3329112929

A review of the farming and ranching practices of the early settlers
illustrates that while they did much to accomplish their goals of increasing
the utility and productivity of the land inexperience avarice and disobe-
dience did indeed contribute to counterproductive and environmentally
harmful practices

farming practices

perhaps the greatest improvements the pioneers made to the land were
agricultural most attribute the farming success to their remarkable
achievements with irrigation despite the vast stretches of desert terrain in
the great basin an abundance of water flowed in the streams and rivers
originating in the surrounding mountains 30 the settlers challenge was to
divert the water to the thirsty but fertile soil although they had little
experience with irrigation and made some mistakes they were still remark-
ably successful in the endeavor most agree the saints succeeded because
unlike many other communities of their time they cooperated with one
another 3311 their common faith gave them a sense of divine purpose and
concern which mandated that the success of the community transcended
individual prosperity their leaders taught the importance of such coopera-
tion from the pulpit

we can not work here as we could in jackson county mo in that country we
did not have to irrigate we could settle on a piece of rising ground there and
the rains of heaven watered it we could settle in any part of the county
or of the counties round about and the rains of heaven would descend and
water our land ifwe happen to farm on some of these high grounds it is

very difficult to dig canals and water ditches to water our little stewardshipsstewardships
what shall we do then join in together be of one heart and one mind and
let there be a common stock fund so far as property is concerned and so far

as our own individual labor is concerned you need to cooperateco operate to-
gether in your labors you need to cooperateco operate in getting out your water
from your water ditches to water your land and you need to do it in a great
many other respects 32

alfred golze credits the pioneers cooperation for making irrigation
systems that are still among the finest in the united states today he fur-
ther notes that their laws for appropriation of water and its priority of use
have been a pattern to other western states 31331133333333 still lack of experience led
to some early environmentally unsound and wasteful irrigation practices
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for example the settlers frequently over irrigated by turning their water
on in the spring and not shutting it off until the fall 34 this practice in-
creased the salinity of the soil and leachedbeached vital nutrients from it more-
over they often failed to make provisions against seepage or to divert
surface drainage 113535 consequently some of their precious water resources
were lost

pioneering saints also greatly improved the land s productivity
through the importation and successful cultivation of food crops before
the arrival of the pioneers native americans living in the land had to rely
on native food plants for subsistence serviceberriesServiceberries chokecherrieschokecherries goose
berries and currants were typical sources of fruit sunflowersSun flowers and wild
grass seeds constituted their cereal and flour grains 36 sego lily biscuit root
and yampa were the among the roots harvested for food all such native
sources of plant food grew in relatively low yielding scattered patches and
required considerable amounts of time and energy to forage they could
never support a large population

in contrast the food crops imported by the mormon pioneers were
high yielding easily harvested species for example through the efforts of
wilford woodruff and other pioneers nurseries and orchards of fruits such
as apples peaches pears cherries and plums were established throughout
the mountain west 37 in an 1865 address john taylor reminded the saints

we can remember the time when we could not raise peaches to eat and it was
a doubt whether an apple tree would grow or not now go and look at your
orchards there is not a better peach growing country in the world than this
how is this god has blessed the elements for our sakes and also the earth
but let the saints leave this place and it would return again to its wilderness
condition the wicked could not live here 38

imported root crops such as potatoes carrots and turnips also thrived
under pioneer cultivation sugar beets grew exceptionally well for the pio-
neers eventually becoming an important cash crop the 1904 annual
christmas greeting from the first presidency of the church summarized
the success of the saints in sugar beet cultivation

the great crops ofsugar beets that have been gathered have been a source of
wealth to the community the establishment of sugar factories in utah and
idaho has been made possible because of this abundant product with
advanced experience in the cultivation of the beet and in the manufacture
therefrom of first class sugar we have promise of a full supply of the saccha-
rine article for home consumption and to supply our neighbors in surround-
ing states and territories allAHailali this will greatly promote development of the
resources and augment the wealth of this intermountain region 39

important cereal grains such as wheat oats and barley were also intro-
duced by the pioneers as well as legumes such as beans and peas wheat
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fields proved especially prolific alexander reports that between the years
of 1869 and 1879 output increased by 109log percent and an additional 512 per-
cent over the following two decades 40

not only did these crops produce enough to support a large and grow-
ing population they also yielded a surplus this allowed the saints to move
away from subsistence farming and begin selling some of their produce by
the i86os186os the saints were conducting a lively trade in agricultural com-
moditiesmodi ties with markets outside the territory and began testing new types of
cash crops for example brigham young had the pioneers experiment with
cotton farming in southern utah 41 also mulberry was imported and cul-
tivated to provide feed for silkworms in an attempt to establish a local silk
industry 42 while neither of these cash crops proved very profitable others
such as sugar beets and alfalfa proved to be highly successful

unfortunately the zeal to profit from agriculture led some to waste
and abuse natural resources orson hyde observed that overambitious
men were trying to cultivate too much land consequently creating water
shortages he noted that the resulting overall production decreased rather
than increased 43

in addition to food and cash crops ornamental and exotic plant
species were brought in by the pioneers alexander suggests that such
introduction was in response to brigham young s fostering the importa-
tion of large varieties of alien flora and fauna to the intermountain
region 44 accordingly the pioneers introduced trees such as catalpa
locust chinaberry and tree of heaven as well as flowers and herbs such as

english tulips hollyhocks sweet peas caraway spearmint peppermint
and watercress some weedy plant species whose seed were contaminates of
crop seeds were imported and cultivated unintentionally

many of the plant species the pioneers imported intentionally or other-
wise managed to establish wild populations in the great basin by 1900
approximately 160160igo species of introduced plants from about thirty five differ
ent families had produced feral populations unfortunately not every plant
species introduced was beneficial to the environment 4541 many were nox-
ious invasive supercompetitorssupercompetitors that displaced native vegetation for ex-
ample cheatgrasscheat grass was imported during pioneer times and soon dominated
land once covered by more palatable native grasses although of some value
as a forage species in its early stages full grown cheatgrasscheatgrass injures the ani-
mals ingesting its dry sharp spiny seed heads moreover such dry plants
constitute a tremendous fire hazard and they are notorious for rapidly
depleting moisture and nutrients from the soilsohl 46 the gardener s nightmare
bindweed or morning glory convolvulus arvensisarven sis may have arrived in

utah during pioneer times 47 this noxious weed has become so abundant
that one frustrated gardener observed there is really only one patch of
bindweed in the state it starts at the north and goessoes clear to the south
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other weedy noxious and environmentally damaging plant species
that came with the settlers include some of the biggest pests gluttons and
thugs of the plant world consider the following list of least wanted plants
that entered utah during pioneer times tumbleweed chickweed burdock
knapweed sow thistle dandelion cheese weed bermuda grass quack grass
johnson grass poison hemlock deadly nightshade redroot pigweed
cocklebur creeping thistle bull thistle knotweed purslane jimson weed
stink grass and marijuana 4818 lack of understanding and inattention
account for the importation of these plants to the mountain west had the
early settlers understood that these species would so impact the environ-
ment surely they would not have purposely introduced them and would
have taken precautions against their accidental importation

ranching practices

perhaps the most environmentally harmful activities of the early pio-
neers were those associated with the livestock industry while early
descriptions of the great basin note the excellence of the native pastures
for grazing within a few decades the grasslands were significantly depleted
most agree the primary cause of the deterioration was overuse

at first the mormon herds were small and kept close to the settlements
to protect them from indian hostilities and predatory animals 49 small
herds were generally pooled to form larger groups of animals which were
placed under the care of livestock keepers such an efficient arrangement
made it possible for farmers and city dwellers who owned only a few head
of stock to be about other business while their animals important to
them for milk meat wool draft and transportation were watched over
by the i86os186os land areas near the settlements were already showing signs of
widespread overgrazing consequently the territorial legislature in 1865

enacted a law banning beef cattle and sheep herds from the public lands
near the settlements 50 the communities hoped that doing so would con-
serve the close ranges for milk cows draft animals and riding horses all
other grazing animals were moved much farther afield where grazing
lands and forage were more abundant

As more and more mormon immigrants and their livestock entered
the area herds relegated to the more distant pastures increased in number
these herds were soon joined by the herds of gentile neighbors who
moved in on the fringes 51 moreover the numbers of domestic livestock
sheep and cattle increased dramatically on utah ranges after the coming

of the railroad in 1869 which provided access to faraway markets soon
herds were being shipped into the state by outside speculators who saw the
vast western rangelands as opportunities for quick proprofithitfitbit 52 the number of
animals utilizing the rangelands increased until 1900 when the grazing on
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these ranges peaked at 1.111iiliii million animal units one unit equals five sheep
or one cow 53 it did not take long for these vast herds to reduce the graz-
ing capacity of these once lush grasslands the environmental consequences
were devastating As one commentator observed inside his fence the pio-
neer made the desert to blossom as a rose while outside the fence on his
range area he made it ten times worse 01541154315454 two areas that illustrate the extent
of the damage caused by overgrazing are tooelethoele valley west of salt lake
city and mountain meadows in southwestern utah

on september 252518791879 a correspondent to the deseret news wrote about
the tooelethoele area

at present the prospect for next year is a gloomy one for the farmers and in
fact all for when the farmer is effected sic all feel the effects the stock
raisers are all preparing to drive their stock where there is something to eat
this country which was once one of the best ranges for stock in the territory
is now among the poorest the myriads of sheep that have been herded here
for the past few years have almost entirely destroyed our range 5515

from this point the deterioration continued with little vegetation left
to control run off floods became common in the i88os188os and i89os189os in 1929
the first of many great dust storms that were to hit the thoeletooele valley oc-
curred blowing sand from about 320320020 acres that overgrazing had denuded
by spring 1935 the dust blown area had increased to nearly twenty thou-
sand square miles becoming one of the worst dust bowl areas in the nation
the nearby city ofofgrantsvillegrantsvilleGrantsville was said to be so seriously endangered that
11 unless steps were taken to control the dust the town ofofgrantsvillegrantsvilleGrantsville would
have to be abandoned within two years 0056115656

the landscape of mountain meadows was equally altered by over-
grazing before it became the site ofan infamous massacre mountain mead-
ows was a favorite stopping and resting place on the old spanish trail
travelers knew it for its thriving grasslands and excellent springs grazing
began in the area in 1862 and continued unrestricted until 1877 when
john D lee was to be executed in 1877 for participating in the mountain
meadows massacre he was asked to point out the actual site of the event
but he could not because the area had changed so much since the mas-
sacre in 1857 overgrazing had killed most of the forage plants and opened
the way for their replacement by shrubs and trees moreover erosion had
increased until a huge wash developed some thirty feet deep and forty feet
wide gutting the meadow and drying up the springs junipersjuniperusJunipers had expanded

sequence of photos illustrating the effects of overgrazing and subsequent wind ero-
sion ofutah desert ranges top emory county desert range plant community already
depleted of grasses and palatable shrubs middle white sage valley range showing fur-
ther grazing and wind erosion only shrub stems persist bottom wah wah valley
exemplifying the final state a range denuded of vegetation all photos taken by US
forest service 1935
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their occupied acreage of about one thousand acres to more than six thou-
sand acres making the location unrecognizable 57 H H bancroft s 1901

assessment of the damage to the area is descriptive

over that spot the curse of the almighty seemed to have fallen the luxuriant
herbage that clothed it twenty years before had disappeared the springs were
dry and wasted and now there was neither grass nor any green thing save

here and there a copse of sagebrushsage brush or of scrub oak that served but to make
its desolation still more desolate 58

bancroft s observation that in overgrazedovergrazed areas sagebrush and other less

palatable woody plants replace nutritious forage grasses is accurate walter
cottam was one of this century s first environmentalists to warn us of this

phenomenon

unquestionably most of the desert vegetation of utah has also undergone
significant transformation during the past century with respect to quantity
and quality of forage grass types have experienced complete change of
aspect throughout the entire area of the bonneville basin and have been sup-
planted by desert shrubs of various kinds 5951

in a study of the impact of a century of heavy grazing in two represen-
tative great basin valleys cottam showed that grass declined from cover
ing 45 percent of the areas in question 1847 to near zero percent 1937

winterfatWinter fat a highly palatable shrub also decreased in cover by 16 percent
conversely pinyon juniper sagebrush rabbit brush and shad scale all

woody species increased coverage over the same time period by a com
binedbained total of 61 percent 60 other observers have documented similar dete-

riorationri throughout the state of utah in the quantity quality and type of
rangelands as a result of overgrazing 61

considering these devastating consequences we wonder why any early
settlers would allow their animals to overgraze the land once again we

must conclude that either they were ignorant of the long range conse-
quences of such practices or they felt that the financial rewards justified the
damage to environment

A model for understanding the environmental impact of settlement

the native ecosystems of the great salt lake region had developed
over thousands ofyears in the absence of high densities of ungulate glazersgrazersgrazers
one of the essential features of such ecosystems is the functional relation
ship of their individual components A change in one component of the
ecosystem always influences all others such a native ecosystem developed
in isolation away from the impact of man s hands exhibits an internal
integrity or balance if an agent of change is introduced into the established
system wherein one or several components of the system are altered the
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net effect will be the displacement of the balance of the system if the agent
of change is small and does not become a permanent fixture of the system
then in time the original integrity or balance may return however if the
agent of change is permanent and of major proportion the displacement
will be dramatic and the system will move so far away from its original bal-
ance that it can never be restored to its earlier state

the pioneers farming practices introduction of new plant species and
introduction of domestic livestock can all be considered major agents of
change in the great basin ecosystem perhaps the overgrazing of livestock is
most illustrative As the animals spread across the land they fed first upon
the more palatable plants that generally dominated the grassland ranges
because these more palatable species were more often selected for con-
sumption by the livestock they were placed at a competitive disadvantage to
unpalatable species the constant grazing regularly defoliated the palatable
plants which over time severely restricted their capacity to produce the car-
bon compounds necessary to maintain roots stems and leaves over time
they began to atrophy die and be replaced by their unpalatable competitors
such as desert shrubs with continued time and grazing pressure even the
unpalatable species were placed at a disadvantage and died off in many
places the land was laid bare flooding dust storms and erosion followed
thus livestock overgrazing constituted a powerful agent of change that has
forever altered the great basin ecosystem

at this point even if the land were vacated the great basin ecosystem
could not return to its presettlement condition consequently our best and
only course of action is to assess the condition of the system at present
and guide it to a new position of health and stability this new position will
not and cannot be like the presettlement condition but through care and
nurturing it can be one of wellbeingwell being and soundness

our pioneer heritage

our pioneer forefathers have set a precedent for just such a course of
action when they began to recognize that some of their activities had
damaged the environment through their church and government they
took steps to mend the damage alexander notes that around the turn of
the century church leaders began to reemphasize the teachings of joseph
smith and brigham young regarding environmental stewardship and
accountability for example in 1902 joseph F smith directed a special
priesthood meeting discussing environmental problems the brethren
voted to support withdrawal from the market all public lands above utah
cities in order to protect them from damage 116262 A year later president
smith pled for the brethren to take steps to preserve and restore forest
lands and to even consider turning some of their farm acreage into forest 63
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around the same time the government by then an entity separate
from the church but comprised largely of church members also began
work to protect and restore the environment for example in 1904 courts
issued an injunction prohibiting smeltersshelterssmelters from processing ore containing
more than io10 percent sulphur and from releasing any arsenic into the air 64

in 1905 the state legislature established a conservation commission to
environmental 6651 the forest service instudy damage by 1910iglo was operating

utah W jones bowen one of the early forest rangers to work in the state
noted that at the time the uintah national forest was created most of the
commercial timber in the utah valley drainage had been logged out but
11 men of vision set to work planting and reforestingreforesting much of the area 66

further these early foresters took immediate steps to restrict the grazing
on the native forests by holding the vast herds of sheep and cattle off the
land until the vegetation could grow and mature

representing his constituency utahs senator reed smoot became
known as a business minded conservationist as he promoted federal
legislation to regulate land use and protect watersheds 67 the soil con-
servation service also began work in the state taking steps to educate
the public on how to combat soil erosion for example in the tooelethoele
valley workers designated an overgrazedovergrazed barren sterile dust bowl as a

demonstration plot among other things they reseededseededre the area applied
various mechanical treatments and protected it from overgrazing tram-
pling and fire by 1938 the demonstration area supported vegetation
once again and the terrible livestock killing dust storms that plagued the
region ceased 68

these conservation efforts and many others like them demonstrate
that regardless ofwhat led to the early settlers involvement in activities that
harmed the environment they and subsequent generations worked to re-

pair the damage once they recognized the need many volunteered to sac
rifice some opportunities for wealth in order to conserve resources those
without such a conscience were forced to change behavior through laws
enacted by a government that then valued conservation the results of the
environmental efforts can be illustrated by cottam s observation made in
the late 1940s194os about the success of earlier forest service work

I1 just can t believe how these ranges have improved the aspensashens are repro-
ducing again the grasses are lush and fuhfullfulifub and up to a horses belly go to
mt nebo or the fish lake area for instance where they had been stripped of
cover they are now lush with growth again I1 ve known these mountains for
many decades but they are not the same mountains now the forest service
has done a magnificent job and I1 think the same recovery job could be done
with other aspects of our environmental problem given the same incentive
public support and governmental persistence 69
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conclusion

in the tragedy of the commons garrett hardin an ecologist gives
insights to some environmental principles that apply to the pioneer settle-
ment and colonization of the salt lake valley and neighboring territories
ecologists define a commons as a basic resource or set of resources that a
community shares hardin notes that communities typically but regret-
tably view commons as inexhaustible sources of sustenance and wealth that
can be exploited by anyone in any way they please unfortunately such a
mentality usually leads to environmental tragedy as too few people take
responsibility to manage and conserve the commons unabated exploita-
tion coupled with personal disregard promotes degradation and eventual
destruction of resources consequently the standard of living is lowered
for the entire community 7010

elements ofofhardinhardin s tragedy of the commons can be seen in the pio-
neers activities the vast untrammeled wilderness of the great basin con-
stituted the pioneer commons As the pioneer saints relied on their
commons first for subsistence and then for wealth these resources were
exploited the pioneers cultivated more land and increased herd sizes con-
sequently the settlers prospered for a time but the commons starved

hardin suggests that there are two means of averting and repairing the
tragedy of the commons one technical and the other moral 71 solving
the commons problem by technical means requires only a change in man-
agement tools or practices technical solutions work well to repair envi-
ronmentalron mental damage resulting from ignorance moral solutions are more
difficult to enact because they require a change of values and ethics in
people moral solutions work well to avert and repair environmental dam-
age caused by greed and disobedience for example as long as people value
wealth and prosperity more than the environment they will continue to
exploit the commons and degrade the ecosystem

the settlers around the turn of the twentieth century sought both
technical and moral avenues of averting and repairing environmental
harm their goal was to restore the ecosystem to a condition of health

for technical solutions they employed conservation practices to
restore forests and rangelands for moral solutions men such as orson
hyde and joseph F smith recognized the danger of valuing wealth more
than the environment in early settlement times and sought to change the
values and beliefs of their contemporaries they reminded the saints of
their god given stewardship over the land and of the importance of con-
serving resources for the future their efforts combined with government
intervention fostered a renewed appreciation and respect for the environ-
ment and left those who have followed a lesson and a legacy concerning
environmental responsibility
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luis silva
patrick madden

luis silva lived in a cinder block and whitewash governgovernmentment- hohousingusing
shack up on the mesa near the outskirts of duraznodurazzoDurazno uruguay from his

doorway looking west you could look down into a vast pale green horse

pasture and further kilometers away a line of towering eucalyptus trees
from the era of the spanish colonizers who set out to bring some variety
and shade to the monotonous landscape there was a puddle far away to
the north near the line of trees that reflected the sunlight in silver flashes

sometimes in the late morning the cloud cover would break up and let the
sunlight shine down on the shadowy field in shafts of moving beams turn
around and you faced a seemingly endless string of houses like luis s

squat and white rows and rows of the same for variation some had plaques
of dedication to the virgin nailed to the walls and others had flower pots
adorning their windows each house bore a simple black identification
number just to the right of the door a step forward for a town whose
inhabitants rarely received mail and whose addresses as a result were gen-
erally synsn sin numero

around in back of every home was a cemented stone washbasin with
a builtinbuilt in scrubboard and in the winter in every yard you d find lines and
lines of clothes hanging between bamboo sticks and blowing in the chill-

ing breeze the clothes took their time drying then and for all the effort
the women gave to clean them they just gathered dirt and dust from every
passing horse cart or from the children playing and kicking the earth
around so that it almost wasngasn t worth it to wash I1 suspect that is why
some didndian t

during the day the complex was filled with the common sounds of
small children laughing and dogs barking the old women sat in the shade
or in the sun depending on the season and shared stories with their neigh-
bors the unemployed men sat shirtless sharing their mate gourdsgeurds sipping
the addictive teeth rotting tea through ornate metal straws down in the
pasture when the horses were gone or could be chased away the young
men played soccer passionately until dark and then disappeared into the
corner boliche to watch soccer on television and drink wine luis never
played with them he spent his days working and come night time he was

home with his family and sometimes with us

from far away you might look up and see the clothes flapping like

flags over the small squarish dwellings and think of an army encampment
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overlooking a great battlefield below and in the evenings when the dust in

the air was just right you might see brilliant pupurplerpleaple and orange sunsets that
lingered past dark conjuring images of fantasiasfantasiamantasiasFanban tasiass rendition of night on
bald mountain so that you could almost hear the music and feel the strife

luis lived in viviennaviviendavivienda 24 with his wife and her children seven in all

including the youngest three laurita and the twins who were his own we
met with them just inside the door in the kitchen and they all slept some-

how on a couple of dilapidated beds with straw filled mattresses and thread-
bare sheets behind a homemade curtain that hung in place of a wall or a

door they pulled chairs from all parts inside and out and offered us soft
drinks and freshly baked sweet rolls and cookies we accepted their gifts
with reverent humility and laurita confided that she liked having us

around because they never drank soda otherwise the gas stove in the cor-
ner served to heat corn cakes and sometimes cocoa and on days when it

was especially cold they left it open baking nothing to heat the house
luis was a handsome man in his early thirties with stark features and a

body formed by years of working in the fields he had olive skin pulled taut
over his cheeks and jaw and a wave of black hair that along with his red

members only jacket made him look like thriller era michael jackson if
you saw him from a distance or you squinted your eyes his wife susana a

member of our church was plump and quite a bit older and wasngasn t actually
his wife she had been married before to a cruel irresponsible man who
would not grant her a divorce so she and luis lived happily committed to

one another and with three children common to both of them but without
the papers those three children were the ones we saw the most tiny frail

bodies and big brown eyes and olive skin like their father s pockedcocked by the
normal scrapes and bruises common to active youth when we visited they
sat patiently two at a time on their father s lap and stared with wide eyed
curiosity as we spoke

luis had studied with the jehovah s witnesses and his questions always

had a testigotentigo slant but without the vindictive accusatory attitude others
often communicated to us he like they wanted to know about blood trans-
fusions and holidays and the identity of jehovah but when we told him he

didnt fight he showed us the passages he wondered about or that contra-
dicted what we had said in that way we saw scriptures we couldnt explain

away and peripherally learned about the sons of god who lay with the lovely

daughters of men and produced a race of giants for everything we were
supposed to teach him luis flipped nimbly through his scriptures and
taught us something back we spent long hours immersed in an intellectual
and spiritual excitement of discovery so thick that the children oblivious to
the profound searching their father was doing noticed and laughed giddily

at our conversation I1 laughed with them in my heart after weeks of long
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meetings contradictions arguments and epiphaniesepiphanios we got somewhere
with luis the jehovah s witnesses never did he wanted to be baptized

now there was a problem the law of chastity requires that a man and
woman be legally married as a precursor to having children if thats not
possible then at least they should be married after the children come but
always before baptism in general I1 agree with the commandment but I1

felt luis merited an exception the silvas were already soured on the idea

of seeking out the derelict ex husband and convincing him to grant a

divorce but we tried again anyway it took several weeks to find him chas-

ing from one address to the next and talking with his drunk friends when
we finally talked to him he seemed to take pleasure in causing such a prob-
lem he liked the attention he was getting and though we never fully

explained why susana needed the divorce he could tell it was important
that was enough to make him plant his feet firmly and deny us so it
seemed as if luis would have to wait until the man died or the divorce laws

changed before he got baptized but we had a very compelling reason to
speed up the process luis was dying of cancer

doctors in uruguay have strange customs and they never actually told
luis what was wrong with him but he must have suspected with his fre-

quent visits to the hospital in montevideo and the constant tests that he
was very sick and probably dying despite all the pain he must have suf-
fered he bore it remarkably well sometimes he winced for no apparent
reason and then his eyes radiated a wisdom and resignation I1 have seldom
seen although luis didndian t know the name of his disease we and seem-
ingly all the neighbors did we never got much in the way of details about
his cancer but we heard about it often enough from shifty eyed informers
speaking in hushed whispers and with a mock concerned tone that sug-
gested more interest in gossip than sympathy

we researched frantically to find a way around the law of chastity stipu-
lation but there seemed to be no allowance for exceptions we called the
mission president and asked for a special dispensation because of the ex-

treme circumstances and he was open to the idea but luis was unexpect-
edly in the hospital on the day of his scheduled interview it was very
doubtful that he would be baptized without getting married his visits

to the hospital became more frequent and we often found him too sick to
receive visitors in the evenings

in the midst of all the prayers and plans and preparations I1 was trans-
ferred cross country to carmelo though I1 said my goodbyes and kept a

strong hope in my heart I1 didnt hear anything more about luis silva until
a year and a half later when I1 visited duraznodurazzo one last time I1 rode a bor-
rowed bicycle out of town up the familiar path to the mesa and arrived
unexpected at the bishop s house there I1 was greeted with surprised
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cheers ofofmahofmamathenma then and the expected barrage of questions we sat down
in the shade of the front bushes with glasses of coke to catch up on each
other s lives and talk with the neighborhood kids eventually the giddiness
and small talk subsided and I1 asked the bishop whatever happened with
luis silva did he ever get baptized

he glanced at his wife then looked at me compassionately and said
they never got married but the mission president had an interview with

him and decided to let him be baptized he was baptized last may
that s great I1 responded and howshows he doing

the bishop paused and I1 suddenly understood his tender look of pity
he died a few weeks later he explained then trying to break the somber

hush not a bad time to die if you think about it he laughed uneasily
and I1 forced a smile

yeah I1 said quietly looking at the dirt not a bad time to die
As I1 rode away from the viviendasviviendas I1 stopped where the dirt path to

luiss home turned to pavement and the road downtown I1 looked back
to see the silhouettes of the government houses against a backdrop of
swirling purple and gray on flames of red and orange sky and I1 squinted
to change my focus from the people and the huts to the trees behind and
then to the heavens

until then I1 had lived a life sheltered from the pain of proximate
death my progenitors were not long lived and my friends have been for-
tunate two of my grandparents died before I1 had memory my grand-
mother my mothers mother died when I1 was a small boy and though I1

remember crying for her I1 cannot remember any of the pain today I1 see
the events in my memory as an observer there is a small boy crying in his
mother s lap on the way to a nursing home or a funeral parlor but I1 can t
get back inside the small boy s head or feel my feelings then the last to go
was my father s father but alzheimer s disease killed him gradually and
long before he finally died left his aged body empty of the mind that had
been my grandfather when he died he was far away and we never thought
much more of his passing than his suffering is finally over

before luis silva died it had been easy to accept even to go along with
and say the standard condolences for lost loved ones in the church people
said he s been called to work on the other side and I1 imagined that it
might be comforting to think of god needing people we loved more than
we needed them missionaries joked that the best time to die would be
right after baptism and we believed it in theory but like so many things
the theory misses out on emotion when it came time to check my beliefs
against the pain of loss I1 was confused and angry wanting luis back for his
sake and his family s and for my own sake too I1 guess
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1I rode away from the bishop s house that day profoundly disturbed by
the purposeful detachment we permit ourselves in order to not be both-
ered by our mortality or the things we don t understand it seems that we
might never make it unless we ignore the parts that don t fit our faith or
our worldviewworldview but that day sad at the loss of my friend I1 didndian t want to
detach I1 stayed close I1 learned that I1 don t like everything that goes on
here and that I1 can still believe in god without bowing to the cliches of
others who believe in him neil peart made the observation playing on
words and astronomy that gravity and distance not only change the
color of light but also change the color of right in my mind I1 took his
metaphor further gravity and distance change our understanding and
work our momentary loss of faith into a new comprehension

I1 have a videotape ofofduraznoduraznodurazzo that I1 watch every now and then some-
where in the middle of it the picture fades into a bright red curtain back-
drop against a whitewashed cinder block wall luis and his wife are
smiling and laurita and the twins are swaying shyly in front of them
hands clasped together with nervous giggles and angel smiles the chil-
dren are dressed in sweaters and fresh from the bath laurita s teddy bear is

named elder madden she says elder kalu is filming and I1 m behind the
family in a heavy black overcoat and a maroon checked scarf it s cold even
inside im directing and encouraging hoping for an enduring memory
captured on tape they present themselves to the camera to the future
elder madden and his family A white plastic clock dodges in and out of the
scene from behind my head its glo910gio930910 they re uncomfortable talkingtamngtaeng into
the void to an unsure future and to a person who is at the moment stand-
ing behind them 1 I m thankful for the clarity of your answers says luis
I1 can barely hear him he had just returned from a trip to see the doctors
in montevideo he whispers because I1 could tell you all my uncertainties
and you ve answered me very well I1 know that we re on the correct path

they want gabriela to sing her favorite hymn but she s too shy daledaiedalf
gabriela you know oh estdesad todo bien the rest of us end up singing to
coax her and elder kalu s melodious voice shines from behind the camera
lens but gabriela just smiles and turns to look at her father the camera fades
then I1 don t know if it s only in my mind but I1 think I1 can hear luiss voice
slight and wispy but loud enough under the others I1 wonder if he s think-
ing of the rest of the song when the camera cuts out and I1 hear him singing
all is well all is well

patrick madden is a graduate student in english at brigham young university
this essay won first place in the 1998 BYU studies personal essay contest



past and present tenses

for J after thirty years

the moons weathered hieroglyphshieroglyphy enlarge
with sunset as the speaker drones on
the outdoor graduation of our youngest
and the senses reach outward and back

across the stadium spring leaves turn
and drop and sprout green again
that red dress I1 wore against wasatch peaks
my first year at college flares
in trees toward the field
and the old blue convertible of our first
date streaks on a downhill road

the moment goldgreengoldgreen caps
tossed high school emblem lit
on the slope moves beyond the tentative
to what we think of as set
in the past those unmapped landscapes
evolve without our knowing

while the mind moves
and removes to another section
beside me you are gazing above the stands
where seniors already move on
to their graduate lives

the scattered salt of stars waiting
for floodlightsflood lights to dim

dixie partridge
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in defense of capitalism church leaders on
property wealth and the economic order
phillip J bryson

church leaders have consistently presented a positive view of capitalism and
a free market system while recognizing that the system is vulnerable to greed
and oppression by the wicked

capitalism a system of free markets free enterprise and private con-
trol of property is sometimes given credit only for being open to abuse As

it allows freedom of choice and action it admits greed and oppression as
well many people including members of the church have mixed feelings
about capitalism their perception of abuses of the system coloring their
view of the system itself some conclude for example that careers in busi-
ness necessarily imply materialistic values and a propensity for unethical
decisions and immoral actions

an antimarketanti market viewpoint is expressed by a number of LDSLIDSliosllos scholars
who find in the capitalist system too little of the integrity and virtue that
ideally should characterize the actions of those engaged in commercial
pursukursupursuitsits 2 moreover while suggesting that we strive to implement the
united order 3 which founds economic activity on higher divinely re-
vealed principles they compare that conceptually perfect system with the
capitalist system actually experienced today 4 not surprisingly in a com-
parison of the ideal with the real capitalism is found wanting of course
there are problems with the market system but in trying to teach the saints
that greed is evil some teach that capitalism is evil as well when scholars
find fault with capitalism their readers may be led to believe that the mar-
ket system itself is fundamentally flawed

many LDS scholars including myself do not subscribe to anticapitalist
beliefs 5 an alternative view of the nature of the market or free enterprise
system is that free enterprise requires freedom which can be misused or
abused injustice and unethical behavior which represent such abuse
should be condemned however it is according to this view inappropriate
to equate unethical or immoral behavior with capitalism free enterprise
or business let us instead call this behavior what it plainly is sin the
inequalities of income distribution the environmental effects attributed to
11 market failure and the nature and persistence of vice markets need not
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produce abhorrence for markets per se A market is really just a social ar-
rangementrangement or institution enabling people to buy and sell products and ser-
vices according to free choice markets are morally neutral the market
mechanism is merely the freedom to buy and sell

markets are flexible and spontaneous they provide powerful in-
centivescen tives to be creative and industrious they produce new jobs and new
products promote the satisfaction of work and permit more abundant
consumption saving and investment for society as a whole since markets
are merely the activities and efforts of individuals they do not preclude
regulation even in a free market regulatory efforts and effective institu-
tional arrangements can within bounds redistribute incomes subsidize
underprivileged individuals and groups restrict vice markets protect the
environment and so on As adam smith observed the market system
assures that all members of society will ultimately be better off even if
within the framework of law and competition individuals generally pursue
only their personal interests 6 those of us who have this positive view of
capitalism even dare to hope that free markets willwhi make the world s peoples
healthier better educated and more prosperous until a millennial order is

ushered in by the redeemer of the world
in this article I1 hope to show that leaders of the church in our dispen-

sation of the gospel support capitalism as the best economic system now
available for the good of free men after reviewing their written statements
on private property money and wealth socialism economic agency capi-
tal and the united states constitution 771I1 conclude that the prophets were
prepared to condemn the capitalistic sinner but not the capitalist system
they found much to be praised in the market system these views can be of
assistance in our formulation of social viewpoints for today s economy

private property

private property material goods or ideas belonging to an individual
or a nongovernmentgovernmentnon group8groupe is fundamental to capitalism one promi-
nent LDS scholar hugh nibley takes an essentially negative view of private
property claiming that it stands in the way of a perfect celestial society 9

indeed many latter day saints wonder about the value of a system of pri-
vate ownership support for such concerns seems to come from acts 432
which reports that the earliest disciples of jesus were of one heart and of
one soul neither said any of them that ought of the things which he pos-
sessed was his own but they had all things in common

the first prophet of the modern dispensation to address the concept of
common property was joseph smith who wrote 1 I answered the ques-
tions which were frequently asked me while on my last journey from kirt-
land to missouri as printed in the elders journal vol i number 2 pages 28
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and 29 as follows do the mormonscormons believe in having all things in
commonnocomcommonmonNono 10 A partial elaboration of common stock principles fol-
lowed later when the prophet suggested that there be no organization of
large bodies upon common stock principles in property or of large com-
panies of firms until the lord shall signify it in a proper manner as it
opens such a dreadful field for the avaricious the indolent and the corrupt
hearted to prey upon the innocent and virtuous and honest tiltii511I1

one might argue that at this point the potential for abuses and free
riding was strong and that the lord had not as yet announced the inaugu-
ration of the united order but joseph s statements appear to indicate that
having all things in common was not the lord s plan this expression

may serve as a shorthand way of describing how none of the early saints
claimed that ought of the things which he possessed was his own acts 432
italics added the lord s plan for this era actually called for a division of
all the consecrated assets into private stewardshipsstewardships with the lord owning
what stewards possessed brigham young who was instructed by joseph
taught that the true principle was to place

emphatically everything we possessed upon the altar for the use and benefit
of the kingdom of god and men shall be as stewards over that which they
possess not that everythingshalleverything shallshailshali be common or that all men shall be made equal
in all things for to one is given one talent to another two and to another five
according to their capacity 12

in our time harold B lee gave a more modern flavor to some impli-
cations of the united order that seemed to be too little understood he
taught that the united order will not be a socialistic or communistic
setup it will be something distinctive and yet it will be more capitalistic in
its nature than either socialism or communism in that private ownership
and individual responsibility will be maintained 111313 undoubtedly condi-
tions will be different in an eternal world in which time and other sources
of desirable goods are unlimited but in a mortal world in which humans
are to learn and operate within the sphere in which they have been placed
private stewardshipsstewardships are part of the fabric of this creation and its purposes

according to brigham young private property plays a positive role in
the plan of happiness for mortals

efforts to accumulate property in the correct channel are far from being an
injury to any community on the contrary they are highly beneficial provided
individuals with all that they have always hold themselves in readiness to
advance the interests of the kingdom ofgod on the earth let every man and
woman be industrious prudent and economical in their acts and feelings
and while gathering to themselves let each one strive to identify his or her
interests with the interests of this community with those of their neighbor
and neighborhood let them seek their happiness and welfare in that ofAallailali and
we will be blessed and prospered 14
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john taylor rejected pierre joseph proudhonProudhon s challenge that property
is theft to president taylor writing in 1852 private ownership was to be
encouraged and thus public confiscation of individual property without a

compelling public interest was tantamount to theft he exclaimed that to
level the world to say the least is a species of robbery to some it may

appear an honorable one but nevertheless it is robbery what right has

any private man to take by force the property of anotheranother1515

in a statement on the importance of loving oneI1s neighbors joseph F

smith implied that private property is inviolable if you love your neigh-
bor he averred and see his property in danger of injury you should pro-
tect his property as you would your own as far as it lies in your power 111616

heber J grant insisted that every faithful latter day saint believes

beyond a shadow of doubt that to each individual the free exercise of con-
science the right and control of property and the protection of life are
inherent rights of which he should never be deprived 111717 commenting on
doctrine and covenants 1342

18 he observed that these principles are fun-

damentaldamental to our belief fundamental to our protection and in the provi
dences of the lord the safeguards which have been incorporated into the
basic structure of this nation are the guarantee of all men who dwell here
against the abuses and tyranniestyrannizestyrannies and usurpations of times past 19

david 0 mckay spoke out even more boldly on the principle of pri-
vate property suggesting that faithful saints should actually preach that
the plan involves the belief that governments were instituted of god for the
benefit of man dacd&c 134111341 man was not born for the benefit of the state
preach that no government can exist in peace and I1 quote from the
doctrine and covenants I1 except such laws are framed and held inviolate as

will secure to each individual the free exercise of conscience the right and
control of property and the protection of life dacd&c 1342

112020

ezra taft benson who while a member of the quorum of the twelve
served in dwight D eisenhower s cabinet with the approval of president

mckay expressed astonishment that people could consider the abolition
of property and property rights once they understood the gospel and prin-
ciples of liberty

no property rights no contractual relationships to buy and sell since title to
possessions of goods could not be granted no property rights no recogni-
tion of divine law that prohibits man from stealing and coveting others
possessions see exodus 2015 17 one cannot steal that which belongs to
everyone nor can he covet that which belongs to everyone nor can he covet
that which is not another s no property rights no possibility oftheodtheof the sanctity
of ones own home and the joy that comes from creation production and
ownership charity that greatest of godly virtues would never be possible
without property rights for one cannot give what one does not own 21
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for some time the united states government has been striving to
obtain global recognition of intellectual property rights even before the
recognition of intellectual property rights president benson called our at-
tention to the fact that a free market philosophy recognizes property rights
as sacred and that the individual is entitled to ownership of goods and
property that he has earned he also reminded us that james madison
long ago recognized that property consisted not only of man s external
goods his land merchandise or money but most sacredly he had title
also to his thoughts opinions and conscience 112222

money and wealth

money is the means by which societies value property and the
medium by which it is exchanged heber J grant observed that money is

the life blood of a nation it is exactly like the blood in our bodies it is the
circulating medium 3123112323 he also taught that money can be either a blessing
or a curse

dollars and cents my friends are not blessings from god only so far as we
are blessed with intelligence with wisdom and with the spirit of god to use
them in a wise and proper manner and to advance god s kingdom on the
earth if we are blessed with an abundance of this worldsworlds goods and it shall
blind our eyes then instead of being a blessing from god it is a blessing
from the opposite direction 24

nibley takes the position that money is a useful human invention but one
that engenders greed 11creates values that do not exist 1325112525 imposes a grow-
ing burden of evil on the human race 3026112626 and in fact is itselfitselfthethe root
of all evilevil271112727 he sees the law of the marketplace as that of an expansive
acquisitive brittle untrustworthy predatory society 11283328732828 this antimarketantimarket
position is more extreme than the standard liberal viewpoint which would
view excessive corporate profits and an inequitable distribution of income
as wrong and unjust but which would refuse to condemn money itself as an
evil most people agree that it is the abuse of money or the love of money
that is problematic making wealth a particular challenge to the rich trying
to enter heaven As elder joe J christensen taught in the april 1999 general
conference money in and of itself is not an evil it is the lovejoveiove of money
that is the root of all evil i tim gioglo610 there are some of the wealthy who
deal with their prosperity very well using their resources to bless others and
buildbudd the kingdom for many however wealth presents major difficulties 112929

the leaders of the church have condemned neither money nor wealth
outright the prophet joseph emphasized that the use of wealth was most
pleasing when it helped to establish and build the kingdom of god on
earth he called the attention of the saints to the fact that he and his fellow
workers had received commandments from god to go forth and preach the
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gospel but also to build a house for the lord and prepare for the gather-
ing of the saints 30 land had to be purchased to accommodate the arrival
of the saints first at kirtland and later at nauvoo he called on members of
the church abroad with resources

to come with their money take these contracts relieve their brethren from
the pecuniary embarrassmentsembarrass ments under which they now labor and procure for
themselves a peaceable place of rest among us this place must and will be
built up and every brother that will take hold and help secure and discharge
those contracts that have been made shall be rich 31

brigham young renewed that challenge to put all resources to work and
thereby to build the kingdom

then do not hoard up your gold but put out every dollar to usury
instead of your soul being bound up in your property put it all where
it should be placed for the benefit of the kingdom of god on earth and for
his glory

A man has no right with property if he does not want to use it he
ought to possess no more than he can put to usury and cause to do good to
himself and his fellow man never hide up anything in a napkin but put
it forth to bring an increase go to with your mights to put all your prop-
erty to usury 32

whereas european leaders of catholicism and protestantism had railed for
centuries against usury or using money to make money as earned inter-
est 33 the pragmatism of early LDSLIDSliosllos church leaders was noteworthy honest
financial practice between parties with free negotiating power is perfectly
acceptable in building the kingdom of god

in a similar vein wilford woodruff declared 1 I do not find fault with
a man getting rich I1 find fault with our selling the kingdom of god our
birthright selling the gospel and depriving ourselves of eternal life for the
sake of gratifying the lusts of the flesh the pride of life and the fashions of
the world and setting our hearts upon these things 7134113434 he repeated the
theme that riches might damn a person riches are dangerous unless we
can use them so as not to destroy us if we cannot use them to the glory of
god and for the building up of his kingdom we are better without them 113535

lorenzo snow likewise encouraged a prudent use of wealth to those
blessed with it as jacob 213 19 recommends

charity brings happiness men and women of wealth use your riches to
give employment to the laborer take the idle from the crowded centers of
population and place them on the untilledunfilled areas that await the hand
of industry unlock your vaults unloose your purses and embark in enter-
prises that will give work to the unemployed and relieve the wretchedness
that leads to the vice and crime which curse your great cities and that poi-
son the moral atmosphere around you make others happy and you will be
happy yourselves 36
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harold B lee gave an interesting interpretation of doctrine and cove-
nants 10416 the poor shall be exalted in that the rich are made low
the rich being made low isnt communistic it isncisn t socialistic it is simply

that those who have leadership who have skills who have means who are
willing to contribute can be put to work with the one who is in need 3137113737

he believed the time for the exaltation of the poor had come they would
be exalted

or in other words stimulated to success and pride and uplifted because the
rich have been made low or in other words because the rich have been
made humble and willing to give of their substance their time their talents
their wisdom and their example that the poor might be thus guided and
directed I1 have seen teamwork and cooperation grow and I1 have seen the
priesthood take its place in blessing this church temporally and spiritually in
a most glorious way 38

spencer W kimball spoke of clean money and of compromise
money

clean money is that compensation received for a full days honest work it is

that reasonable pay for faithful service it is that fair profit from the sale of
goods commodities or service it is that income received from transactions
where all parties profit

compromise money is filthy graft money is unclean profit and com-
missions on the sale of worthless goods contaminated as is the money gained
from other deceptions excessive pricing oppression to the poor and com
pensationsensationpensa tion which is not fully earned I1 feel strongly that men who accept wages
or salary and do not give commensurate time energy devotion and service
are receiving money that is not clean certainly those who deal in the forbid-
den are recipients of filthy lucre 39

note that workers as well as corporations and capitalists can compromise
themselves in the false pursuit and use of money

president benson allowed not only for the honest and upright use of
capital but also for the notion of venture capital

profit is the reward for honest labor it is the incentive that causes a man to
risk his capital to build a business if he cannot keep or invest that which he
has earned neither may he own nor willwid he risk profit creates wealth wealth
creates more work opportunity and more work opportunity creates greater
wealth none of this is possible without incentive

there is another benefit to profit it provides man with moral choices
with profit man can choose to be greedy and selfish he can invest and expand
thereby providing others with jobs and he can be charitable charity is not
charity unless it is voluntary it cannot be voluntary if there is nothing to give

only saved profit not government creates more jobs the only way
government can create jobs is to take money from productive citizens in the
form of taxes and transfer it to government programs without someone s

generating profit that can be taxed government revenue is not possible 40
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in sum money itself is not evil it is a tool to be used to build the kingdom
to receive reward for honest labor and to lift others

agency fault the sinner not the system

in marxian thought capitalists or imperialists are fundamentally evil
they stand in the way of social justice and ruthlessly exploit the working
class but that which permits the expression of these vices is allegedly far
more evil and detestable the capitalist economic system if the system were
totally obliterated its alienation and exploitation would disappear and
man would begin to heal under a new economic order there would be no
tendency for men to exploit other men rather men would work together
to exploit nature for the benefit of mankind the real evil then for marx
istsests was the capitalist system itself

the idea of the inherent evil of capitalism also affects many who have
anticapitalist views presidents of the church have not shared this percep-
tion being both realistic and theological men the prophets have not over-
looked the fact that capitalism provides necessary opportunities for
unprincipled individuals to choose to take unjust advantage of others
they have frequently condemned such behavior but economic sin is
treated as an individual not systemic problem by the presidents of the
church their response has not been that the capitalist system is evil but
that those who take advantage of economic freedom to commit evil should
be taught personal repentance

in the premortal existence christ and michael led the forces of the
righteous in a conflict over whether there should be agency and human
freedom or whether since these values would also give rise to harmful
choices and sin there should be a system of enforced security if agency
permits offense eliminate agency was the minority point of view karl
marx held that if freedom of enterprise establishes exploitation one
should eliminate the system and establish one that eliminates capitalists
capitalism and private property in the means of production 41 some
people confuse this approach with that of the approach followed under the
united order which does not call for the elimination of anyone nor even
necessarily of an economic system the united order could work concep-
tually within a capitalist system were the practitioners spiritually prepared
to apply true and virtuous principles

through its emphasis on agency and self determination the theology
of the LDS church supports honest business according to stephen D
nadauld these principles he adds 11 provide fertile conceptual soil for fos-
tering business attitudes of free enterprise 3142114242 several presidents of the
church have elaborated on the theme that using money as a tool in the ex-
change of private property offers individuals the opportunity to exercise
their agency
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lorenzo snow taught that we should change ourselves and voluntarily
turn away from the sinful possibilities the economic system might offer
avoiding the worldly in business we must dedicate our time talents and
ability in all our business occupations we must prove ourselves better
than any other people or we forfeit all we must build ourselves up in the
righteousness of heaven and plant in our hearts the righteousness of god 43

president kimball himself a businessman in his professional years
indicated that there were opportunities in all walks of life for dishonesty
economists have recognized as well the omnipresence of moral hazard
the opportunistic actions that occur when behavior cannot effectively be
monitored shun dishonest business practices was the plea of presi-
dent kimball

in every walk of life there are chances for the stories of dishonesty profes-
sional people are said to be charging prohibitive prices for service all that
the law will allow colored water sold as a costly prescription a few cents
worth of drugs for many dollars poor material in the hidden places in build-
ing construction improper billing cutting in by clerks so called borrowing
without consent by one entrusted with money the workman who steals
time the employer who oppresses and takes advantage of his employees the
missionary who soldiers on the job the speeder the merchant sellingseuling inferior
goods at marked up prices the constant close out sales intended to misrep-
resent and deceive the markupmark up of prices in order to show remarkable sales
values the adjusted scales and measures raising rents because of house
shortage not because of increased costs of maintenance or interest rates 44

heber J grant also a businessman by career urged people in business to
be meticulously honest and fair good business is profitable to the buyer
and the seller perhaps the real test of one s business would be if he can
pray for guidance in developing it and ask the blessings of the lord upon
his completed service 114545

those who abhor markets tend also to find corporations immoral or
evil president grant however revealed no such disrespect for or prejudice
against corporations as such in fact in discussing personal finance he
identified himself as the president of a corporation 46 of corporate leaders
president kimball said

business is bigger industry more varied and leaders are commanding more
men but even industrial giants have not learned much better to command
themselves and they still give way to temper emotions appetites and pas-
sions the same great human urges properly controlled and directed could
make them world leaders and exalted men 4741

the desire to protect the domain of free agency against encroachmentsencroachments
has lead several church leaders to speak out strongly against government
policies that would limit opportunities for individual economic choice or
accountability in the spirit of adam smith many analysistsanalysists have readily
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found the existence of monopolies and their attendant abuses to be socially
detrimental ezra taft benson drew the same conclusion on religious as

well as social grounds again the problem lies in the establishment or mis-
use of a favored position not in the economic system itself president ben-
son was ahead of his time in favoring policies promoting competition rather
than those establishing regulated monopolies he decried ineffective and
misguided regulatory policies and practices giving rise to regulated
monopoly power that unduly eliminated free competition

the governments both state and federal by making grants and giving
exclusive licenses to railroads banks and public utilities created artificial

government monopolies free competition in these fields was prohibited by
law one had to possess a certificate of convenience and necessity to enter
business and these were given to only a select few

the solution he felt was in promoting fair and open access to markets
withdrawing all exclusive privileges and allowing anyone who has the
desire to enter into these fields of economic activity 48 if all interested indi-
viduals and groups are allowed to choose to compete and if the consum-
ing public is left completely free to select those with whom they do
business the public will always be served by those who offer the best prod-
uct at the cheapest price moreover he believed that when the exclusive

power to make or break business concerns rests in the hands of the con-
sumers we may rest assured there will be no monopolies public opinion
can break a business overnight unless the government steps in and forcibly
prohibits competition 114949

likewise howard W hunter s view on the beneficial effects of free

agency responsibility and free enterprise gives that system credit for fos-

tering the freedom and prosperity enjoyed in the united states of america

under a free enterprise economy little more than 6 percent of the population
has produced nearly half of the worlds goods we can today best wage a war
on poverty by working on the roots of prosperity not by sapping their vital
strength to sap the self reliant spirit of enterprising independent souls in the
development of a welfare state can only bring poverty equally divided
when the responsibility for their own welfare is completely shifted from the
shoulders of the individuals and families to the state a lethal blow is struck
both at the roots of prosperity and our moral growth 5010

socialism

president hunter recognized that a secular society offers only one
alternative to a free market system a system of strong central direction
and control generally referred to as some form of socialism or commu-
nism such systems however unduly encroach on agency regarding the use
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of private property if government is allowed to assume rights that belong
to the individual and to private entities

in the history of the church the prophet joseph smith used the word
socialism in reference to a lecture he attended on september 14 1843 just
eleven years after the term socialist was coined 5511 he writes 1 I attended a

second lecture on socialism by mr finch and after he got through I1 made
a few remarks alluding to sidney rigdon and alexander campbell getting
up a community at kirtland and of the big fish there eating up all the little
fish I1 said I1 did not believe the doctrine 31521152305252 at that point the prophet
turned the time over to elder john taylor who replied to the lecture at

11 53some length
the writings of john taylor make it apparent that he was well informed

on matters of this new philosophy he saw the secular communist and com-
munitarianmuni tarian movements as a union of individuals striving for a new order but
often doing so on mistaken principles contrary to those of revealed religion

another principle has many advocates on the continent of europe at the
present time a principle of socialism the leading object of many of these
people is to have a community of goods and property some of them discard
christianity altogether if skepticism is to be the basis of the happiness
of man we shall be in a poor situation to improve the world it is practical
infidelity that has placed the world in its present position 54

elder taylor also remarked on the inability of these movements to improve
society without the truly unifying powers of heaven

As regards communism in the abstract or on the voluntary principle
pick out a number of men in paris london berlin or any other city asso-
ciated with all the evils and corruptionscorrupt ions of those cities and organize them
into a community will the mere removal of them from one place to
another make them better certainly not if they were corrupt before they
will be after their removal and if they were unhappy before they will be
after this temporary change will not make a difference for men in posses-
sion of different religious and political and moral views never can be
united in harmony 555

if one had the impression that early church leaders spiritually at-
tached to the united order had a natural feeling of kinship to other
kinds of socialist principles it would be necessary to read only these few

lines of elder taylor s writings to see why this was not the case he felt as

did all the prophets who followed him that socialist systems uniformly
lack the characteristics that would have made them functional let alone
ideal or utopian

not many years after the establishment of marxist leninist social
ism56ism16 in the soviet union leaders of the church began to comment on
communism none of their statements was positive to those who might
have wondered if communism or other related ismsiams might be construed
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as preparatory to the united order john A widstoe made an unequivo-
cal reply

an emphatic no is the answer to the question untruth is never a prepa-
ration for truth modern communism fascism nazism socialism and other
related systems are all the same in essential theory they oppose religion
except as they themselves claim to be revelations and they reject christian
morality they prohibit free speech and action eliminate private ownership
and initiative hold without exception the state above the individual regi-
ment the people allow the strong to dominate the weak they take government
out of the hands of the governed and place it in the hands of a self
appointed selfish self styled super group and they culminate in dictator-
ships the free agent has no place in their systems their claim that they
believe in human equality as shown by their tyrannical behavior is false

force and terrorism are their weapons allABailali that makes for human security
and happiness is destroyed 57

david 0 mckay also had very strong feelings against communism

communism is antagonistic to the american way of life its avowed purpose
is to destroy belief in god and free enterprise the fostering of full
economic freedom lies at the base of our liberties only in perpetuating eco-
nomic freedom can our social political and religious liberties be preserved 58

who is this man referring to the premier of soviet russia who pre-
sumes to tell the united nations what to do he is a man who rejects the
divinity of jesus christ and denies the existence of god who is imbued with
the false philosophy of karl marx whose aim in life was to dethrone god
and destroy capitalism 59

in an address at brigham young university and again at the request
of the brethren in the april 1966 conference marion G romney gave an
exceptional address in which he repudiated socialism and sharply con-
trasted it with the united order he noted that socialism is based on the
wisdom of men but the united order is founded on belief in god as
the lord of the earth socialism is implemented by external force but the
united order relies on the voluntary freewillfree will actions of men the united
order is operated upon the principle of private ownership and individual
management while socialism deprives men of it the united order
is nonpolitical but socialism being political is exposed to and riddled
by corruption and finally unlike the undergirdingsundergirdings of a socialist system
11 a righteous people is a prerequisite to the united order 60

organized labor

church leaders have also warned about another possible encroach-
ment upon agency and the use of private property excesses on the part of
organized labor early in the twentieth century joseph F smith argued for
recognizing that there is a limit to the pressure which capital can endure
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by the demands made upon it he decried arbitrary demands which labor
unions are now making inin many cases upon their employers logi116161

church presidents have admonished fair play in the struggle between
capital and labor have enjoined respect for the dignity of the laborer have
pled for the freedom of the laborer against encroachmentsencroach ments by labor unions
and have warned against abuses in labor s rightful efforts to secure just out-
comes for workers for example president smith worried about labor s

demands for recognition and wrote that if recognition means the exclu-
sive right of any class of men to gain a livelihood by their work then recog-
nition should be persistently and forcefully resisted his view was that
11 while there is no reason why workmen should not join together for their
own mutual protection and benefit there is every reason why in so doing
they should regard the rights of their fellows be jealous of the protection of
property and eliminate from their methods of warfare boycotts sympa-
thetic strikes and the walking delegate 116262

strengths of a capitalistic economic system

the strengths ofcapitalism are to be seen in its preponderance of good
fruits president benson attributed much of america s success our pros-
perity and freedom to our economic system past material advances he
said have been the fruit of our freedom our free enterprise capitalistic
system our american way of life our god given freedom of choice he
likewise believed that

progress of the future must stem from this same basic freedom because our
forefathers yours and mine fought for the ideal of freedom because
our fathers preserved that ideal through the free competitive enterprise sys-

tem under our god given free agency because they were willing to make reli-

gion the vital force of daily living all of us have climbed through the years to
new heights of wellbeingwell being and inner strengths 63

just as president mckay often expressed an appreciation of the impor-
tance of the principle of agency and the good fruits it bore president ben-
son also taught that

nothing is more to be prized nor more sacred than man s free choice free
choice is the essence of free enterprise it recognizes that the common man
will make choices in his own self interest it allows a manufacturer to produce
what he wants how much and to set his own price it allows the buyer to
decide if he wants a certain product at the price established it preserves the
right to work when and where we choose

in his first inaugural address thomas jefferson said that the sum of
good government shall leave citizens free to regulate their own pursuits
of industry and improvement and shall not take from the mouth of labor the
bread it has earned 116464
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president benson deprecated the tendency of some individuals to make
reference continually to weaknesses of the pprivaterivateprivate enterprise system with-
out any effort to point out its virtues and the comparative fruits of this and
other systems 116565 in expressing one such virtue namely reducing unem-
ployment he observed

if the government were genuinely concerned about full employment and
real prosperity it could do much in bringing it about it could support the
proven and successful free market system the law of supply and demand
where the buying public not the government is the deciding factor in what
shall be produced and marketed including energy products the bureau-
crats ignore the lessons of american history that freedom works and that the
ability of individuals to come to mutually beneficial agreements is the very
essence of a free society 66

conclusion

capitalism has been deprecated as a social system and negative out-
comes have been attributed to its operation anticapitalism has even been
viewed as a gospel mandated intellectual position since members of the
church are keenly aware of the more sublime united order but to com-
pare real world warted capitalism as opposed to the conceptual or theo-
retical model of capitalism to a theoretical scriptural united order as
opposed to the actual model experienced by the latter day saints may
have the power to distort the preferences of the unwary

As has been demonstrated above the prophets have been strongly
inclined to praise the fundamental elements of the market system free-
dom of choice and action private ownership of property incentives for
investment and productive effort and so on A great advantage of capital-
ism for this precelestialprecelestial world is that it can work successfully with imper-
fect people it can work especially well in peacetime among people of
order and law it provides incentives that are wanting in social experi-
ments that hope to avoid primary reliance on markets it does not abne-
gate the possibility of regulatory constraints on corporate activities even
better it allows for policies that stimulate competitive corporate perfor-
mance historically no other system has provided the freedom and
encouragement that has sometimes stimulated phenomenal productive
creativity in modern capitalism

consecration is of a higher order but its implementation on a large
scale would require sanctified service 0orientedrien ted people it may be possible
for consecration to succeed under special conditions or in specific regions
dominated by market institutions for the limited purposes of teaching
and conditioning inhabitants of goodwill to appreciate communitarian
social arrangements but it does not appear likely that socialist or other
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experimental forms of organization can succeed on a mass secular scale
after the many many failures of such experiments on several continents
over the past two centuries

while capitalism is the best system available to us today its risks and
weaknesses are generally apparent 67 all of us would join free market
critics in their condemnation of greedy commercialism or the irrational
pursuit of industrialism without regard to ecological costs or social conse-
quencesquen ces at the same time the market system has brought western
economies unparalleled prosperity and is bringing other countries out of
poverty it also provides an environment in which saints can live the gospel
and apply the welfare system of the church gradually approaching the val-
ues of consecration

in one respect freedom money and capitalism are alike they all offer
opportunities for good and evil for use and abuse certainly to do away
with any or all of these elements of capitalism would eliminate abuses
satan was prepared to eliminate all abuses by eliminating agency alto-
gether without that factor there would also be no capitalism while it is

appropriate to defend the capitalist market system it is also requisite to
heed the plea of church leaders who remind the saints to use their agency
to make markets moral and to help adjust for inequalities in ways that
harm neither the vulnerable nor the powerful elder christensen has said
1 I am confident that we will literally be called upon to make an accounting
before god concerning how we have used our resources to bless lives and
build the kingdom 3368116868 one implication of this statement and others in this
article is that honorable participation in the market can actually strengthen
personal righteousness and promote the kingdom of god

phillip J bryson is professor of managerial economics and associate director of
the david M kennedy center for international studies at brigham young university

i1 for example stephen nadauld teaches a course in BYUs MBA program entitled
spiritual issues in management early in the course students discuss whether the

choice of a business degree and career inescapably implies selfishness and greed A sur-
prising number of students have serious concerns about this possibility causing some
of the faculty in the program to fear that talented honest people are being discouraged
from considering business careers

2 some of the negative outcomes attributed to free markets include dramatic dis-
parities in the distribution of personal incomes the production and distribution of
bads the commodities and services of vice markets that we avoid and teach our

childrenchfldren to shun markets that generate effluents congestion and other environmental
hazards and the unethical and immoral transactions of unscrupulous business people

3 these individuals generagenerallyfly conceive of a scriptural idealized united order to
compare with a capitalism very much of this world L dwight israelsen united
orders in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york
macmillan 1992 41493 95
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4 see for example james W lucas and warner P woodworth working toward
zion salt lake city aspen 1996

5 see for example stephen D nadauld business LDS attitudes toward busi-
ness in encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism 1239 40

6 adam smith an inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations
ed R H campbelicampbell A S skinner and W todd 2 volsVOIS 1776 reprint oxford claren-
don 19761261976 126 27

7 examining the full text of statements made by past presidents of the church on
these topics confirms that information used in this paper has not been taken out of
context and that the limited passages presented here do not distort more general posi-
tions I1 have compiled a large collection of statements by each of the past presidents in
possession of the author which makes clear that all the prophets had very similar
views of the social order it exceeds the scope of this publication to include that full col-
lection

8 the ideals of private property extend to individuals and corporations
9 hugh nibley approaching zion ed don E norton vol 9 of the collected

works of hugh nibley salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1989

396520
io10 joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake

city deseret book 1972 119

ii smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith 144
12 brigham young in an address before the school of the prophets journal his-

tory of the church november 212118681868 cited in leonard J arrington great basin king-
dom lincoln university of nebraska press 1958 25 italics added

13 harold B lee stand ye in holy places salt lake city deseret book 1974
280 8iai

14 brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 86 3330 june 8818561856 cited in discourses of brigham young john A widtsoeWidtsoe ed
salt lake city bookcraft 1978 302 3

15 john taylor the government of god liverpool S W richards 1852 chap-
ter 3 in the same passage president taylor elaborated as follows

wealth is generally the representation of labour industry and talent if one
man is industrious enterprising diligent careful and saves property and his
children follow in his steps and accumulate wealth and another man is care-
less prodigal and lazy and his children inherit his poverty I1 cannot conceive
upon what principals of justice the children of the idle and profligate have a

right to put theirs hands into the pockets of those who are diligent and care-
ful and rob them of their purses let this principle exist and allanaliail energy and
enterprise would be crushed

16 naturally president smith would not have placed the inviolable rights of prop-
erty above those for example of life and liberty the statement cited appeared in F W
otterstrom A journey to the south gems from president smiths talks to the
people on the way improvement era 21 december 1917 103104 see also joseph F

smith gospel doctrine salt lake city bookcraft 1998 270
17 see heber J grant gospel standards ed G homer durham salt lake city

bookcraft 19981331998 133

18 at the end ofofnibleynibley s approaching zion are seven pages of scriptural references
cited in the text dac 1342 is not among those listed

19 see grant gospel standards 134
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20 david 0 mckay gospel ideals salt lake city deseret sunday school union
board 1957 310 italics added

21 ezra taft benson teachings of ezra taft benson salt lake city bookcraft
1988 608gob if one were to read a mixed collection of unsigned statements of president
mckay and president benson on the subject of communism it would be difficult to
distinguish between the two

22 benson teachings of ezra taft benson 608

23 grant gospel standards 138

24 see journal history october 303018921892 5 see also grant gospel standards 108

25 nibley approaching zion 517

26 nibley approaching zion 518

27 see nibley approaching zion 480480 see also 520 although on other occasions he
more accurately identifies the problem as residing in the search for private gain and
in the love of money 39 italics added

28 nibley approaching zion 478

29 joe J christensen 11 greed selfishness and overindulgence ensign 29 may

1999 9 italics in original

30 smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith 113

31 smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith 113

32 brigham young in journal of discourses 9191 february 2 1862 brigham
young in journal of discourses 1252 june 5518531853 cited in discourses of brigham young
john A widtsoeWidt soe ed 312 13

33 for the fascinating history see R H tawney religion and the rise of capitali-
sm new york harcourt brace and world 1926 biblical law properly understood
did not prohibit usury in a commercial setting between parties with equal negotiating
power but did do so between a rich lender and an impoverished borrower ze ev W
falk hebrew law in biblical times an introduction jerusalem wahrmann books
1964 98 99 george horowitz the spirit oflewishof jewishlewish law A briefaccountbriefbriet account of biblical and
rabbinical jurisprudence with a special note on jewish law and the state of israel new
york bloch publishing 1953 486 87

34 wilford woodruff in journal of discourses 18121 september 121875
35 wilford woodruff in journal of discourses 1839 40 june 2424187524.18751875

36 clyde J williams teachings oflorenzoof Lorenzo snow salt lake city bookcraft 1984 63

37 lee stand ye in holy places 264 in the april 1999 general conference elder
joseph B wirthlin commented on the same passage the poor are exalted because
they work for the temporary assistance they receive they are taught correct principles
and they are able to lift themselves from poverty to self reliance the rich are made low
because they humble themselves to give generously of their means to those in need
inspired church welfare ensign 29 may 1999 77

38 lee stand ye in holy places 282

39 spencer W kimball the teachings of spencer W kimball ed edward L kimkirnkimnkimm

ball salt lake city bookcraft 1982 356

40 see benson teachings of ezra taft benson 630

41 karl marx and friedrich engels manifesto of the communist party new york
international publishers 1948

42 nadauld LDS attitudes toward business 1240
43 see williams teachings ofoflorenzolorenzo snow 44
44 kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 196 note that it is not their affilia

tion with corporations or corporate leadership that will keep these capitalists from the
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kingdom but their temper emotions appetites and passions otherwise we could be
talking about world leaders and exalted men

45 kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 195

46 grant gospel standards 112

47 kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 171

48 benson teachings of ezra taft benson 680680 81

49 benson teachings of ezra taft benson 680680 81

5050 howard W hunter the law of the harvest As a man sowsbows so shall he
reap in speeches of the year 1966 brigham young university provo utah nd 9

51 it was coined in 1832 according to alecalee nove socialism in the new palgrave
problems of the planned economy new york W W norton 1990 228

52 joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed
B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 633

53 that president taylor was considered an expert on socialism by church lead-
ers is apparent from a reference by brigham young in journal of discourses 1421 on
may 6618701870 where he reports we heard brother taylor s exposition of what is called
socialism this morning what can they do live on each other and beg it is a poor
unwise and very imbecile people who cannot take care of themselves

54 see taylor government of god chapter 3

55 taylor government of god chapter 3

56 having written on the subject of socialism in east europe for many years I1 per-
sonally find it difficult to refer to this as communism since marxistsmarxisms refer more strictly to
the soviet system merely as socialism the former term is reserved by its advocate for that
future era when the political state will have withered away to conform to a more
journalistic tradition however I1 will refer to marxist leninist socialism as communism

57 john A widtsoeWidt soe evidences and reconciliations salt lake city bookcraft
1963377

58 david 0 mckay excerpt from inaugural address for dr henry A dixon
president of utah state university march 181819541954 logan utah copy in possession
of author

59 david 0 mckay what about jesus christ improvement era 63 december
19601960 904

6060 marion G romney annual conference of the church oflesusof lesusjesus christ ofofiatterlatteriatter
day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1966 95 101

see also marion G romney socialism and the united order compared march i
1966 in byuspeechesBYU speeches of the year 19651965.5 66 special collections and manuscripts harold B

lee library brigham young university provo utah
61 smith gospel doctrine 416
62 smith gospel doctrine 415416 in the same source president smith elaborated

the unions are forcing our people into an inconsistent and dangerous atti-
tude when they compel latter day saints within the union to make war upon
their brethren who are without the union and thereby denying the most
sacred and god given rights of one class of saints that another class may gain
some advantage over a third person their employer such conduct is destruc-
tive of the liberty which every man is entitled to enjoy and willwiil lead in the
end to the spirit of contention and apostasy 415

63 benson teachings of ezra taft benson 634
64 benson teachings of ezra taft benson 627
65 benson teachings of ezra taft benson 632



in defense of capitalism 107

66 benson teachings of ezra taft benson 632 italics added see also ezra taft
benson this nation shall endure salt lake city deseret book 1977 78 the part of
the above statement that has been emphasized reads remarkably like a simplified ver-
sion of the coaseboase theorem popularized by nobel prize winning economist ronald
coaseboase its point is that lacking legal strategic or informational barriers people can
communicate and negotiate about an asset of common public interest if property
rights are clearly denneddefinedbenned they can be expected to reach an efficient outcome without
governmental intervention the political implications of the coaseboase theorem also seem
to prescribe the political attitude expressed by president benson in the earlier part of
the above statement

67 see richard L bushman joseph smith in the current age in joseph smith
the prophet the man ed susan easton black and charles D tate jr provo utah
religious studies center brigham young university 1993 42

68 christensen greed ii11
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holograph ofofjosiahjosiah stowell jr s february 171718431843 letter to john S fullmer in this
letter stowell conveys his impressions of joseph smith with whom he was intemetelymtemetely
acquainted for about 2 years courtesy LDS church archives



the josiah stowell jr john S fullmer
correspondence
mark ashurst mcgee

published hereforherefordherebere porfor thefirstthe girstfirst time is a strong letterfromletterietter gromfrom one ofjosephof joseph smith s

early acquaintances an independent witness who substantiates the youthful
prophet s good character

in 1843 mormon missionary john S fullmer encountered difficulties
proselyting in pennsylvania due to widespread rumors regarding joseph
smiths youthful activities in that state and in new york in an effort to
overcome local opinion fullmer wrote to josiah stowell jr asking for a

statement regarding joseph smith s character josiah and joseph had been
schoolmates and friends from 1825 to 1827 when joseph worked for josiah
stowell sr the following letter of response from josiah stowell jr includ-
ing a postscript by josiah stowell sr conveys their firsthand knowledge of
joseph smiths character

most people who wrote about joseph smith during his lifetime were
either faithful latter day saints or carping critics As one would expect
their respective viewpoints tended to influence that which they wrote
unlike his father however josiah stowell jr never converted to the new
faith in fact he kept aloof from all denominations his letter of reply to
john S fullmer thus provides a rare report by one who was both impartial
in his religious convictions and well acquainted with joseph during the
time the prophet was preparing to receive the golden plates in addition
the elder stowell s postscript provides us with the testimony of one of the
earliest believers in the divinity of joseph smiths prophetic mission the in-
terchangeterchange between fullmer and the stowells offers two distinct and signifi-
cant perceptions of the young joseph smith

an early settler ofofbainbridgebainbridge new york josiah stowell sr owned hun-
dreds ofacres in the area where he farmed and operated sawmills on the sus-
quehannaquehanna river I11 according to local historian william D purple mr stowell
was a man of much force of character of indomitable will and well fitted as

a pioneer in the unbroken wilderness that this country possessed at the close

of the last century purple added that stowell had been educated in the
spirit of orthodox puritanism and that he was a very industrious exem-
plary 1122man

byustudies38BYU studies 38 n03no 3 1999 109
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when stowell met joseph smith in october 1825 he hired joseph and
his father to help him locate a legendary spanish mine and to work on his
farm 3 while searching for the mine joseph boarded at the home of isaac
hale and there met isaac s daughter emma whom he would later marry 4

in march 1826 peter bridgeman the nephew of josiah stowell sr s

wife miriam brought joseph smith to trial for deceiving stowell during
the trial however stowell testified in defense of joseph purple who at-
tended the trial wrote that as the testimony of deacon stowell could not
be the 1155 stowell would alsoimpeached prisoner was discharged testify on
joseph s behalf in his 18301830 bainbridge trial 6

perhaps because of stowellStowells s confidence in him joseph told him about
the visits of the angel moroni when joseph went to recover the golden plates
on september 222218271827 stowell was at the smith home 7 stowell later became
a member of the colesvilleCo lesville branch of the church although he never gath-
ered with the saints after their departure from new york he remained firm
in the faith throughout his life 8

josiah stowell jr youngest of the eight stowell children was sixteen
when he met joseph smith who was then nineteen 9 the two attended
school together while joseph was in chenangoChe nango county josiah probably
also worked with joseph on the stowell farm 010O by 1833 josiah stowell sr
had moved westward down the susquehanna river to the village ofofsmitholsmithsmith
boro tioga county new york josiah stowell jr also moved west settling
near his father 11I1 the elder stowell passed away in this area sometime in the
middle to late i84os1840s 12

john S fullmer was born and raised in huntington township lu-
zerne county pennsylvania he later moved to nashville tennessee while
living there he received letters from his family who had joined the church
in ohio in 1839 fullmer rode his horse to nauvoo to investigate his family s

newfound faith after being baptized by joseph smith fullmer moved his
wife and children to nauvoo 13 in 1840 the prophet employed fullmer as a
clerk and secretary and the two soon became friends 14

in 1842 john S fullmer received a call to serve a mission 15 in the course
of his labors he made the acquaintance of josiah stowell jr the two dis-
cussed the subject of the restoration and stowell shared his recollections
of joseph smith stowell also mentioned that he had defended josephs rep-
utation whenever he had heard it slandered

leaving new york fullmer traveled southward into pennsylvania
A few weeks later he wrote to stowell from cambria a tiny hamlet situated
along the southeast slopes of the appalachians in the northwest corner of
huntington fullmer s home township 16 fullmer probably came from
this corner of huntington township it was a standard practice for LDS
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missionaries to return to their
hometownshome towns to preach the
gospel if so he may have
been strongly motivated to
change the opinions of his
former neighbors and family
connections 17

fullmer wrote to stow-
ell regarding a number of epi-
thets ascribed to the young
joseph smith and requested
that stowell write concerning
his personal knowledge of
joseph s character fullmer
entreated stowell to write
back as soon as possible and
further asked that he have his
father add something to the
letter three days after receiv-
ing fullmer s letter josiah

john solomon fullmer 18071807 1883 in his later stowell jr responded provid-
ingyears in 1843 while on a mission in pennsylva-

nia
a pithy point by point

fullmer asked josiah stowell jr to refute rebuttal to the charges laid at
slanderous charges against joseph smith then in

the feet of his former ac-
quaintance

circulation courtesy LDS church archives
in a postscript

he recorded his father s dic-
tated testimony regarding joseph smith s character and the truthfulness of
mormonism the postscript demonstrates that the elder stowell still con-
sidered himself a faithful member of the church 18

the extant letter from fullmer to stowell is a handwritten copy that
fullmer made before sending the original 19 written sideways in the lower
righthandright hand corner of the verso fullmer penned copy of a letter to josiah
stowell verbatim et literatumliteratusliteratum the latin phrase which means word for
word and letter for letter indicates that the extant holograph faithfully
represents the original letter fullmer made this copy in ink on the front
and back of a 7347 bylbyiby 2121212 sheet of paper 20 josiah stowell jr responded in
ink on one sheet of paper 1212 by 15 folded widthwise to form two
leaves stowell wrote on the front and back of the first leaf then he folded
the letter up addressed it on the back and sealed it with wax the LDS

church archives cataloged the fullmer and stowell letters in 19801980 and 1972
respectively information about the dates of acquisition is not known
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john S FufullmersfuumersUmersFullfulimers letter to josiah stowell jr 21

cambria luzerne co penn

josiah stowell jr esqresqr1esar februaryiothfebruary loth
1843

elmira N Y

dear sir
I1 hope you will pardon papparpardenpardondefideft me for the liberty I1 am taking in ad-

dressing you this letter which is intended not as an obtrusion but to elicit
a statement of facts which came under your own personal observation or
such as you know to be facts from circumstances with which you are well

acquainted relative to the youthful and also more mature character of
joseph smith jun 22 your play mate and school fellow but now the leader
of the latter day saints

I1 have been laboring now for some weeks in this section of the coun-
try bybywayway of preaching the gospegospel23gospel1 23 as understood by the said smith and
others and find here a great deal of opposition & persecution in conse-
quence of the reputed bad character of mr smith in his youth and the
consequent deception24deception24 he is practisingpracticingpractising upon the public

being convinced of the great injustice done him everywhere in alledgalleda
ing charges of the most heinous char21acterchtarpacter against him which are ver-
ily believed by the people here and greatly to the prejudice of the spread of
the gospel in this section and having recently had an opportunity of con-
versing with you while at your house together with mr bird on the sub-
ject and learned that you were his youthful companion and had on many
occasions defended his character from the fulsome abuse of the slanderer
I1 cannot forbear to solicit from you a statement of such things as you
feel warranted in making in his defence and in defence of the truth & more
especially as you are not a member of the church

it is here stated and verily believed that he smith was a gambler a black
leg 26 a notorious horse jockey 27 an adept at the slight of hand or jug-
gling 2821 and was notorious for frequenting grogshopsgrogshops and intemperance
and that he was also exceedingly profane &cac &cac nownow29 if this matter can
be answered to the satisfaction ofsome half verso a dozen persons in this
neighborhood it would have quite a beneficial effect here besides it would
be a vindication of the character and reputation of one who is receiving
more than his share of misrepresentation and abuse I1 have openly and
boldly denied these charges and although not required to prove a negative
have still agreed to do so in several instances which if I1 can do through
you will set the matter at rest in this place

I1 hope you will take the trouble if you think me reasonable in re-
questing it to answer in reply to those charges as soon as circumstances
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will posiblypossibly admit of your doing so 1I1 should be pleased to have you
mark make also such general remarks as the occasion seems to require
I1 should be pleased also to have the old gentleman your father subscribe
to as much of your reply as he is knowing to

address to cambria &cac as above
give my compliments to all that I1 had the pleasure of seeing at yr

house & to mr bird should you see him
very respectfully

jno S fullmer
01

PS I1 would gladly pay the postage on this letter but to tell the truth I1 have
not got it am laboring without purse or scrip & without compensa-
tion only such good as I1 may be the means of doing while on my mission

& may god bless you & yours
send yours without paying postage

J S FE

josiah stowell jr s reply to john S fullmer30fullmer30

chemung3lchemung31Chemung31 feb ith 1843
mr J S fullmer
I1 received yours of the io10 feb on the i4th14thirth and have binn so busy that I1

could not answer it until now & now I1 will as near as I1 can at this time you
will know tis a perplixingperplexing time for business men & my mind is fully
engaged in my buisnessguisnessbuisness on account of the great derangement of the
curencycurancycucurencyl32rency 32 1I will give you a shrotphrot history of what I1 know about joseph
smith jr I1 have binn intemetely acquainted with him about 2 years he then
was about 20 years old or there about I1 also went to school with him one
winterwinter33j 33 he was a fine likely young man & at that time did not profess
religion he was not a profainprotainpro faingain man although I1 did once in a while hear him
swairsfair he never gambled to my knowledge I1 do not believe he ever did I1 well
know he was no hoarshaars locky for he was no judge of hoarseshearses I1 sold him
oneone34j 3431 that is all I1 ever knowd he dealt in the kindakindjkind I1 never new him to
git drunk I1 believe he would now and then take a glass he never pretended
to play the slight of hand nor black leg it was fashionable at that time to
drink liquor I1 do not believe in any religion & there fore am friendly to all
I1 believe that there is a heaven & hell & those that do not right here through
there lives will be damned but still I1 believe I1 do right myself I1 state this
for facts that any thing from what I1 have said about joseph smith that is

wors than I1 say is fals & untruungru end offirstoffirst page I1 am aafraidfraid you cannot
read what I1 have wrote my pen is poor I1 am in a glassy35glassy35 & tired after doing
a hard days work

I1 am yours truly josiah stowell 2
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NBnb3636

1I now write you for my father he says what I1 have wrote you is true &

he has been acquainted with him 6 years & he never knew anything of
him but that was right also know him to be a seeerbeeerseeer3737 & a phrophet &

believe the book of mormon to be strsirstrbostruothettebhe true & all ebetheibe these stories is

fals & untueintue that is told about joseph smithsmithasmithj im yours truly &

reply you brother in the churghchurgo of
latter day saints josiah stowell

by I1 stowell 2

mark ashurst mcgee is an intern at the archives division historical depart-
ment the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

i1 josiah stowell sr was born to israel stowell 1732 1801 and mary butler
1736 77 in winchester new hampshire on march 22 1770 he married miriam

bridgeman of bainbridge new york they settled in bainbridge by 1807 stowell died
in the 1840si840s william henry harrison stowell stowell genealogy A record of the de-
scendantsscendants of samuel stowell of hinghambinghamHingham mass rutland vt tuttle 1922 112 13

229 3030 dean C jessee ed the papers of joseph smith 2 volsVOIS salt lake city deseret
book 1989 929215171517 hereafter cited as PSPIS on the early settlement of the stowells in
the bainbridge area see larry C porter A study of the origins of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in the states of new york and pennsylvania 1816 1831

phd diss brigham young university 1971 174 79 on josiah stowells land hold-
ings see porter origins of the church 176

2 william D purple joseph smith the originator ofmormonismmormonismof historical
reminiscences of the town ofofaftonafton chenangoChenango union may 218773

3 joseph smiths mother lucy mack smith remembered that stowell hired joseph
smith because he possessed certain keys by which he could discern things invisible to
the natural eye lucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet
and his progenitorsprogenitorsfor for many generations liverpool S W richards 1853 91 92

4 milton V backman jr eyewitness accounts of the restoration orem utah
grandin book 1983 54 55

5 on joseph smith s 1826 trial see A document discovered i abramabrami W

benton mormonitesMormonites evangelical magazine and gospel advocate aprilapra 9918311291831129
W D purple historical reminiscences of the town ofaftonof afton 3 see also gordon A

madsen joseph smith s 1826 trial the legal setting BYU studies 3030 no 2 1990
gi91 108 richard L bushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismofmormonism urbana
university of illinois press 1984 74 76

6 on joseph smiths 1830 trials see joseph smith s 1839 history in PSPIS 1252 59

312 17 see also some of the remarks of john S reed esq as delivered before the
state convention times and seasons 5 june i1 1844 549 51 john S reed to brigham
young december 6 1861 brigham young collection archives division historical
department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter
cited as LDS church archives

7 smith biographical sketches 99 joel tiffany mormonism no II11I1 ll11

tiffany s monthly 5 june 1859 165 see also dean C jessee joseph knights recollec-
tion of early mormon history BYU studies 17 no i1 1976 32
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8 in 1843 josiah stowell wrote to joseph smith that he had remained true to the
faith and that he desired to gather with the saints martha L campbell on behalf of
josiah stowell sr to joseph smith jr december ig19 1843 joseph smith papers LDS

church archives in the mid 1980s198os a spurious letter from joseph smith to josiah stow-
ell concerning treasure seeking gained considerable public attention later it was dis-
covered that this letter was the handicraft of document forger mark hogtHofthofmannnann richard E

turley jr victims the LDS church and the mark hofmann case urbana university
of illinois press 1992 74 76 356 linda shlitoesulitoe and alienallenailen roberts salamander the
story of the mormon forgery murders with a new afterward zd ed salt lake city sig-
nature books 1989 557 hofmann also forged a treasure seeking contract among
josiah stowell sr joseph smith jr and others turley victims 104 5

9 josiah stowell jr was born to josiah stowell sr 17701770 184 and miriam bridge-
man 1773 1833 in bainbridge new york on april 16 1809 he and polly martha
smith 1812 85 had ten children he died in sugar run pennsylvania in 1875 stowell
stowell genealogy 229 30 427 28 PSPIS 1517

io10 josiah stowell jr became a farmer and a lumberman like his father stowell
genealogy 428 so rather than hiring out his labor he probably spent his youth work-
ing in his father s sawmill and on his father s farm where joseph smith worked

ii11 most documents place josiah stowell sr in smithborosmithbornSmith boro tioga township tioga
county on josiah sr s relocation see larry C porter the colesvilleCo lesville branch and the
coming forth of the book of mormon BYUbyustudiesiostudies io no 3 1970 376 see also war-
ranty deed between stowell and cyrus mcmaster dated april 25184025 1840 which names the
former as josiah stowell of smithborosmithbornSmith boro new york cyrus mcmaster papers LDS

church archives stowell genealogy 427 28 states that josiah stowell jr resided in
smithborosmithbornSmithboro and that all of his children were born there however fullmer addressed his
letter to elmira in the adjacent county of chemung and stowell replied from the vil-

lage of chemung on the chemung tioga county line on elmira chemung and
smithborosmithbornSmithboro see J H french gazetteer of the state of new york embracing a compre-
hensive view of the geography geology and general history of the state and a complete
history and description of every county city town village and locality 8thath ed syra-
cuse R P smith 18601860 218 220653

12 PJSp515171517

13 john solomon fullmer was the son of peter fullmer and susannah zerfass in
1837 he married mary ann price 1815 97 he later took two additional wives i olive
amanda smith 1825 85 m 1846 and 2 sarah ann stevenson 1835 1901 m 1856

fullmer had thirty one children he was ordained an elder in 1839 he was ordained a

high priest by 1844 ancestralfileAncestralFile ver 4.19419419 salt lake city ID irw9irwy QF the john
solomon fullmer story written by his granddaughter clara fullmer bullock id ed
apnp 1968196813i 3109109 19 frank esshom pioneers and prominent men of utah salt lake
city utah pioneers book publishing 1913 881 journal history of the church octo-
ber 818448.18448 1844 2 LDS church archives

14 biographical sketch of jno S fullmer 311 12 in john solomon fullmer letter
book LDS church archives john solomon fullmer story iv 3 4104 lo10 phebie jane full-
mer perry and lutitia may fullmer measom history of mary ann price fullmer i

LDS church archives fullmer also served after his mission as a colonel and as paymaster
general in the nauvoo legion he accompanied joseph smith to carthage and stayed
in jail with him the night before he was murdered in 1844 fullmer was sent to bring
back the james emmet company and in 1845 he was appointed to the council of fifty
in 1848 he journeyed to the salt lake valleyvailey with the willard richards company there
he served in the territorial legislature before and after his mission to the british isles
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1852 55 where he presided over the liverpool manchester and preston conferences
he died in springviflespringvilleSpringville utah in 1883 john solomon fullmer story 10 17 22 29 46
106log 7 109 ii3113iia 121 esshom pioneers and prominent men 881 A veteran gone
deseret news october 17 1883 617 D michael quinn the council of fifty and its
members 1844 1945 BYU studies 20 no 2 19801980 194 william G hartley mybestformy best for
the kingdom history and autobiography of john lowe butler a mormon frontiersman
salt lake city aspen books 1993 169 81 john solomon fullmer journal 1855 LDS

church archives meeting of the legislature deseret news december 141859324
15 fullmer departed for his mission on or near october 282818421842 john S fullmer

to george D fullmer october 25 1842 john solomon fullmer letterbookLetterbook 175 LDS

church archives
16 on current maps and in most local histories this hamlet is named cambra

however some early residents evidently called the hamlet cambria like fullmer
one early history of the area used the name cambria to describe one ofseveral pleas-
ant villages consisting ofoftenten to twentyfivetwenty five dwellings each stewart pearce annals of
luzerne county A record of interesting events traditions and anecdotes from the first
settlement in wyoming valley to 1866 id ed philadelphia J B lippincott 1866 202

17 summarizing his mission experiences fullmer wrote 1 I have had some hard
fought battles to live through but thank god the colourscolouos that I1 defended were never
struck there was no need of it but were kept floating in the breeze fullmer preached
the gospel to several of his extended family at least three of whom converted he re-
turned from his mission on june 28 1843 john S fullmer to george D fullmer
december iai91918431843 john solomon fullmer letterbookLetterbook 178 81

18 the elder stowell may have been living with josiah jr by this time porter
origins of the church 209 10

ig19 compare with the handwriting in fullmersFullmers british mission journal and his
letterbookletterbook john solomon fullmer journal 1855 john solomon fullmer letterbookLetter book
this latter source shows that fullmer often made copies of his outgoing correspon-
dence before sending it

20 A few unimportant changes have been penciled in by an unidentified redactor
because these appear to be later inclusions they are discussed in the notes but not in-
cluded in this transcript

21 john S fullmer to josiah stowell jr february io1018431843 LDS church archives
22 A comma has been pencpenciledfled in at this point it appears to be a later inclusion
23 edge of paper
24 at this point it is said has been pencpenciledfled in interlinearly this appears to be

a later inclusion
25 the edge of the paper has disintegrated here
26 A turf swindler also a swindler in other species of gambling the oxford

english dictionary id ed sv blacklegblack leg hereafter cited as OED webster s 1828 dic-
tionary defines turf as 3 race ground or horse racing an american dictionary of
the english language sv turf hereafter cited as ADEL 1828 see also OED sv
11 turf by calling smith a black leg cambria residents were apparently saying that
joseph smith had been one to bet on horses this interpretation coincides with full-
mer s placement of the term black leg between gambler and horse jockey

27 2 A dealer in horses one who makes it his business to buy and sell horses for
gain hence 3 A cheat one who deceives or takes undue advantage in trade ADEL
1828 sv jockey see also OED sv horsehorsejockeyjockey and jockey

28 playing tricks by slight of hand deceiving ADEL 1828 sv juggling see
also OED sv juggling
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29 A comma has been pencpenciledbledfled in at this point it appears to be a later inclusion
30 josiah stowell jr to john S fullmer february 171718431843 LDSLIDS church archives
31 fullmer mailed his letter to elmira the county seat of chemung the village of

chemung however did have a post office and was apparently closer to the residence
of josiah stowell jr on elmira and chemung see french gazetteer of the state of new
york 218 220

32 according to stowell genealogy josiah stowell jr was a merchant lumberman
and farmer 428 the primary crops in chemung county were broomcorn and to-
bacco french gazetteer of the state ofnewofnerof new york 220 in 1842 america finally overcame
the depression that had begun in 1837 in response to andrew jackson s disestablish-
ment of the bank of the united states and species circular although the bank s charter
expired in 1836 it continued as a state chartered bank until 1841 the demise of a stan-
dard national currency and a subsequent deluge of local currencies such as notes from
the kirtland safety society anti banking company reduced currency confidence the
enactment of the independent treasury bill in 18401840 and its repeal in 1841 also con-
tributedtributed to the currency problem stowell jr broaches in this letter

33 on joseph smiths schooling in this area see H michael marquardt and wes-
ley P walters inventing mormonism tradition and the historical record apnp smith
research associates 1994 44

34 in 1829 joseph smith gave a note to josiah stowell sr for a horse joseph smith jr
to oliver H cowdery october 222218291829 joseph smith letterbookLetterbook joseph smith papers
LDSLIDS church archives when joseph smith was brought to trial in bainbridge in july
18301830 he had not paid on his note the judge queried josiah stowellstowen sr as to the pur-
chase stowell testified that he had sold a horse to smith and that he would do so again
this shows i that a rumor about horse jockeying had already begun and 2 that
stowell did not feel he had been jockied in his 1839 history joseph smith wrote
that this court had convened on account of the scandalous falsehoods which had been
circulated PISp512533121253 312 13

35 glassy can mean frailbrallfrablfradd or lacking fire or life dullduliduilduhl as in glassy eyed
OED sv glassy stowell may have been starting to write something like 1 I am in a
glassy state and then changed his train of thought to something like 1 I am glassy and
tired his fatigue may account for the inconsistent change in grammatical construc-
tion or perhaps being in a glassy is something like being in a dither

36 initials for the latin phrase nota bene meaning note well or perhaps the
german phrase nach brief after the letter which serves the same purpose as PS for
postscript

37 see er or seer one who can see things not otherwise visible to the natural eye



from this ground

A visible wind slow rivers down slopes
of rattlesnake mountain
purples the ridge at the silt edge of sun
horse heaven hills green into wheatfield
and orchard and the interstate between
glints back sides of semis headlights wicking on
a long and moving constellation

my lives split directions from this ground
from mountains back in wyoming
my daughters have salvaged wagon wheels
slats of barn wood waiting to be handed down
branded with their grandfather s iron
diamond four no longer in use
and suddenly our children are states away
into college and next lives

A hawk startles into dive rises
something dark and small taloned
over scents of sage clumps of phlox
holding last rays like fluorescence
As sky s distant dust blossoms into twilight
an old farm building to the east
comes visible collapsing in on itself
like a permanent exhale

what s changing around me
seems not of arrival but leave taking
for a moment between light and dark
it lets me recall something more
than I1 know moves me
unwary toward altered borders

dixie partridge
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many great and notable cities were sunksunk55sune
liquefaction in the book of mormon
benjamin R jordan

in a recent BBYUYU studies article bart kowallis describes how the events
of destruction in the americas at the time of christ s death can be attrib-
uted to a single explosive volcanic eruption he lists the events that
occurred during the destruction as recorded in 3 nephi and among those
mentioned is the sinking of cities into the sea 3 ne 8914 949477 1013 As
a possible explanation for this phenomena kowallis offers accounts of
tsunami tidal waves and seiche waves waves generated in lakes both
of which can occur during an explosive volcanic eruption 2 in conjunction
with these two explanations I1 would offer a third possible cause for the
11 many great and notable cities being sunk 3 ne 814 that is not ad-
dressed in kowallis s article

at 1140 AM on the morning of june 7 1692 a large earthquake de-
stroyed the famous pirate city port royal jamaica causing the deaths of
approximately four thousand people in describing the event in his book
buccaneer harbor peter briggs told of the experience of reverend dr em-
manuel heath ofofchristchurchchristchurchChrist church

on the morning of june 7 dr heath attended divine service as he did
every morning hoping to set an example for a most ungodly debauched
people dr heath was due for lunch at the house of captain ruden but he
stopped first at an inn to have a glass of wormwood wine with a merchant
friend dr heath waited impatiently while his friend very slowly finished
smoking his clay pipe the reverend was a courteous man and did not want
to be late for his engagement then at twenty minutes before noon while
still at the inn he felt the earth begin to heave and roll beneath him lord
sir he shouted what is this

his friend replied it is an earthquake be not afraid it will soon be over

dr heath ran into the street and within moments felt two much
greater shocks by the time he arrived at captain ruden s house the building
itself had vanished into the sea along with three or four blocks behind
wharfside street in panic dr heath raced toward morgans fort only to see
it crumbling then before his eyes his church and its high tower fell he saw
the earth open up and swallow people 3

another witness to this devastating event sir hans sloane was in a
small boat in the bay at the time of the earthquake he wrote that upon
arriving on shore he found all houses even with the ground not a place
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to put one s head in and that the terrible earthquake shook down and
drowned nine tenths of the town of port royal in two minutes time and all

by the wharfside in less than one sloane also recorded that his own home
sunk right down and isis now under thirty feet of water4waterbwater

the most intriguing fact about this destruction and the sinking of the
city is that a tsunami was not involved the city literally sank it was not
buried or washed away by a large wave 5

to understand the sinking of port royal it is important to understand
a phenomenon calledcabled liquefaction liquefaction occurs in water saturated
soil or sand where grains are resting on each other with water filling the
spaces between the grains A large earthquake sets up vibrations that put
those grains into motion so that they no longer rest on each other the
water becomes the support and the sand becomes liquefied and behaves
like a liquid the grains can no longer bear weight and effectively they
become a form of quicksand anything resting on the sand or soil that is

denser than the liquefied material will sink 6

liquefaction occurred at port royal the city was built on a large spit
of sand extending off the coast of jamaica the sediment was saturated by
the surrounding sea although the water may not have been visible on the
surface it was there one witness recorded in the violent shake the sand
cracking and opening in several places where people stood they sinking
into it the water boiled out of the sand 1177

one of the effects of liquefaction is the fountainingfounta ining of water up out
of the ground as it is displaced by sinking objects if a brick is put into a

bucket of water the water will rise if a person sinks into liquefied sand the
water in the sand is displaced and will rise this effect occurs on a smaller
scale as one walks along a wet beach the pressure of feet on the sand
squeezes the water up thus water boiling out of the sand can be one of
the signs of liquefaction

when the earthquake subsides and the shaking stops the sand re
solidifies encasing anything that has sunk into it one witness of this effect

at port royal wrote many people were swallowed up some the earth
caught by the middle and squeezed to death others went down and

8were never more seen

the book of mormon mentions that the city ofgilgalof gilgalgalgal was sunk and the
inhabitants thereof were buried up in the depths of the earth 3 ne 96
those victims that had sunk deep enough would have been literally
buried those that may have been caught by the middle would not

really have been squeezed to death but rather prevented from expanding
their lungs and thus suffocated by the sand as it resolidified port royal was

not the only part of jamaica that sank due to the earthquake more than a

thousand acres of land were also submerged on the north side of jamaica 9
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although this particular earthquake was not generated by a volcanic
eruption since there are no active volcanoes in jamaica10jamaicaoJamaicajamaican10 it is entirely
conceivable that an earthquake of this magnitude could be generated by
a volcanic eruption the relatively small volcanic eruptions of mount
st helens in 19801980 and sakura jima volcano in 1914 generated earthquakes
with magnitudes ofof5i115.15151 and 6.7676767126.71212 respectively although it is not known
what the magnitude of the port royal earthquake was it is estimated to have
been near 808.080 13 A very large eruption like that suggested by kowallis could
generate much stronger earthquakes that last for a longer period of time

smaller magnitude earthquakes can also cause liquefaction based on
their duration the earthquake at port royal as well as having a large mag-
nitude is also thought to have lasted five to seven minutes one of the
major reasons liquefaction took place there 14 the account of the destruc-
tion in 3 nephi mentions that the earthquake lasted about three hours
3 ne 819 which would have been more than enough time to liquefy any

water saturated soil thus if any nephite or lamanite cities were built in
the same type ofgeologic and geographical setting as that of port royal the
earthquakes reported in 3 nephi would have been of such duration and
magnitude as to cause those cities to sink into the ground as well as the sea

it is possible that the type of explosive volcanic eruption described by
kowallis could have generated earthquakes large enough to cause liquefac-
tion water saturated sandy seacoasts could potentially be liquefiable in a
large magnitude long duration earthquake any nephite or lamanite cities
built near the coast on liquefiable soil could have sunk by liquefaction

benjamin R jordan received his BS in geology from brigham young university
and is currently a graduate student in oceanography at the university of rhode island

i1 bart J kowallis in the thirty and fourth year A geologists view of the great
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4 briggs buccaneer harbor 111 13
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two massachusetts forty niner perspectives
on the mormon landscape july august 1849

brian D reeves

thetheyearigggyear 1999 marks the sesquicentennial of thegoldtheroldthe gold rush of1849 twotwofortyportyforty
ninersbiners passing through salt lake city recorded their impressions of the latter
day saints and thefirstthe first of the settlers annual 2424thth ofjulyof lulyjuly celebrations

latter day saints held their first 24th of july pioneer day celebration
in salt lake city in 1849 two years after brigham young first entered the
salt lake valley 1 the saints had reason to celebrate in 1849 their second
full season of crop raising promised a good harvest early maturing vege-
tables had already relieved them from a winter of extreme want they were
doubly blessed by the temporary influx of gold seekers hurrying to the
california mines 2

the first forty ninersbiners reached the salt lake valley on june 16 1849 3

bringing with them much needed supplies that they traded or sold for pro-
visions during the next fourteen months an estimated twentyfivetwenty five thou-
sand argonauts passed through the salt lake valley for the saints the
arrival of the gold seekers fulfilled a bold prophecy of heber C kimball 4

who according to one account had declared

I1 prophecy in the name of the lord that this people will be the richest
people on earth although you are now poor & destitute all most naked but
if you are faithful you shall have every desire of your hearts clothing of all
kind will be brought here abundantly & my only fears are that unless you are
humble & prayerful you will be led away & lifted up in the pride of your
hearts & neglect your duty & forgetf6rgetfarget to give thanks to the bountiful giver
this is my only fears I1 am not trobledtroubled about your poverty 5

in addition to clothing the forty ninersbiners brought tools wagons and food-
stuffs joseph holbrook gratefully declared the lord provided for the
poor saints by his providence in opening up the gold mines in california
and inspiring the gentiles with a lust for gold 333611166

argonauts welcomed the opportunity that they had in salt lake city
to rest themselves and their animals partake of such delicacies as milk and
fresh vegetables and refit for the rugged journey that still lay ahead they
left salt lake city generally having stayed for six or seven days 7 with varied
opinions about their experiences there many felt shortchangedshortchangershortchanged in trading
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and business transactions others reacted negatively to latter day saint
11pulpit oratory especially when it included railingsfailingsrailings against the saints for-
mer persecutors in missouri and illinois 8 on the other hand many would
have agreed with james M hutchings who wrote as he prepared to resume
his journey tomorrow we leave civilization pretty girls and pleasant
memories I1 am thankful to you mormonscormonsMormons for the many advan-
tages your city in the wilderness offers to the weary emigrant on his jour-
ney overland to california9californiacalifornian9

while some native americans may have benefittedbenefitted from trading with
westbound forty ninersbiners the majority experienced negative consequences
from the gold rush it brought another wave of white people to the west and
resulted in the destruction of vegetation and game some forty niner com
paniesbanies burnburnedfed the grass behind them to impede the progress ofcompeti-
tors 10 argonaut john F cobbey recorded in his journal on may 212118501850

A heard of buffaloes pass the road before us in the eat attempt they ti was
assailed of the huge animals were brought t to ground and yealded their car-
casses to the hunters will they are quite poor at this time and oflitleof litle use
of killing only as its serves to gratefygratify the sportmanssportmans vain ambition some of
the chois pieces is selected such as the hump toung &cac I111I1

two journals held by the department of special collections and man-
uscripts in the harold B lee library at brigham young university provide
valuable perspectives on the forty ninersbiners experiences among native
americans and mormonscormons in the land that became utah the accounts
recorded by massachusetts natives william Z walker and edward jackson
are absent from prominent bibliographies of overland trail diaries 12

there is no evidence that walker and jackson knew each other nor did
they travel together but their journals reveal interesting similarities they
were born the same year 1827 both embarked on the wilderness section of
the journey at or near independence missouri in may 1849 both reached
south pass on july 9 they arrived in salt lake city just a day apart both
attended the pioneer celebration on july 24 and both concluded their jour-
nals immediately after they arrived in sacramento california

william Z walker was born october 212118271827 13 he left boston for cali-
fornia on march ig1918491849 he traveled by train canal boat and steamer to
kansas city missouri arriving on april io10 after some difficulty his party
headed west from westport on may io10 he entered the salt lake valley on
july 23 his descriptive and matter of fact journal includes a drawing of
chimney rock nebraska where he camped on june 18

edward jackson was born june 141418271827 in newton massachusetts he
documented his gold rush experiences as if he were speaking to family
members 14 in 1855 his account was recopied by his sister marian jackson
gilbert into a volume of family histories 15 he began his account in
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independence missouri he entered salt lake city on july 24 the day after
william Z walker

the following journal extracts focus on the authors experiences
beginning on the salt lake road east of the green river in what is now
wyoming and ending in the vicinity of the mormon ferry on the bear
river near present day collinstoncollingstonCol linston utah original spellings strikeoutsstrikeouts and
punctuation have been preserved as much as possible angle brackets
indicate words written above or below lines in the manuscript texts inser-
tions by the editor are indicated by square brackets 1

william Z walker journal extract july august 1849 16

tuesday july loth we started early in search of water and after travelling
about 6 miles arrived at the little sandy a small stream of water with plenty of
grass along its banks we remained here till noon when we started for the big
sandy about io10 miles distant where we arrived early in PM waiting here till 12

ocakoclk for the moon we started for the next crossing of the big sandy 17 miles
distant & neither wood water or grass between the two points discovered
we were on the salt lake roadroad1717

wed july lith we arrived at resteestrent the big sandy early this morning and
remained here till PM & started for green river about 8 miles distant where
we arrived early in PM

the river being high we were obliged to cross by ferry a temporary
arrangement kept by Mormormons18mormonscormonsmons 18 we got our packs safely over but in spite of
all our efforts our animals would not cross we waited till sundown and niarsiarstartedtedfed

tried them again but after an hours hard work we were obliged to give it up
till morning

thurs july 12th we succeeded with the assistance of the ferrymenferrymanferrymen in get-
ting our animals across & started from green river and struck it again inin
about 8 miles where we encamped waiting for nichols whom we left at the
ferry & whose mule had come up without him thinking that he might have
been attacked by the indians Crackline went back to look for him

the mosquitoes here were so thick and troublesome that cowan19cowan9cowana &

myself concluded to move on to blacks fork 15 miles distant and there wait for
Crackline & nichols

friday july 13th cowan and myself started for blacks forks early this
morning we were overtaken on the road by Crackline & nichols nichols
having been thrown from his mule and waited at the ferry with the mormonscormons
for his mule which he expected would be sent back we arrived at blacks fork
a fine stream of good water ftat early in PM and encamped

sat july 14th the grass being good 61at here we remained here throughout
the day to give our animals a chance to graze

sunday july 15th started early crossed hams fork and several other
small streams we made a long drive in AM and rfemalfemmi did not leavekeeveheemebeeme start in
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PM till 6 0 cikalkclk when a fhephophethetho birotfirotfimiwewo ha drizzly rain set in by some means we

missed the road laid down in our guide book 20 and finding no water
we travelled till midnight in search of it the night was pitchy dark my horse
threw me completely over his head three times during the night and we

proceeded with the greatest difficulty at last giving up all hopes of finding
water we encamped among some wild sage bushes and laid ourselves down
without any supper men and animals completely exhausted distance trav-
eled 33 miles

mon july 16th I1 started off at the first appearance of light on foot in search
of water none of us having tasted any for nearly 24 hours

seeing some trees to the south of us almost always sure indications of
water on the prairies I1 made my search in that direction and on arriving at
the summit of a high ridge I1 found myself at once on the borders of the beau-
tiful streams around fort bridger the deep green foliage on the banks of the
numerous streams the level prairie along the banks of the rivers covered
with roses and wild flowers the bear river mountains to the covered with snow
to the south gave the whole the appearance of a second eden after quenching
my thirst at a small rivulet with water fresh from the mountains and as cold as

ice I1 filled my canteen and returned to our camping place eftaeft4eii4 imparted the
welcome news to my companions and we immediately started for this beauti-
ful place where we remained during the forenoon to rest ourselves and ani-
mals we left here in PM in the midst of a drizzly rain passed fort bridger21bridger21

which was near by a small trading post built of logs on mud presenting alto-

gether a most miserable appearance travelled till near sundown when we met
six indians on horseback armed with rifles pistols bows & arrows &cac who
stopped in our path till we came up and shook hands with us all saying how
d ye do how d ye do all the english they could speak they called themselves
shoshonesShoshones or snakes 22 there being but three of us cracklineacklinecracklingCr having stopped
at the fort to make some purchases we were fearful that they would attack us

or stampede our animals as they followed close behind us without saying a

word we stopped got our firearmsfire arms in order ready for immediate use and
motioned for them to leave us one of them an ugly looking dwarf makin
going through with the pantomime of cutting my throat as we 1I1 gave the
order we camped here and Crackline coming up we got all our arms ready in

case of an attack during the night but we were not troubled by them dis
8 miles

tuesday july 17th started early on our road passed an encampment of
shoshonesShoshones on muddy fork without molestation and commenced ascending
the high range that connects the bear river and wind river mountains at the
foot of the ascent we saw a copperas or soda spring the water of which tasted

very much like soda water the ascent was difficult and tedious it was 1134 miles

to the summit the altitude of which was 7315 feet above the level according to
our guide book our road was along the top of the ridge for 7 miles when we

encamped at noon near a spring of clear water in PMRM our road was through
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a deep gorge in the mountains most of the way we passed sulphur creek and
oil spring which we did not stop to see on acctacca of an encampment of indians
which was there who we feared might be troublesome we arrived at bear
river about sundown where we found an indian village consisting of about a

hundred tents we passed through them without molestation fordedcorded bear
river the water of which was so swift that our mules animals could hardly
breast it we camped about a mile beyond in the finest herds grass I1 ever saw
the indians had several hundred horses herded here but we were unable to
trade for any of them several shoshonesShoshones came into our camp during the
evening and we had to keep a sharp look out to keep them from pilfering dis

23 miles
wednesday july 18th we travelled over a high ridge of the mountains this

AM and through a deep gorge in PM passing over some of the wildest and
most mountainous country we have yet seen we encamped at night on echo
creek dis 22 miles fine grass here

thursday july 19th quite a frost in camp this morning we com-
menced travellingvellingtra through a deep gorge in the mountains between echo
creek and weber river a distance of about 20 miles over the worst roads and
wildest country we have yet passed echo creek extends the whole length of the
gorge and we crossed it about a dozen times A ridge of high rocks looking very
much like freestone almost perpendicular formed in the most grotesque and
fantastic shape bounded one side and a ridge of mountains the other the day
was intolerably hot and the road dusty some of the way he we passed through
long willow groves ffleefitimeeting about high enough for a person to set on horse
back in which the dust was so dense that we could not see a rod in advance
near the road where we left the gorge the mountains were on fire blazing and
crackling with a tremendous roar we passed here five emigrant waggonswiggonswaggons the
first we have seen in the last hundred miles the road being almost entirely de-
serted we encamped on weber river having travelled 8 hours a fine stream
where we found very little feed and any quantity of mosquitoes dis 20 miles

july 20th travelled over a rough mountainous country road dusty and
disagreeable crossed numerous creeks and small streams and encamped at
night in a deep gorge in the mountain on kanyon creek very hot dis 19

saturday july 21st started early & commenced ascending the bear river
mountains & when from the summit had a splendid view of the valley of the
great salt lake the height laid down in itehe our guide book is 7345 feet above
the level 23 in descending our road was almost perpendicular the road crosses
kanyon creek 13 times and passes through two bad swamps 24 we had a cool
invigorating breeze from the mountains in desending but in the valley the
rays of the sun almost scorched the skin in PM we passed the last ridge before
entering the valley of the great salt lake

my horse which I1 have been unable to ride for the last few days got mired
at a creek at the foot & I1 got him out with the greatest difficulty hoping to save
him by recruiting at salt lake I1 remained behind to drive him along having
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several bad creeks to cross I1 endeavored to lead him around them by a narrow
trail on the side of the mountains but rt4 it was so steep that he lost his foothold
and rolled over a precipice in the gulf below dyherwherenyhere 1I hurting him so bad that I1

was obliged to leave him after removing his trappings
I1 was overtaken by a smart shower before arriving at the mouth of the

kanyon and when I1 arrived at the valley it was so dark that I1 was unable to find

our party rt4 or to tell which was the right road I1 gave up the search after trav
elling an hour andan d crawled under an emigrant wagon wet to the skin where
I1 slept soundly till morning

sunday julyJUIY 22nd started early in search of our party which I1 found after
a short search encamped within a few rods of where I1 slept we remained
here all day the city of the G S lake visible about 3 miles ahead

monday july 2323rdrd we started for the city where we arrived after an hour s

travel the city is situated about 25 miles east of great salt lake & about 35 miles
from utah lake the city is about 4 miles square and contains 60006000 inhabi-
tants all mormon the town is irrigated by water brought from the jordan
a small stream emptying into GSL they have little or no rain here in the
summer although it is frequent in the mountains

the houses are mestmost all one story high and mostly adobesacobes built of sun
dried brick each man is entitled to an acre of land if he cultivates it we found
here plenty of vegetables and fresh beef other kinds of provisions we were
unable to purchase owing to the scarcity we passed througthrong the city and en-
camped on the river jordan a small stream about half a mile west of the city
intending to remain here a week to recruit our animals our horses ehrafterhfl ft com-
pletely baggedfagged out and our mules badly galled owing to the scarcity ofgrass we
were obliged to herd our mules across the jordan about two miles distant from
our camp

tuesbues july 24th

to day being the anniversary day of the entrance of the mormonscormons into the
valley they gave a dinner which we attended they had their dinner under
a roof built for the purpose 25 where we found about 5000 persespersonspernos mor
mons collected listening to inflammatory speeches and threats against their
enemies in missouri 26 after two hours hard talking dinner was announced and
emigrants being kindly invited we sat down to one of the best dinners we had
enjoyed for many a day the tables were loaded with every delicacy the din-
ner went off admirably and was followed by toasts songs recitations &cac and we
left highly pleased with our first day among the

wednesday july 25th25 th

we passed the day in visiting emigrant waggonswiggons and strolling about affiedaffienamong
the cormonsmormonsmer faiansffians town we lost one ohteofteoneehteene of our horses today and have as yet
been unable to find him

thurs july 26th we purchased some provisions today of emigrants I1 en-
gaged myself today to write guides to california to raise money enough to buy
provisions enough to carry us through
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thurs fri sat engaged in writing little doing we heard a rumourramour
that some emigrants ahead of us had killed some indians of the utah tribe 2717

and taken their horses and that the indians had sworn vengeance against the
emigrants most of the emigrants here are leaving their waggonswiggons and packing
fearing they will not get through on account of the scarcity of feed

sun julyzgthjuly 29th I1 awoke early this morning and started for warm springs
about 22ivi miles distant at the foot of the mountains

when I1 arrived there I1 found several persons in the basin enjoying the lux-
ury of a warm bath

the water was strongly impregnated with sulphur and almost scalded me
but after remaining in it a few minutes I1 found it about the right temperature
for bathing the water in the basin was about 3 feet deep and of density
enough to buoy a person up I1 remained in the water nearly an hour 28

erhefteffehr we spent part of the day in arranging our packs in the afternoon I1 vis-

ited mr carrington a mormon the same that employed me to write guides to
california he was formerly a minister of the gospel in vermont aft
with whom I1 passed the time very agreeably 29291I1 remained to tea with hlfhithim &

left him promising to call on him when I1 had got plenty of the dustadustjdust
monday july 30th today cowan and myself after having purchased all our

provisions seperatedseparatedsepe rated from our two other companions intending to start in the
PM but we were so delayed that we concluded to stop till morning

tuesbues july 31st cowan and myself started on route leaving cracklineacklinecracklingCr to0 &

nichols to follow at their leisure both of us having lost our horses we were
obliged to travel on foot and drive our mules

we have two mules packed with 110nollolioiloiio lbsibs each about 8080 ibslbs of provisions
each and the remainder in clothing A third mule which we have is unfit for
riding or packing being badly galled & we drive him along hoping for a chance
to dispose of him to advantage we hope to make the trip in 35 days the dis-
tance is 861 miles we encamped at noon at hot springs where I1 boiled a peice
of meat for dinner in the water coming from the springs the water comes from
a rock in the mounmountainstaini and is slightly impregnated with sulphur 3010 As we left
the springs we met about 40 indians on horseback hearing at salt lake that
they had sworn vengeance against the emigrants we made up our minds our
time had come but they passed us very quietly with the salutation of how d
ye do swap we afterwards learned they were shoshonesShoshones and were going to hold
a council with the utahs on account of the murders comittedcommittedComitted on their people
by the emigrants we passed numerous small creeks and encamped at night
near a small settlement of the mormonscormons dis io10 miles

wed aug ist immediately after starting from camp we were overtaken by
nichols & Crackline who travelled along with us our course is along the foot
of the bear river mountains between the mountains and GS lake which
we can see very plainly from the road the shores of the lake are lined with salt
as far as the eye can reach we passed several mormon farm houses to day & en-
camped at night on a small stream of fine water dis 15 miles heat intolerable
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thurs aug 2ndand hot and dusty we made the weber grgreekcreekeek river about
noon and encamped beneath the trees along its banks where we remained till

near sundown on account of the heat I1 took a swim in the stream which runs
very rapid we fordedcorded ache it with our animals the water being about 3 feet deep
after an hour s travel we arrived at a small settlement called capt browns 31

we encamped about two miles beyond the settlement dis ig19 miles

fri aug 3rdard hot we passed several hot springs at the foot of the moun-
tains box elder creek & several streams of fine cold water the atmosphere is

so clear in the valleyvailey that objects can be seen at a great distance the snow clad
summits of twin peaks near the mormon city are are sicsic plainly visible
from a distance of aft 75 miles the grass is covered with crickets which are as

large as a man s thumb these are dried and used in the winter by the indians
for food we were almost devoured by mosquitos during the night dis 18 miles

sat aug 4thath strong wind during the night and this morning which kept
me getting up and running after my hat in the night we managed to raise a fire
after considerable perseverance we crossed several fine creeks today and found
good camping all along arrived at bear river ferry about sundown & en-
camped on east sideside3231

the mosquitos were so ferocious we were obliged to suspend our culinary
operations and make a hasty supper on hard bread

sun aug 5thath we crossed the river by ferry and swam our animals which
detained us so long that we made but 3 miles in AM & encamped at noon on
malad or mud creek 33 the water here was so bad that we could not use it in

PM we travelled 6 miles before we came to water which was so brackish we
could hardly drink it and we pushed on for better water we travelled on till

9 oclkocak in the evening a distance of 16 miles when we arrived at warm springs
the water was salt and unpalatable but we were so thirsty we drank large quan-
tities of it we made coffee of it but it was very unpleasant to the taste dis

25 miles

edward jackson journal extract july august 184934

july 11 this morning the wind was cold & blew directly from the moun-
tains cold enough to freeze & our hands & feet were numb after travellingvellingtra
9 miles we came to fort hall where the oregon & mormon or salt lake roads
meet 35 which road to take we could scarcely choose but by vote decided to
take the mormon we noonedmooned at the big sandy a rapid current & deep withal

this afternoon our march was hot & short for we camped after march-
ing 6 miles on the big sandy with beautiful grass for the mules

13 started a little before sunrise this morning for a long march of 28 miles
after rising out of the valley we came upon an antelope but did not succeed in

capturing him altho three were after him
after a march of3 hours we met an emigrant who was on his way to stop

emigrants from taking the oregon road as the grass is so scarce & the water so
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poor that the cattle are dying off by hundreds & as few had taken our course
we find the grass plenty & the water good & but four dead cattle in two days

march while for the last two weeks the aw number has been from 30 to 5050 a day
we camped this noon on another big sandy which is similar to the first

with a quicksand bottom we are always grateful when night comes for then it

is cool but in the middle of the day it is excessively hot
we camped to night on the green river a majestic stream with banks well

wooded with cotton trees & plenty of grass here the mormonscormons have a ferry &

are taking emigrants across at the rate of 4 dolls a waggon & one doll an ani-
mal their average receipts are loo100100 per day for they only pay the hands to
work the boat 5 a day & the emigrants work a little harder than they do we
crossed one waggon tonight & 5 mules by swimming

14 this morning we commenced swimming the rest of our mules but
they would not go so after trying three times we gave it up & began on the
waggonswiggonswaggons after getting them across we took an old cart body & towed the mules
across by pairs which required much hard labor & perplexed us much & as

there are always some drones in the hive three of us had to do ninetenthsninetenths of
the work however we got them all across at io10 0 clock I1 regret to say that we

lost one mule because we tied the rope so tight round his neck that he stran-
gled my own dear mouse36mouse 36136 as usual took the lead & swam across last night
we started off & to let our mules graze a little encamped about 3 miles from
the river in an old indian encampment where we found a wigwam & other
marks of the race we also caught an eagle which measured 5 feet from wing
to wing we did intend to camp here tonight but the mosquitoes have driven
us offaoff&off & we encamp on the bluff 5 miles from here & let the animals graze on
wild oats

15 sunday I1 say nothing against travelling on the sabbath stops it is

only to do more work than it will be to travel so I1 think it would be as much
sin one way as the other we came today on a branch of the coleradocolorado &

stopped here 4 hours while here birt caught a salmon which weighed ac-

cording to my best judgementjud gement 5 ibslbs we broiled him & he proved to be one of
the few sweet morsels a fellow gets in crossing a prairie we journeyed on
to the next creek called black fork intending to camp there but finding

4 encampmentsencampments there we concluded to push on in so doing we lost our way &

did not come to the little dirty creek where we encamped till io10 0 clock it was

quite dark no moon & so we just pickketted our mules as best we could made
a little tea broiled a little fish then turned in for the night having travelled

36 miles in the day
16 As we turned in late so we turned out late it was 412i when I1 awoke &

I1 awakened the rest of the camp & we hitched right up as there was no feed here
we travelled on 4 miles & came to fair feed untackled & camped 5 hours &

here I1 was obliged to go two miles for a bucket of good water at the creek I1 had
the good luck to find a nice memorandum book having an almanac banking
table & a blanke space for every day in the year besides a place for gold
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the hardships of this journey over the prairies cannot be owtevtemeem written you
should hear it from the mouth & then you could not realize the fatigues &

deprivations of a journey which would take the life of a common man in the
morning cold bracing wind with pure crystal water in the afternoon sultry
air if any & water impregnated with alkali or some mineral substance to
quench the thirst these are the extremes we often suffer we had a slight
sprinkling of rain tonight the first we have had since we left ft laramie
19 days

we have travelled today over a country of delightful scenery the coler-
ado mountains in the distance covered with snow & the curious formation
of bluffs over which we travelled in the foreground the soil produces little
but wild sage this is very abundant & answers our purpose for fuel

in the afternoon I1 saw in the horizon 2 or 3 showers & towards evening
one came directly over & caught me about a mile from the train and gave me
a complete ducking

we have encamped at ft brydgerbradgerBrydger situated on bear creek in a beautiful
valley surrounded by high hills the ft is a mere trading station built of logs
forming a hollow square of about 50 feet around it were encamped a few
snake indians they seem civilized to a certain extent they were cooking as
emigrants do

1717thth we have left the fort behind & our next spot of interest is the mor-
mon city for 12 miles after starting the country was good for grazing & the
water plenty & good As we came into the valley of muddy creek we came
upon the eutaw indians with their families we loaded up & prepared for
action but they seemed friendly & wanted to trade which we did to some
extent I1 exchanged an old shirt for a pair of moccasins I1 saw a fine looking
squaw with rings on her fingers & I1 offered her a shirt for them & she took me
up & when I1 come home you shall see them I1 saw among them an old indian
I1 should think 8080 years old also a deformed one the first I1 ever saw while
one of our party was trying to trade a revolver for a pony he fired the pistol to
show it offoffa& it burst into a hundred atoms

we encamped to night after a long search for water in the mountains with
a small supply of grass for the animals just as we were about retiring throw-
ing ourselves on the ground we heard indians at a little distance off & con-
cluded to get our mules & tie them up to the waggonswiggonswaggons it was my watch & I1

heard them occasionally all night & at one time one of their large wolf dogs
came into the camp looking more like a wolf than a dog

18th this morning as we were taking breakfast about 50 indians squawssquads
& children came into the camp we found them disposed to be friendly & after
eating of our breakfast they marched off

we commenced our tramped over the steep hills & wound our tedious
way down some of the sharpest pitches that a road ever went over from the
top of one of the hills or mountains the view was very picturesque

for miles we saw the valley not clothed with sand & prickly pear but it
was like our own new england soil waving with luxuriant grass watered by a
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mountain stream which wound itself thro its wilds with now & then a clump
of cotton trees we noonedmooned at the banks of the bear river & here found a hun-
dred indians who were soon among us trading they were snake indians we
bought a lot of moccasins & I1 bought or swapped a shirt for the dress of a

squaw but afterwards she wanted to back out & I1 had to give her 3 rings to
make her stick to her bargain during our stay two indians got to fighting
they were strong & their way of fighting was to lift each other up & throw him
with all vengeance on the ground & to pull each others hair when we left they
were still fighting the bear river like all streams in the mountains is a swift

current about 3 ft deep & about 6060 wide after leaving here we began again to
ascend the hills & at the close of the afternoon had just gone thro a high rocky
pass we came upon an encampment of indians there were a thousand of
them & they made a fine appearance some were preparing skins some were
shooting others were jumping & hooting dogs were barking & upon the
whole it was an amusing medley they did not mind us much except a few of
the papoosespapooses who came & looked over the bank at us

lockelocke3737 went to jump a stream just here & lockelikeLockelike came down just in
the centre of the stream when they set up such a yell laughter as made the
rocks ring

we left them & after climbing a tedious hill encamped in a lovely valley
well watered & wooded

july 19 what a cold morning the white frost is upon every thing after
breakfast we started & like a tunnel the road wound up into a narrow ravine
which grew more narrow until the mountains encircled us & thus we travelled
all day in one of the most wonderfully grand passes that I1 can imagine above
us towered the high mountains hundreds of feet & along our path ran a little
fretful stream which wound itself on in the narrow passage in such a way as
obliged us to cross & recross it a dozen times during the day at times it would
seem as tho the way was wholly stopped but the little path would glide thro an
unseen cleft in the rock & bring us upon a beautiful sweet mountain spring
refreshing indeed

during the day one of our party shot a young elk & at noon capt groves
made broth of some of it & it was splendid encamped 4 miles from webbersgebbers
creek it was about the size of bear s creek & noted for its trout two mor
mons came to the camp & spent the night with us & from them we derived
much information

july 2020 we began to descend the river this morning & just as we came out
of the south pass we were in sight of a curious rock or rocks resembling an
ancient dilapidated castle

we met some indians but had no trouble with them indeed I1 consider
this tribe a very cowardly set an inferior class of indians in all respects

one of the company caught a regular new england trout today which
weighed a pound

just after entering another pass like the one we were in yesterday we

stopped to dine & locke made us a soup the pass was more tedious than
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yesterday for we were forced to cross the creek lo1010 times & in some places
very bad crossings in one of these we had the misfortune to wrench one of
our wheels but I1 think it will stand us yet for we are getting along quite
comfortably we camp tonight at the foot of a mountain which alone sepa-
rated us from the mormon settlement a distance of 30 miles we camped
with an old mountaineer who told us doleful stories of our route & gave us
useful information

he had with him a boy lo1010 or 12 years old who he was training for a life like

his own
21 this morning we started again to climb the mountains & crossed the

stream 13 times wading thro mud & water
I1 found today some half ripe gooseberriesgooseberries which were quite a luxury as it

was the first fruit I1 had tasted since I1 left the states except a few strawberries I1

gathered at bear river
the mountains to day were not so rocky but were covered with a sort of

green bushes two mountains in particular attracted my attention they were
remarkably high & seemed to encircle us I1 thought of you ellen38elleneilenelien & if you
could only see it I1 should be satisfied for me to enjoy alone all this truly grand
& picturesque scenery is more than my portion but after all the thorns are
with the roses for they have just told me that the wheel has crippled more & the
axletree has cracked & now our last resort is to pack from salt lake so you see
link after link gives way & mile after mile wears away but my hope is that the
last link will not break until the last mile is passed & I1 am in the gold diggings

1122d after leaving our encampment our road became even more rugged
& up sharper pitches & for the first time since I1 left independence I1 found a

great many large sized balsams & what attracted my attention more was a large
sized white honeysuckle shaped flower as large as a dollar after passing several

beautiful springs we came to the highest peak of the rocky mountains & from
this point we saw the valley of the great salt lake through a small gap in the
mountains we are now about 7000 feet above a level of the sea the moun-
tains around us are covered with snow & the valleys are a living green the
contrast is strangely beautiful

to descend this mountain is almost impossible it is so very steep we
commenced by locking both of the waggon wheels & tying a rope on to the
hind end & all hands hanging on even then it went down with allAailali fury when
we got half way down crash went a wheel so we unhitched one team got a

young tree & made a pole of it took off the hind wheels & put them in the place
of the front & took the front wheel that was left & put behind & with the
help of the pole got to camp

23 sun we started on after crossing the kenyon creek which by the way
we have crossed 19 times today & began the ascent of the mountain for the last

time before entering the mormon valley it was so hard to ascend that we had
to stop to rest every few rods we soon began to descend but it was not so hard
as the other descent tho quite difficult enough for the springs are constantly
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running across the road & emigration has worn it out just as we were ascend-
ing a side hill with a rivulet running lo1010 or 12 feet below off went one of our
waggonswiggons & away went the mules with a little exertion we caught them &

brought them back but our waggon 0 it rt4 was all in a heap every thing
mixed together grease sugar a little flour all was one mass we picked
up what we could & packed it on to one of the other wiggonswaggons harnessed up
again drew up the fragments of the waggon straightened up the wheel for
another had crushed & started on determined to get to the mormon city with
our waggonswiggonswaggons after going thro the worst mudholemud hole I1 ever saw we came to a

pass where the mountains were so high that the sun did not shine in after

4 oclock we camped on the banks of the kenyon 5 miles from the city
24th after washing up & putting on clean clothes quite an evenaevenqevent we

started for the city & arrived within vi12 a mile when coming upon a small ele-

vation there lay the far famed city before us extending 6 miles in length & 212

in breadth divided into squares each containing 114iviibi acres of ground which was
cultivated they were growing different kinds of grain they were reaping rye
& gathering in many vegetables which were ripe 39

I1 took myself down the first street & came to a house which was made of
clay baked in the sun this makes a cool house in summer & a warm one in
winter & resembles the blue granite here I1 got water in a glass tumbler from
the hands of a lady what an incident40incident 40 which was cool & refreshing while
I1 was looking round the city to see what was to be seen the waggonswiggons broke
down entirely

early in the morning I1 had heard cannon roaring & I1 now learned that this
day was the anniversary of their coming into the valley & that they were to have
great ceremonies in a tent during the day & at the same time we i received
an invitation from elder pratt4lpratt41 to go with him which we readily accepted so
after each one of us had fixed up in his best we started & walked over a bout a

mile & found a kind of shed supported by a great number of posts where were
collected about 5000 people & on a platform were the elders & prophet young
in front of the platform was a band of music along the middle of the as-
sembly were 24 silver greys old pioneers next on one side were 24 young
ladies & opposite 24 young men each holding a long lamp or a pole repre-
senting a lamp all these 48 were dressed entirely in white the saints were all

around dressed in their best
the services in the morning consisted of speeches from prophets

brigham & young & the elders interspersed with music from the band &

songs from the 48 young men & women both the prophets & elders speeches
were rantingsranningsran tings malignant & hostile to our government & administration & the
people in the west 42 they hold young to be the greatest man now on earth
& that he knows every thing that is to come for instance one man has left his
wife & children inin the states & the prophet tells him he shall soon see them so
that he rests perfectly contented they are the most ignorant class of people I1

ever met with
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at 12 oclock the bell rang & the prophet taking the lead then others
according to their rank came in & formed a procession & marched around the
tabernacle while the tables were preparing for the feast the emigrants had a

general invitation to partake so when all was ready they marched in with the
others & seated themselves to a well furnished table having all the luxuries of
the season besides pies puddings cakes & extra fixings after dinner was over
we again resumed our seats & listened to yankee irish & the like stories
which entertained us for the rest of the day 43 I1 left about 3 & went to the camp
to write you a letter which I1 mail tomorrow in the evening they had a dance
but I1 was prevented from going by fatigue but altogether this has been one of
the happiest days of my journey

25th I1 woke this morning perfectly well but mccloud & white are both
quite unwell from the effects of yesterdays dinner but I1 think it will prove
nothing serious we now begin to sell all that we can possibly spare at a great
sacrifice I1 shall sell all my fine things & keep only what I1 need my jewelry now
sells well & I1 find the camp in milk butter peas beans &cac I1 get some money
nothing in particular happened to day

26 to day like all the days at this season of the year is fine & we have spent
it in selling our things as well as we could I1 bought a gun giving ieeiftibe a pair of
pants a vest & my old gun to boot 44

this valley is surrounded by a high range of mountains some of whose
tops are always covered with snow the valley is 40 miles long & 25 wide

almost level on the west lays salt lake 20 miles from the city the water is so

buoyant that in autumn it will float a person no fish can live in it the people
make a tour to it for salt & shovel it up by cartloadscart loads in the centre of it the lake
or plain is a mountain on which the people herd their cattle all the year
round the winter being very mild they seldom have any snow but have a

wet & a dry season they have an aqueduct in the city from some of the moun-
tain springs which conducts the water all over the city so in the dry season
they can raise fine crops trees are rare there are no fruit trees there are a

few cotton wood trees all their wood they draw down from the mountains io10

or 15 miles which makes fuel scarce two miles from the city is a warm sulpher
spring which flows from a mountain into a basin about a rod square which
makes a beautiful bathing place about 2 miles further on are the hot springs
these I1 will describe bye & bye to sum it all up this valley is the most beauti-
ful I1 think in the united states we are now living on butter milk & vege-
tables Is nt it high living I1 think it is we are lounging round camp making
sales as often as we can this evening I1 had an invitation to sup in town which
1I of course accepted the gentleman came for me & I1 fixed up & went with him
to his house which was just large enough for one room I1 was introduced to his
wife & daughter the latter pretty & about 18 years old both were talkative
some dozen little children completed the circle after chatting a while we sat
down to a good supper of tea warm bread peas & rhadishesrhadishes all was nice &

served up on a large chest neatly covered with a white table cover the tea
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disposed of I1 spent the evening conversing with the young lady the father
having to go & hunt his cows what a pity

at 9129211 started for the camp & losing my way wandered about till eleven
when I1 came to a stack of rye & concluded to sleep there when an emigrant
happening to come along I1 asked him where I1 was he said he did not know
but he knew where a flag was flying this I1 had noticed & made for as he
directed but did not find it & was just making up my mind again to lie down
where I1 was when I1 blundered on to our camp I1 was a little tired & finding
some milk I1 devoured it & turned in for the night

july 27 this morning our pack saddles came in all rigged & before night
we were all ready for a start I1 bought a pair of buckskin pants for which I1 paid
not far from 15 dolls a modest price but they were receommendedreccrommended so high
that I1 took them

28 rumors came in the morning of the murder of two squawssquads by acke
some emigrants who took their horses & sold them at this city the conse-

quence of this cannot be told it is certain that two of the emigrants must for-
feit their lives for the penalty the indian character you all know & innocent
blood must be shed

I1 had the pleasure today of seeing walker or thehawkthe hawk of the mountains
as he is called he is the most powerful chief in the rocky mountains 45 he is

known by all the tribes from here to california they all fear & revere him he
is not more than thirty years old middle size mild but very striking counte-
nance naturally good disposition it is said that with but a handful of men he
will sweep the mountains it is wonderful how the indians ride their wild
horses with nothing but a larette in his mouth they will dash offoffataffatat full speed
fearing nothing the eutaws are a medium size & good features they use gen-
erally bows & arrows

28th 29th we are still lying idle here waiting for the virginia company
nothing of note has occurred today we still live on buttermilk

sunday 30 to day is observed but little among the mormonscormonsMormons they were
early around our tent this morning to trade but we taught them we did no
trading on sundays the forenoon I1 spent in writing & sleeping in the after-
noon I1 went to church after sitting a long time one of the elders got up &

made a speech & of all speeches I1 ever heard it was the worst he was an igno-
rant infidel not knowing what he said condemning the bible & everything &

everybody except themselves & all praise was not enough for these ignoraagnora
muses the music was the same mormon tunes I1 had heard so often they
played before & after services

31st311t this afternoon after some trouble we got our mules & began pack-
ing I1 hired an old packer to assist me & for a wonder the mules stood still

after waiting a long time for the virginia company we started without
them and got along very well until after we passed the warm spring where we
found a dozen emigrants bathing we had passed it only a few rods when a

girth broke & doll commenced prancing but I1 caught her in time to save
a general fracas & had her to pack again
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she was hardly packed when another laid down & so had to be repacked
we came today to the hot springs hot enough to boil eggs one of the mules
got in here but she was soon out I1 assure you mouse got her pack oneside
& we were obliged to ttrepackttftrepacktt repack her we came to an encampment about
3 oclock & concluded to wait here for the virginia company who made their
appearance about 5 oclock our camp is at the foot of a range of mountains
beside a beautiful spring & a log hut where I1 have just spoken for some butter
& milk the indians have become very hostile the chief refused to smoke with
the mormonscormons & that is the sign of enmity many armed indians passed thru the
city yesterday & I1 am afraid we shall have trouble we shall number 15 well
armed men & hope to be able to defend ourselves

aug ist after a tedious tramp we came to browns ft a mormon fort of
small note the road was sandy & difficult to travel & the day hot & sultry

at noon we camped by a beautiful spring in which I1 found two parts of a

skull this afternoon we passed several mountain rivulets clear & beautiful
and beside one of these we camped for the night giving up our waggonswiggons at
mormon city we were obliged also to give up also our plates & forks as well as
all other extras & do as well as we can without

aug 2 this morning the mosquitoes helped us to get up at 4 oclock & by
six we were off & marching thro beautiful scenery & a fertile country well
watered by beautiful streams

it is now quite difficult to find feed because a company before us burned
all the grass in their reach at noon we came to a valley in which I1 found six
springs two were hot salt springs two were copper & two deliciously cold

we had good water but no wood where we stopped & noonedmooned so for our
comfort we had to eat ship bread & drink cold water but as I1 was hungry it
went well A vision appeared to me as I1 eafeat ate my supper tonight of a nice
white tableclothtable cloth white cups & plates new baker s bread some of friday
whites butter with a piece of ice upon it some currants with white sugar &

to wind off a nice cup of green tea from C e s hand you see my wishes are
few but too many to be gratified

we came today to bear river a rapid stream about 6060 feet wide here the
mormonscormons have a ferry although it can be fordedcorded a little way above we camped
on a bluff hard by

epilogue

edward jackson arrived in sacramento on september 151518491849 william Z
walker arrived nearly two months later on november 12 having stopped
to prospect at other places on the way under date of september 13 at bear
river california he recorded after working all day we had made just

4 to be divided among four of us finally the ridiculous expression
that each could see on his neighbor s face struck us at the same time and we
all burst into a hearty laugh
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A terse photocopied newspaper obituary is affixed to the page con-
taining walker s last journal entry it reads WALKER killed in the battle
of newbern NC march 14 1862 lieutenant william Z walker of the
ninth regiment new jersey volunteers formerly of haverhill mass san
francisco and sacramento california papers please copycopy4634646146

edward jackson s sister wrote on the last page of his recopied diary

after blank years residence in the mines he returned to newton massa-
chusettschusetts & found his family in good health under the paternal roof were
gathered all his brothers & sisters with their husbands & wives to receive the
wanderer in all 17 his parents & plenty of nieces & nephews beside

he relinquished all idea of returning & went into business in thomp-
son ct

brian D reeves is the university archivist working in the department of special
collections and manuscripts at brigham young university
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forty ninersbiners part 3 section i annals of wyoming32Wyoming32 no i april 1960 51

18 latter day saints operated two ferries on the green river during the summer
of 1849 one on the salt lake road and another on the sublette cutoff thirty miles
upstream as the crow flies on june 121849 ninenine persons headed by A L lamoreux
left salt lake city for the purpose of ferrying emigrants across the green river others
inin the company were thomas mane joseph murdock george bradley daniel funk
augustus dodge S H marble nathaniel M dodge and zemira palmer they arrived
about june 2020 at the lower crossing and remained until the first week inin august one
forty ninerniner later recalled having met ephraim hanks another latter day saint at the
ferry the ferry on the sublette cutoff began operating near the end of june morgan
ferries of the forty ninersbiners 51 65

ig19 since june 24 william Z walker had traveled inin a foursome with J K cowan
william nichols and joseph Crackline after dissension caused the larger company of
which they had been a part to divide into fourths there being 4 messes of 5 each
we have got inin our mess 5 mules & about 100loo ibslbs provisions each walker s group
ended up with four members because the fifth joined another company

20 according to ray A billington books that won the west the guidebooks
of the forty ninersbiners and fifty ninersnmersamersbiners the american west 4 no 3 august 1967 25
there were thirty or more guidebooks used by the forty ninersbiners on their way to califor-
niania helen B kroll the books that enlightened the emigrants oregon historical
quarterly 45 no 3 june 1944 103 23 includes a partial bibliography ofguides used by
westbound emigrants

21 fort bridger wyoming was established by jim bridger and louis vasquez on
a bluff overlooking black s fork inin 1842 in 1843 bridger moved from the bluff to the
riverriver bottoms which became the enduring site of the fort fred R gowans and
eugene E campbell fort bridger island inin the wilderness provo utah brigham
young university press 1975 8 lo10io

22 the area around fort bridger was home to the shoshone and bannock nations
gowans and campbell fort bridger 38
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23 william clayton the latter day saints emigrants guide 1848 reprint edited
by stanley B kimball with biographical introduction by james B alienallenailen gerald mo
patrice press 1983 78 page ig19 of 1848 edition listed the altitude as 7245 feet accord-
ing to stanley B kimball p 79 the altitude is closer to 7420 feet

24 the pioneer trail was a difficult not to say desperate proposition it required
the crossing of two steep and dangerous heights and travel in the narrow crooked
canyon bottoms was almost as hard on wagons and animals as the ascent and descent
of the two mountains in east canyon the road crossed and recrossed the stream
13 times in 8 miles after surmounting big mountain it lurched back and forth across
mountain dell creek 12 times in the space of 5 miles all bad crossing places and after
struggling over little mountain it snaked across emigration canyon creek ig19 times in

5 miles before emerging into salt lake valley J roderic korns and dale L morgan
west from fort bridger the pioneering of the immigrant trails across utah rev will
bagley and harold schindler logan utah state university press 1994 251 see also

madsen gold rush sojourners 26

25 the first meeting was held in the new bowery on the temple block on july 15

1849 andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints salt lake city deseret news publishing 1941 83 journal history of the
church july 242418491849 archives division historical department the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city microfilm copy in harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah describes the bowery as a building 100loo100 feet

long and 6060 wide built on 104 posts and covered with boards but for the services of
this day a canopy or awning was extended about 100loo feet from each side of the bowery
to accommodate the vast multitude at dinner

26 the saints still bitter over their recent persecutions in missouri and illinois
frequently gave vent to their feelings in public discourses as on this occasion see mad-
sen gold rush sojourners 69 96 97107 8

27 tensions mounted between utes and white settlers in the following months
on about august i a native american known as old bishop or bishop whitney
was killed in an altercation with three young mormonscormons in provo other skirmishes
ensued this round of difficulties culminated in february 1850 in a series of battles
between ute warriors on one side and US troops and mormon militia on the other
the utes had acquired some of their weapons in trades with westbound forty ninersbiners
one mormon and as many as forty utes were killed in the conflict conway B sonne
world ofwakaraof bakarawakara san antonio naylor company 1962 85 98

28 the springs filled a pool twenty feet square and fifteen inches deep with crystal
clear water and green black and yellow pebbles covered the bottom water tempera-
ture was 105 degrees and a perpetual cloud of vapor hung over the pool As many as

twenty people could bathe at one time madsen gold rush sojourners 93 sargent
seeking the elephant 154 55

29 albert carrington was born january 8 1813 in royalton vermont he was

brigham youngs secretary at the time when he employed walker s services one
month later in august 1849 carrington was hired as a chief assistant by captain
howard stansbury of the US corps oftopographical engineers carrington helped to
survey the jordan river and utah lake was a straw boss of the survey crews and was
one of the record keepers for the expedition he returned with stansbury to washing-
ton DC in august 1850 where he spent several months helping the latter to compile
his report carrington departed washington on may 918519 1851 and returned to salt lake
city he was a member of the council of the twelve apostles from 1870 to 1885 he died
in salt lake city in 1889 brigham D madsen stansbury s expedition to the great salt
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lake 1849 50 utah historical quarterly 56 no 2 spring 1988 151 153 157 58
andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographi-
cal sketches of prominent men and women in the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson history 1901 36 1126 27

30 the hot springs was not quite three miles north of the warm springs one ar-
gonaut james hutchings had a thermometer and found the temperature of the hot
springs to be 122 degrees madsen gold rush sojourners 95 sargent seeking the ele-
phant 155

31 james brown 1801 63 a member of the mormon battalion purchased miles
goodyear s fort on the weber river in late 1847 in 1848 he erected another fort located
southeast of goodyear s and farther from the river brown is credited with being the
founder of ogden utah jenson encyclopedic history 605 jenson biographical ency-
clopediaclopedia 2283 84

32 the more careful travelers and by far the largest number of emigrant trains
chose to proceed along the salt lake road north from salt lake city past the present
towns of bountiful hooper plain city willard brigham city to collinstoncollingstonCollinston and
the crossing of bear river to a point just west of plymouth through rocky ford of the
malad river west past snowvilleSnowville and then through emigration canyon to a junction
with the fort hall roadreadjustjust south of city of rocks madsen gold rush sojourners noiloiio

33 beyond the malad there was only desert and the emigrants were out of mor-
mon country madsen gold rush sojourners 112

34 the journal begins in independence missouri on may 3 1849 and ends in
sacramento on september 151518491849 the eighty eightelght page account is housed in a vol-
ume that measures approximately six by eight inches

35 jackson was mistaken as to his whereabouts the junction of the oregon and
mormon trails was just west of pacific springs wyoming fort hall idaho lay much
further west on the oregon trailtradtralltrah the author s confusion may have stemmed from a
severe illness that struck him on july 6 he recorded on july 9 all the company
brought their recipes for curing the cholera each one wanting me to try his & I1 nearly
drained the train of brandy

36 jackson s mule was named for his youngest sister cornelia who was playfully
called mousie jackson journal may 16 1849 on august io10 he recorded 1 I rode
mouse for the first time this afternoon & she was as gentle as her namesake & carried
me thro places where I1 should have had difficulty in walking jackson lost this mule on
august 12 but found her again sometime after reaching sacramento

37 jackson recorded on june 14 on the 7thath I1 parted company with the dr & his
party & joined william locke & aaron M from cambridgeportCambridgeport I1 hope to
remain with them the rest of myjourneymy journey

38 jackson is likely referring to his sister ellenelienehleneblen who was listed as age twentyfivetwenty five in
the US federal census of 1850 for newton middlesex massachusetts

39 at the festivities which jackson attended later that morning brigham young
said why do we not celebrate the 4thath of july we chose this day that we might have
a little bread to set on our tables todayto day we can see the bread cucumbers and beets
that we could not have seen twenty days ago journal history july 242418491849 2

40 the forty ninersbiners saw very few white women on the trailtrall and beholding them
again in salt lake city was a highlight recorded by multiple diarists see madsen gold
rush sojourners 96

41 parley P pratt 1807 57 was a member of the council of the twelve apostles
in 1848 he began building a road through what is now parleys canyon to provide an
easier descent into the salt lake valley than could be had on the treacherous trail
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through east and emigration canyons his golden pass road was ready for public
travel in july 18501850 the deseret news which carried pratts announcement of the new
road on june 292918501850 noted those only can know the difference who travel both
routes pratt earned fifteen hundred dollars in tolls on the road in 18501850 but sold his
rights to it in 1851 to earn money for a mission to chile the golden pass road was sel-

dom used from 1851 until 1862 when the lower part was incorporated into an overland
stage route and was also used by latter day saint emigrant companies today US
interstate 8080 goes through parleys canyon korns and morgan west from fort
bridger 259 65

42 at least four speakers commented on the injustices that latter day saints
had endured in missouri and illinois the saints were not however unpatriotic at
730 AM on this date they hoisted a large national flag measuring sixty five feet in
length later richard ballantyne presented the declaration of independence and
constitution to president brigham young who led the assembly in three deafening
shouts of may it live for ever and ever brigham young said in his remarks that
11 there are no difficulties in the laws or constitutions but many of the administrators
are corrupt journal history july 2424184911849 1 4

43 among numerous toasts offered on the occasion two by daniel H wells were
specifically directed to the forty ninersbiners i the gold mines and the gold diggers as
the one glitters in the earth so may the others shine with virtuous principles and good-
ness of heart 2 the emigration to the gold mines when snakes and beasts storms
and winds and cattle grow perverse when these annoy and those destroy just charge
it to your purse journal history july 242418491849 3

44 trading was the most common means of transacting business between the
forty ninersbiners and latter day saints according to amos piatt josselyn a forty niner

we can trade groceries for anything that they have but they will not sellseflseilseii for money for
they have plenty and cannot buy what they want with it madsen gold rush sojourn-
ers 46 quoting from dale L morgan ed letters by forty ninersbiners western humani-
ties review 3 no 2 april 1949 103

45 walkarawalkama 18081808 55 was a ute chief according to sonne world ofofwakarabakarawakara 71

quoting from journal history march 262618501850 walkarawalkama attended the july 24th festivi-

ties in salt lake city as an invited guest accompanied by two hundred braves the
journal history for july 2424184918497 p 2 simply stated that two or three score of indians
also partook of the repast

46 brackets included in obituary



no mans land the place of latter day
saints in the culture war
frederick mark gedicks

recent political developments in the united statesfindstates pindfind latter day saints in
an isolated but distinctive position aligned with neither the religious right
nor the progressive left

the first world war featured the germans stalematedstalemated across from the
french and british along a six hundhundredred- mile front that ran from the bel
gian coast all the way to switzerland separated at crucial spots by only a
few hundred yards the armies on each side dug elaborate systems of
trenches reinforced by timber and sandbagssandbarssandbags to protect against artillery fire
and ringed by barbed wire to thwart infantry charges 1

so effective were those fortifications that for more than two years the
opposing lines moved less than ten miles in either direction artillery bar-
rages and the newly invented machine gun chewed up the sliver of land
separating the armies into a muddy impassable desert devoid of
habitation and vegetation the soldiers called this space no man s land 2

the scarred and forbidding middle ground between two warring
armies is an apt metaphor for the position of latter day saints in contem-
porary cultural conflicts the use of warfare as a metaphor for these
conflicts was popularized by james davison hunter several years ago in his
book culture wars3warsawarsmars 3 according to hunter current cultural conflicts stem
less from denominational differences than from political and social hos-
tility rooted in different systems of moral understanding 1144 on one side are
the orthodox cultural traditionalists who are committed to an external
definable and transcendent authority who represent an unchangeable
measure of value that tells us what is good what is true how we should
live and who we are 1351155 on the other side are progressivesprogress ives cultural liberals
with a libertarian social agenda defined by a spirit of rationalism and sub-
jectivism 1I6 their first instinct is not to affirm traditional ludeo christian
beliefs like the traditionalists but to reinterpret them according to the
prevailing assumptions of contemporary lifeilfelife7lifee117

these cultural attitudes cut across denominational lines 8 the ortho-
dox wings of different denominations often have more in common politi-
cally with each other than they do with their more liberal brothers and

BBYUYU studies 38 no 3 1999 145
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sisters within the faith 9 the result is the drawing of political battle lines on
the basis of cultural attitudes rather than denominational beliefs

As support for his thesis hunter cites among other evidence the
extent to which latter day saints have been drawn into political coopera-
tion with conservative christians in recent years 010O here hunter echoes
dean kelley who nearly twenty years earlier linked latter day saints with
fundamentalist and evangelical protestants as examples of the dynamic
growth of conservative religion I111I1

of course on cultural issues there is little question that latter day
saints are closer to the orthodox right than the progressive left latter
day saint beliefs and practices include a traditional allocation of gender
roles within a two parent family 12 a moral code that forbids all extra-
marital sexual relations 13 a law of health that prohibits consumption of
coffee tea alcohol tobacco and illegal drugs 14 and doctrinal declarations
that abortion 15 and 16 all ofoppose rights15rights same sex marriage virtually
these latter day saint attitudes and practices are shared with other conser
vativedative christians 17 A moralism that rejects social and individual per-
missivenessmissiveness concludes one study is where mormonscormons and conservative
christians stand 111818on common ground

nevertheless hunter s interpretation of the sources of cultural conflict
oversimplifies the political relationship of latter day saints to other con-
servativeserva tive christians especially conservative protestants notwithstanding
their similar cultural attitudes latter day saints and conservative chris-
tians are divided on at least three important issues first latter day saints
have a historically shaped consciousness of the precariousness of minority
religious status a consciousness that is not generally shared by conservative
christians in the united states second their radically different under-
standing of christianity makes latter day saints a target of criticism and
attacks by more orthodox christians especially fundamentalist and evan-
gelical protestants finally in contrast to the resurgence of conservative
christian activism in the last two decades the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints as an institution has remained largely apolitical since the
i96osig6osigmos the first two of these differences actually place latter day saints as
close to the cultural left as to the cultural right if not closer while the last
places latter day saints outside of the culture war paradigm altogether
all of them suggest that latter day saints should not be uncritically grouped
with conservative christians on cultural issues

minority mentality

the history of violent persecution of their religious forebears is an
integral part of contemporary latter day saint identity virtually every
latter day saint knows the basic story of the mormon expulsion out of
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missouri the assassination of joseph smith the crossing of the frozen mis-
sissippisissippi when the saints were expelled from illinois the suffering and death
along the prairie during the western migration and the extreme hardships
that accompanied the settlement of salt lake valley these events are regu-
larly taught as part of the church s sunday school and youth education
curricula the church commemorates them each year on pioneer day
which celebrates the arrival of the mormon pioneers in the salt lake valley
in 1847 many american latter day saints are descendants of those who
suffered and perished for their faith and the memory of these sacrifices is

kept alive in the telling of family stories 19

for latter day saints then the memory of religious persecution is

vivid and strong it is also unique among american christians no other
christian denomination in the united states not even roman catholics
can lay claim to such a recent and violent legacy of persecution at the hands
or under the eyes of american government authorities

perhaps as a result of their history latter day saints tend to be signifi-
cantly more liberal than conservative christians in their attitudes towards
minorities latter day saints are strongly supportive of broad readings and
applications of first amendment rights exceeding on many issues support
by nearly all other christian denominations including roman catholics
for the protection of civil liberties of unpopular groups 20 studies also
show that latter day saints are significantly more religiously tolerant than
conservative protestants and ironically more tolerant of conservative
protestants than such protestants are of latter day saints 2211 latter day
saints are also more tolerant on racial issues than the conservative protes-

tants in these studies 22 despite the fact that the church did not begin
ordaining african americans to its lay priesthood until 1978 official dec-
larationla 2 LDS congregations are defined strictly by geographic bounda-
ries and thus include all people of any race who live within that area

this relative sensitivity to minority rights is especially evident in the
level and intensity with which latter day saints support legislative initia-
tives that enhance protection of the free exercise rights of members of
minority religions 223 these attitudes are grounded deeply in LDS scripture
particularly in doctrine and covenants 134

although conservative christians support the free exercise of religion
they often allow commitments to other values to override their commit-
ment to the free exercise of religion for religious minorities for example
when the supreme court held in goldman v weinberger that the free exer-
cise clause did not protect an orthodox jewish officer who wished to wear
his yarmulke on duty in violation of air force uniform regulations 24

latter day saints in congress supported by a two to one margin subse-
quent legislation to overturn the decision 25 other conservative christians
were more ambivalent about interfering with military discretion even to
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protect the free exercise of religion conservative protestants concentrated
in the pro defense south generally opposed the legislation and most of
the senate s prominent evangelical protestants voted against it 26

the same pattern emerged with respect to the coalition that lobbied
for the passage of the religious freedom restoration act RFRA RFRA
was designed to reestablish the protective compelling interest test under
the free exercise clause the test that the supreme court had abandoned in
1990 in employment division v smith 2717 the LDS church was a strong
early supporter of RFRA from the beginning of the lobbying effort to
secure its passage through its unsuccessful defense before the supreme
courtincourt in city ofofboerneboerne v flores 28 the church made clear that the basis for
its support was RFRARFMs s protection of the free exercise rights of unconven-
tional religious minorities testifying before congress in support of RFRA
as an official representative of the LDS church elder dallin H oaks linked
the church s support of RFRA directly to its history of persecution I11I

know of no other major religious group in america he declared that has
endured anything comparable to the officially sanctioned persecution that
was imposed upon members of my church by federal state and local gov-
ernment officials 29 elder oaks continued

although my church is now among the five largest churches in america we
were once an obscure and unpopular group whose members repeatedly fell
victim to officially sanctioned persecution because of religious beliefs and
practices we have special reason to call for congress and the courts to
reaffirm the principle that religious freedom must not be infringed unless
this is clearly required by a compelling governmental interest 30

oaks was emphatic that RFRA was needed precisely to protect the rights of
unconventional religious minorities

I1 wish to point out that most of the court cases involving government inter-
ference with religious liberty involve religious practices that appear out of the
ordinary to many by their nature elected officials are unlikely to pass ordi-
nances statutes or laws that interfere with large mainstream religions whose
adherents possess significant political power at the ballot box but political
power or impact must not be the measure of which religious practices can be
forbidden by law the bill of rights protects principles not constituencies
the worshippersworshippers who need its protections are the oppressed minorities not
the influential constituent elements of the majority 31

the reaction of conservative christians to RFRA was somewhat dif-
ferent while RFRA was pending in the early 19gosipposappos it appeared that the
supreme court was poised to overrule roe v wade 32 As a result many
conservative christians such as missouri synod lutheransLutherans and roman
catholics refused to support RFRA for fear that it might create a religion
based statutory right to abortion at the very time that the supreme court
would have eliminated the constitutional basis for abortion rights the
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roman catholics ultimately joined the RFRA coalition but only after the
casey decision in 1992 made it clear that an abandonment of roe was not
forthcoming 33 many conservative protestants were also late in supporting
RFRA judging from their comments in the wake of RFRARFRAs s invalidation
their belated support of RFRA seems to have been motivated less by a
desire to protect religious minorities than by political commitments to
weakening the power of the federal judiciary and relaxing establishment
clause restrictions on government endorsement of religion 34

latter day saints rank protecting the free exercise rights of minority
religions higher perhaps much higher than conservative christians the
LDS church did not allow the risk of creating a statutory abortion right or
of encouraging judicial activism to weaken its support for RFRA although
the LDS church is clearly opposed to abortion and most of its leaders and
members are politically conservative nor did the church see RFRA as a

means of removing constitutional obstacles that prevent government
endorsement of religious practices in spite of the fact that both the leaders
and members of the church are culturally conservative believers

latter day saints were once violently persecuted by the protestant
majority in the united states and remain a minority in every american
state except utah it is no coincidence that they are especially sensitive to
the protection of minority religious freedom despite their general conser-
vatism on cultural issues latter day saint attitudes on religious and other
minorities are significantly different from those of conservative christians
as close to the cultural left as to the cultural right

theological distinctiveness

latter day saints and conservative christians are deeply divided over
at least three fundamental theological issues the nature of god the pri-
macy of the bible as scripture and the relationship of faith and works to
salvation 35 briefly stated latter day saints do not believe in the orthodox
triune god as do conservative protestants and indeed most other chris-
tians 3616 although latter day saints believe in father son and holy ghost
A ofoffF i1 they believe them to be separate beings united in purpose and not

in substance 37 nor do latter day saints believe that the human and the
divine are eternally dlfdifdihdifferentherenferen t 38 as do most other christians 39 lorenzo
snow president of the LDS church at the turn of the century taught that
11 as man now is god once was as god now is man may be 40140 latter day
saints believe that this couplet applies to our heavenly father as well as to
his son jesus christ thus they maintain that the father as well as the son
has a tangible resurrected body4lbody41 and that human beings have the divine
potential to become gods themselves 42

latter day saints do not restrict the scriptural canon to the old and
new testaments as do virtually all other christians in addition to the
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bible latter day saints include the book of mormon and two collections
of the revelations and writings of joseph smith and some of his successor
prophets as scriptural works equal in authority to the words of the bible 43

protestants interpret these additions as a rejection of the principle of sola
scriptorumscriptoriumscrip torum which vests final authority in the word only as it was mani-
fested in the old and new testaments 44 most christians also dispute that
these additions are revelations from god some christians further main-
tain that the latter day saint additions contradict the bible 45 and they
object to the LDS claim that its leaders are living prophets who can
authoritatively interpret scripture 46

in addition latter day saints differ dramatically from conservative
christians in their understanding of the experience of being born again
this experience in which one accepts jesus christ as his or her personal
savior and is thereby saved is central to the religious experience of evan-
gelical protestants 47 for latter day saints however while salvation from
death is a free gift to all through the atonement of christ salvation from sin
is available only through repentance forgiveness and obedience to the laws

and ordinances of the gospel A ofoff3offaF 3 in other words spiritual rebirth
is not sufficient by itself for salvation and exaltation but must be combined
with faith and good works 48

these disagreements are not merely minor theoretical details they are
the source of intense animosity by conservative protestant denominations
and many of their members toward latter day saints sociological data
shows that conservative protestants are substantially less tolerant of latter
day saints than they are of any other christian group the social distance
of conservative protestants from roman catholics is considerably less
than that from mormonscormonsMormons though catholics constitute the second least
desirable group for the conservatives 31491149334949

in fact it was evangelical protestants who supplied the strongest politi-
cal pressure for the antipolygamy laws that nearly destroyed the LDS

church in the late nineteenth century 50 calls by contemporary conserva-
tive protestants for the reestablishment of the united states as a christian
nation have an unsettling resonance to arguments used by the nineteenth
century supreme court to justify dismantling the LDSLIDSliosllos church confiscat-
ing its property and curtailing the civil liberties of its members 51 especially
when conservative protestants continue to be the source of some of the
most vicious attacks on the LDS church and its beliefs and practices 5212

these theological disagreements are also the basis for the persistent
and frustrating accusation that latter day saints are not christians to the
extent that this assertion means that latter day saints do not believe in or
worship christ as the only means of overcoming death and sin it is simply
false 53 some conservative protestants misinterpret latter day saint beliefs
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as rejecting the divinity of jesus christ and diminishing the importance of
his sacrifice on the cross and thereby classify the LDS church as a cult 54

latter day saints do not contest their theological differences with conser-
vative protestants but they resent the way that they are excluded from the
christian mainstream and allocated to the theological fringe with heaven s

gate and the branch davidians their cultural conservatism notwith-
standing the theological ground occupied by latter day saints puts them
in the conservative protestant line of fire

apolitical methods

the last difference I1 will describe between latter day saints and con-
servativeserva tive christians comes from the realm of politics I1 will argue that the
LDSLIDSliosllos church is fundamentally apolitical although I1 need to qualify this
statement somewhat first the LDS church has long been involved in the
state politics of utah and the surrounding rocky mountain states
although somewhat less these days than in the past my argument about
the churchschurche stance of political neutrality applies mainly to national and
international political issues second the contemporary church is far less

political than the church of fifty or even twentyfivetwenty five years ago my argu-
ment focuses on the LDS church of today

even with these qualifications the apolitical stance of the church today
is sometimes more aspirationalaspirational than actual and certainly more aspirationalaspirational
than LDS church leaders sometimes would like the church makes a con-
scious choice to leave local leaders a large amount of discretion in interpret-
ing and applying church policy occasionally that discretion is abused there
are doubtless examples of LDS bishops and stake presidents whose actions are
inconsistent with the description I1 will make I1 maintain however that these
stand out as exceptions to a general rule of political neutrality

with those qualifications understood one confronts a puzzling
curiosity where are the latter day saints in politics in contrast to liter-
ally hundreds of political action groups sponsored by roman catholics
protestants and jews there are no such latter day saint groups individual
latter day saints are active in groups sponsored by others especially secu-
lar conservative groups like the american enterprise institute and the heri-
tage foundation when it comes to distinctly latter day saint political
action however there is only the church itself

it is common for priests ministers and rabbis to preach over the pul-
pit about certain political issues especially in an election year churches
and synagogues frequently distribute voter guides in conjunction with
worship services and offer their chapels and buildings for candidate
speeches and debates and other political meetings by contrast the LDS

church instructs its local leaders not to endorse candidates or causes or to
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allow any sort of political activity in LDS meetings or buildings 55 staying
well away from the allowable lobbying limits permitted of tax exempt
organizations since 19601960 church leaders have taken care not to disclose
their preferences in presidential and other elections 56 a practice that was
reiterated in 1988 we have no candidates for political office stated the
churchschurche first presidency and we do not undertake to tell people how to
vote 7157115757 when he testified in favor of RFRA elder oaks pointed out how
remarkable it was for a general authority of the LDS church to take a pub-
lic stand in favor of a particular piece of legislation 5818

the LDS church encourages its members to be active in politics and
to vote for those who will most nearly carry out their views of government
and its role 59 but rarely allows any political activity in the churchschurche name
it does take public positions on what it calls moral issues one such pub-
lic position included opposition to the equal rights amendment in the
late 1970s60 these days such statements are limited primarily to opposing
abortion rights same sex marriage legalized gambling euthanasia and
the production and distribution of pornography 61 the church also takes
positions on legislative initiatives such as RFRA that affect the ability of
the church or its members to practice the LDS faith even when taking a

public stand on an issue of morality or the free exercise of religion how-
ever the church generally keeps a low profile often preferring to work
through individual latter day saints and non LDS organizations

the LDS church s narrow and cautious political profile stands in stark
contrast to that of the many conservative christian political action groups
the christian coalition for example has a detailed and comprehensive
political agenda that calls for direct action on a school prayer amendment
to the constitution a private school voucher system balanced budgets
term limits anti euthanasia laws restrictions on the availability of divorce
a nationwide ban on gambling eliminating various federal departments
and agencies eliminating tax penalties on two parent families limiting
access to abortion and pornography privatizingprivat izing public welfare programs
enacting a parental rights act rejecting the united nations convention on
the rights of the child and creating federal incentives for victim restitu-
tion and prisoner work programs 62 gary bauer president of the conser-
vative family research council with aspirations for the united states
presidency has argued that conservative christian beliefs should require
support for expanding NATO rebuilding the US defense resources
including a missile defense system and investigating human rights policies
of chinese companies seeking trade with the united states 116163

of all these conservative christian initiatives the LIDSLDS church has
articulated official policies on only two opposing abortion and euthana-
sia and has taken public positions in support of only two others oppo-
sition to pornography and legalized gambling it has never taken a position
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on the advisability of so central a feature of christian conservatism as a

constitutional amendment to return group prayer to public schools 64

the LDSLIDSliosllos churchschurche low political profile is the result of a clear under-
standing among both leaders and members that nothing should stand in
the way of their fulfilling the primary mission of the church namely to
preach and promote the gospel of jesus christ one group of sociologists
has described latter day saints as possessing an ingrained religious prag-
matism which is preoccupied with expansion of the church as a church
through vigorous internal and external proselytizing 116565 from the stand-
point of the church political activity risks internal divisions among its

members the result warned president spencer W kimball would be

to divert the church from its basic mission of teaching the restored gospel

of the lord to the world 116666

the risks of political activity by the church were evident in its involve-

ment in the equal rights amendment controversy of the late 197osipos the
church formally opposed the ERA fearing that it would take mothers into
the workplace and otherwise undermine the traditional farngarnfamilyilyllyliy 67 the
churchschurche organizational and fundraising efforts were decisive in defeating
ratification in several states but the church s active opposition to the ERA

split the membership 68 As a young law student at that time I1 well remem-
ber the animated arguments in the congregations I1 attended about whether
church leaders were correct to have aligned the church with anti ERA

forces and whether this precluded members from supporting the amend-
ment or indeed required them to oppose it in late 1979 the LDSLIDSliosllos church
excommunicated sonia johnson reportedly for opposition to church lead-

ers which manifested itself in certain feminist and pro ERA statements and
activities this excommunication further fueled divisive arguments among
members and drew intense and generally uncomplimentary media
scrutiny which presumably was detrimental to missionary work 69

the LDSLIDS church s fundamental apoliticality is especially evident out-
side of the united states the church has virtually no public political
profile in foreign countries not even in liberal democracies that guarantee
religious freedom such as japan australia or the countries of the euro-
pean union moreover it never allies itself outside of the united states with
agents of revolution or reform not even in countries saddled with dicta-
torshipstorships or totalitarian regimes 70 the result in some countries is the
embarrassing perception that the church is aligned with oppressive or
reactionary political forces

what matters most to the LDSLIDS church is not the elimination of politi-
cal oppression although it obviously opposes it but the ability of its mis-
sionariessionaries to proselytize and its members to practice the essential elements
of the LDSLIDS faith and implement the churchschurche programs as divinely
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directed acquiescing to the prevailing political order ensures its ability to
carry out this mission with the minimum of government interference

though at the cost of eliminating itself and sometimes its members as a

source of social and political reform 71 it is a cost that the church has long
been willing to pay

for example prior to the fall of the iron curtain the LDS church had
for many years been interested in gaining institutional recognition and
missionary access to the soviet union and its client states in eastern
europe it had a particular interest in east germany proselytizing in the
first half of this century had yielded a large number of german converts

many of whom did not emigrate to the united states 72 when the soviets
partitioned germany after world war 11II thousands of latter day saints
were caught behind the iron curtain without regular supervision and sup-

port of the institutional church 7371

the strategy undertaken by the church to gain admission of its mis-

sionariessionaries and recognition of the church in east germany was a repeated

emphasis on the fact that the church and its members were good citizens

who represented no threat to the communist regime 74 the church used
its apolitical orientation to full advantage emphasizing that it had no
interest in supporting counterrevolution or political reform in east ger-

many but desired only to proselytize and provide funds and other institu-
tional support so that existing latter day saints in east germany would
have the full range of LDS programs and services available to them 75 in the
mid 1970s the church succeeded in obtaining exit visas for east german

latter day saints to attend church conferences in west germany and the
united states76States76 by promising that none of them would defect to the west

the east german saints were instructed that the future activities of the

church in east germany depended on their returning at the conclusion of
the conference all did 77

the church eventually built an extraordinary relationship with the
east german government receiving permission to send american mis-

sionariession aries and to build a number of buildings 778 including a temple
thereby enabling the east german saints to participate in the most sacred

aspect of latter day saint worshipworsh ip 79 in 1988 the church received govern-
ment permission not only to send american missionaries into east ger-

many but to call east germans on missions for up to two years outside
of east germany to argentina canada chile great britain and the
united states 80

the LDS church has for decades consistently followed this accommoaccomma
dationistdat ionist policy all over the world it enjoyed as much growth under right-
ist dictatorships in south america as it has under the liberal democratic
regimes that succeeded them president hinckley during his tour of africa
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in march 1998 issued to the president of ghana who came to power in a

military coup the familiar assurance that latter day saints are good citi-
zens who obey the law A of F 12 and represent no threat to the govern-
ment of their country 818 in contrast to conservative christians who oppose
most favored nation trading status for china as a lever against its persecu-
tion of christians 822 the latter day saints are sending english teachers and
folk dancers to china at their own expense to show the chinese govern-
ment that they have nothing to fear from us

both inside and outside of the united states the LDS church strongly
encourages obedience to the existing political order condemning extrem-
ism at both ends of the political spectrum let no man break the laws of
the land states the LDS doctrine and covenants for he that keepethkeeneth the
laws of god hath no need to break the laws of the land 1883 and just in case

anyone misunderstands that apoliticism the scripture continues where-
fore be subject to the powers that be until he reigns whose right it is to
reign and subdues all enemies under his feet dacd&c 5822 to be sure
latter day saints are not religiously obligated to uphold evil or unjust laws
LDS scripture elsewhere suggests that latter day saints are not required to
sustain governments that do not respect basic human rights 84 still this
situation is viewed as an exception releasing individual members from the
general rule of obedience to and respect for all laws 85 revolutionaries and
activists are rare among the latter day saints and the church itself rarely
deviates from its course of political accommodation in service to its mis-
sion of preaching the gospel

this is not to say that the LDS church is uninterested in changing soci-
ety but only that it is generally uninterested in devoting its resources to
effecting such change through political activism for the LDS church
political change if it is to come about at all will occur indirectly as the re-
sult of the worlds gradual embrace of the fullness of the gospel and the
church is for the most part content to effect that embrace within existing
political and governmental structures

conclusions

latter day saints occupy a no man s land in the culture war they have
little in common with the cultural left beyond a sensitivity to the plight of
minorities and are frequently lumped with conservative christians as tar-
gets of criticism by the left nevertheless the conservative christians that
dominate the cultural right are not as sensitive to the situation of religious
minorities in general and they are intolerant of latter day saints in particu-
lar additionally conservative christians are far more invested than latter
day saints in using the power of government to alter social and cultural
norms so that these norms are more supportive of their religious beliefs
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what difference should all this make I1 draw two conclusions first
the cultural right should not take latter day saint support for granted
in the culture war latter day saints have a fundamentally different nor-
mative conception of church state relations than do conservative chris-
tians they are generally uninterested in reestablishing a christian nation
through political activism especially when the activists most interested in
that project do not consider latter day saints to be christians 86 the sen-
sitivitysitivity of latter day saints to the plight of religious and other minorities in
the united states also makes them unlikely allies for many items of the con
servativeserva tive christian agenda and potential allies on these issues with the cul-
tural left

second latter day saints themselves should be wary of uncritically
adopting the agenda of the cultural right even though they share some cul-
tural attitudes with conservative christians while life for latter day saints
would certainly be easier if society had cultural norms that affirmed our
culturally conservative beliefs instead of undermining them the cultural
norms advanced by conservative christians are not necessarily an im-
provementprovement on the secular status quo for latter day saints secular back-
ground assumptions may well be easier for latter day saints to cope with
than the dangers that would attend government endorsement of conserva
tive christian religion particularly in the public schools it is far from clear
that latter day saint interests are better served by a public morality defined
by a majoritarianmajori tarian religious movement little concerned about minority rights
instead of a secular morality which disdains religion as anachronistic and
irrelevant but which nevertheless is committed to protecting the rights of
religious minorities

in the end the discomfiting reality for latter day saints is that they are
caught out in the open of the culture war not welcomed in the trenches of
either side from the standpoint of the left the sensitivity to minorities
that we share with them is simply not enough to overcome the broad range
of issues on which our views are unquestionably conservative that same
sensitivity to minorities along with theological difference and political
neutrality prevents us from becoming allies of the cultural right

latter day saints occupy the cultural no man s land between left and
right that place is uncomfortable inhospitable and dangerous neverthel-
ess it is where we are and ironically it is where we seem to be thriving

frederick mark gedicks is professor of law J reuben clark law school at
brigham young university this essay is adapted from a lecture presented april 15

1998 at indiana university as part of the religious liberty and first amendment
project of the poynter center for the study of ethics and american institutions
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i1 encyclopedia britannica i5th15thirth ed sv the technology ofwar
2 encyclopedia britannica sv the technology of war
3 see james davison hunter culture wars the struggle to define america new

york basic books 1991

4 hunter culture wars 42

5 hunter culture wars 44 46
6 hunter culture wars 44 46
7 hunter culture wars 44 45
8 hunter culture wars 42 43

9 hunter culture wars 47
io10 hunter notes that latter day saints were among the founding associations

forming the conservative religious network for equality for women in 1976 he
groups latter day saints with evangelical protestants charismatic catholics and
orthodox jews in their attitudes on abortion and suggests that conservative catholics
evangelical protestants and latter day saints are equally concerned about the seculari-
zation of america he also observes that conservative catholics evangelical protes-
tants and latter day saints generagenerallyfhyflybly view the survival of the bourgeois family as
essential not just because it was believed to be established in nature and ordained by
god but because it is believed to foster social harmony hunter culture wars 100

129 301451813014530.14500145 i8iibi
ii11 dean M kelley why conservative churches are growing A study in sociology

of religion new york harper and row 1972
12 church leaders have taught the following concerning two parent families and

gender roles

children are entitled to birth within the bonds of matrimony and to be
reared by a father and a mother who honor marital vows with complete
fidelity by divine design fathers are to preside over their families in love
and righteousness and are responsible to provide the necessities of life and
protection for their families mothers are primarily responsible for the nur-
ture of their children the first presidency and council of the twelve apos-
tles of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the family A
proclamation to the world ensign 25 november 199511021995 102 hereafter cited
as the family

see also darwin L thomas famelyfamilyfamfly life martha nibley beck women roles of
and victor L brown jr men roles of in encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism ed daniel H
ludlow 4 vols new york macmillan 1992 2490 41575 77 2888 go90

13 see for example the family terrance D olsen sexuality in encyclope-
dia ofofmormonismmormonism 3130631306 7

14 see doctrine and covenants 89 joseph lynn lyon word of wisdom in
encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism 41584 85 gordon B hinckley be ye clean ensign 26
Mayimaymaylmayi9964819969964848
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15 the church of jesus christ of latter day saints teaches that abortion is a sinful
practice and instructs its members to consider undergoing an abortion only in cases in
which the mother s life or health is seriously threatened the pregnancy is the result of
rape or incest or the fetus is unlikely to survive birth see mary K beard abortion
in encyclopedia of mormonism 17 see also the family which states we affirm the
sanctity of life and of its importance in god s eternal plan

16 see victor L brown jr homosexuality in encyclopedia of mormonismmormon ism

2655 56 the family 11 which states marriage between a man and a woman is

ordained ofgod gender is an essential characteristic of individual premortal mor-
tal and eternal identity and purpose thetjhetahe sacred powers of procreation are to be
employed only between a man and a woman lawfully wedded as husband and wife

17 see merlin B brinkerhoff jeffery C jacob and marlene M mackie mor-
monism and the moral majority make strange bedfellowsBedfellows an exploratory critique
review of religious research 28 march 1987 236 238 239 armand L mauss assimi-
lation and ambivalence the mormon reaction to americanization dialogue A jour-
nal of mormon thought 22 spring 1998 41 42 wade clark roof and william
mckinney american mainline religion its changing shape and future london rut-
gers university press 1987 212 214

18 brinkerhoffBrinke rhon jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 246
see also albert J menendez evangelicalsEvange licals at the ballot box amherst NY prometheus
books 1996 224 menendez observes that latter day saints and southern baptists
constitute the two most politically conservative religious voting blocs in congress

ig19 see craig L blomberg and stephen E robinson how wide the divide A mor-
mon and an evangelical in conversation downers grove ill111111.ililii intervarsityInterVarsity 1997 13

which states for many latter day saints the expulsions from new york ohio mis-
souri and illinois are not yet ancient history the murders the rapes and the burnings
are still a deeply felt part of our family heritage many still cherish the memory of each
nineteenth century outrage committed against their forebears the religious freedom
restoration act hearing before the committee on the judiciary united states senate one
hundred second congress second session on S 2969 A bill to protect the free exercise of
religion 102ndi02nd cong 35 1993 30 40 statement of dallin H oaks quorum of the
twelve apostles the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in his testimony
elder oaks noted that some of his ancestors immigrated to america as refugees from
religious persecution in their native lands that most of them suffered with the mor
mons in their earliest persecutions and that his third great grandmother who was
among those expelled from missouri and illinois died on the plains of iowa a martyr
to her faith he also noted that his grandfather s oldest sister was sentenced to three
and a half months in the territorial penitentiary for refusing to testify against her hus-
band in a polygamy prosecution 35 36

20 see roof and mckinney american mainline religion 191 95 although latter
day saints are generally more supportive than roman catholics of civil liberties for
unpopular minorities they are slightly less supportive than catholics of civil liberties
for homosexuals 192 93

21 brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 240
242 these authors note however that while mormonscormons appear to be more tolerant of
conservative christians than the conservatives are of them the absolute social distance
scores are still high indicating only a degree of acceptance on the part of mormonscormons for
the conservative christians 242

22 roof and mckinney american mainline religion 197 200 mauss assimila-
tion and ambivalence 39 41 see also LDS church home page myth coconceptionsnceptio ns
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1999 which states we repudiate efforts to deny to any person his or her inalienable
dignity and rights on the abhorrent and tragic theory of the superiority of one race or
color over another mauss reports that levels of racial tolerance seem to be somewhat
less among LDS converts than among those raised in the church mauss assimilation
and ambivalence 41 see also brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the
moral majority 238 the results of their study showed that the statement it is a sin to
discriminate against people because of their ethnicity failed to differentiate latter day
saints from conservative protestants and other religious groups

23 see also gary C bryner political teachings in encyclopedia of mormonism
31103 4 bruce R mcconkie A new witness for the articles of faith salt lake city
deseret book 1985 655 57

24 475 US 503 19861986

25 menendez evangelicalsEvange licals at the ballot box 235

26 menendez evangelicalsEvange licals at the ballot box 235

27 494 US 872 019919901990
28 117 sctact 2157 1997

29 the religious freedom restoration act statement ofofdallindallin H oaks 30
30 the religious freedom restoration act statement ofofdallindallin H oaks 32
31 the religious freedom restoration act statement ofofdallinDallin H oaks 31

32 410 US 113 1973

33 see planned parenthood ofotsS E penn v casey 505 US 833 1992

34 for various articles dealing with arguments for and against RFRA and the
political forces behind these arguments see phillip E johnson afterword nexus A
journal of opinion 2 fall 1997 170 173 jay alan sekulow and john tuskey city of
boerne v flores the justices know best nexus A journal of opinion 2 fall 1997 53

supreme court strikes religious freedom restoration act amending the constitu-
tion Is the only way to restore americas religious liberty protections http
wwwccorgpublicationsccnewsccnews97htmlrfra may 20 1999 christian
coalition applauds protection for religious freedom in federal workplace calls for
religious freedom everywhere else too httpwwwccorgpublicationsccnews
ccnews97htmlfedwork may 202019991999

35 the depth of these differences may be more apparent than real conservative
protestants and latter day saints who have attempted genuine conversation about
these issues are often surprised by the amount of theological agreement for example
see blomberg and robinson how wide the divide

36 see for example commission on theology and church relations of the
lutheran church missouri synod A brief statement of the doctrinal portion of
the missouri synod ofgod httpwwwlcmsorgbeliefasp may 13131999igggigge the bap
tistaist faith and message a statement adopted by the southern baptist convention
httpwwwutmedumarhttpwwwutmedumartinareafbcbfm2htmltinareafbcbftn2html may 171999

37 LDS home page core beliefs and doctrines godhead httpwwwldsorg
en4ena global media guidecoreGui deCore beliefs and doctrineshtml may 13 1999 stanley
hauerwas suggested to me that many conservative protestants are actually so focused
on jesus christ to the exclusion of the father and the holy ghost that they may
be closer on this issue to latter day saints than they are to roman catholics and main-
line protestants

38 see stephen E robinson god the father in encyclopedia of mormonism
2548 49
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39 see for example blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 97 which
states evangelicalsEvange licals are determined to preserve the distinction between the creator
and the creation

40 lorenzo snow quoted in robinson god the father 2549 joseph smith also
taught this doctrine see the king follett discourse in joseph fielding smith
comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 1972 342
345 46 although this teaching has not strictly speaking been canonized it is so
widely accepted by latter day saints that this technical point has become moot
blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 85

41 see doctrine and covenants 13022 robinson god the father 2548
42 see robinson god the father 2549 the family blomberg and robin-

son how wide the divide 82 which states the soil from which the LDS doctrine of
deification grows is the belief that humans are of the divine species and that the scrip-
tural language of divine paternity is not merely figurative

43 see W D davies and truman G madsen scripture in encyclopedia of
mormonism 31277 robert L millet and noel B reynolds eds latter day christian-
ity ten basic issues provo utah FARMS and religious studies center brigham
young university 1998131998 13 23 article of faith 8 blomberg and robinson how wide
the divide 76

44 jan shipps Is mormonism christian reflections on a complicated ques-
tion BYU studies 33 no 3 1993 447

45 stephen robinson maintains that any such contradictions are not with the bib-
lical text but with the nontextual creeds through which other christians read the text
blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 596059 60

46 blomberg and robinson how wide the divide 76

47 see brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority
238 shipps Is mormonism christian 454

48 see ed J pinegar born of god and alma P burton salvation in ency-
clopediaclopedia of mormonism 1218 19 31256 57 see also dallin H oaks born of god
ensign 28 may 1998 56 57 millet and reynolds latter day christianity 35 39

49 brinkerhoff jacobs and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 240
data citations omitted from quotation

50 see for example james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter
day saints 2dad ed salt lake city deseret book 1992 401 2 leonard J arrington and
davis bitton the mormon experience A history of the latter day saints new york
alfred A knopf 19791771979 177 8080 john T noonan jr the end of free exercise depaul
law review 42 1992 580580

51 these similarities are illustrated by a comparison of late corp of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints v united states 136 US i1 48 49 1889 and davis v
beason 133 US 333333341345330041345341 345 1889 with the statements from three recent communica-
tions coral ridge presbyterian church communicator http38241http3824i1702commu1702commu
nicatorjunejulyralphhtm april 61998 james dobson family news from dr james
dobson focus on the family newsletter june 19963 4 summit ministries the role of
the bible and christianity in america may 202019991999 httpwwwchhttpwwwchristiananswersnetristiaaristia nanswersnowers net
sumsummitamersummitmitamermetamermi tameramer herhtmlamer HHERER 14 in late corp v united states the court
ruled that plural marriage is a crime against the laws and abhorrent to the sentiments
and feelings of the civilized world a barbarous practice contrary to the spirit of
christianity and of the civilization which christianity has produced in the western
world and in davis v beason that by threatening monogamous marriage the
union for life of one man and one woman in the holy estate of matrimony bigamy
and polygamy are crimes by the laws of all civilized and christian countries these
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arguments are similar to contemporary conservative christian calls for a christian
nation see for example coral ridge presbyterian communicator which states
churches today are obligated to seek to overturn the sinful nature of our land and the

world and discover the truth of what our founding fathers started a christian
nation see also dobson who quotes john jay it is the duty of our christian nation
to select and prefer christians for their rulers dobson also quotes justice david
brewer this is a religious people this is historically true from the discovery of this
continent to the present hour there is a single voice making this affirmation we
find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth these and many other mat-
ters which might be noticed add a volume of unofficial declarations to the mass of
organic utterances that this is a christian nation compare also the following state-
ment made by summit ministries when one examines history one cannot avoid
the conclusion that america was founded on christian principles and the assumption
that her citizenry would adhere to those same principles

52 see generally mauss assimilation and ambivalence 6060 61

53 see robert L millet jesus christ in encyclopedia of mormonism 2724 26

see also dallin H oaks have you been saved ensign 28 may 1998 55

54 see shipps Is mormonism christian 455 56 461 62

55 see political neutrality and nonusenon use of church buildings first presidency
letter june 9919881988 reprinted in encyclopedia of mormonism 41733

56 see david B magleby contemporary american politics in encyclopedia of
mormonism 31107

57 political neutrality and nonusenon use of church buildings 41733
58 dallindahin H oaks has said

As a general rule our church does not take positions on specific legislative
initiatives pending in congress or state legislatures our action in this matter
is an exception to this rule it underscores the importance we attach to this
congressional initiative to restore to the free exercise of religion what a

divided supreme court took away in employment division v smith the
religious freedom restoration act statement of dallin H oaks 30

59 political neutrality and nonusenon use of church buildings 41734
6060 see robert gottlieb and peter wiley americas saints the rise of mormon

power new york putnam 1984 200 10 magleby contemporary american poli-

tics 3110831108
61 see spencer W kimballKimbafl A report and a challenge ensign 6 november

1976 6 first presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints to general
authorities regional representatives stake mission and district presidents temple
presidents bishops and branch presidents february i1 1994 patty henetz LDS cash
carries gay marriage fight mormon church has spent iili1.111 million on ballotbailot battles
in hawaii and alaska salt lake tribune october 26199826 1998 ai church opposes gov-
ernment sponsored gambling ensign 16 november 1986 104 LDS council
opposes oregon measure deseret news october 81994 a8aa first presidency calls
for fight against pornography obscenity improvement era 69 april 1966 264

62 mark J rozell and clyde wilcox conclusion the christian right in cam-
paign 96 in god at the grass roots 1996 the christian right in the american elections
ed mark J rozell and clyde wilcox lanham md rowman and littlefield 1997 255

260 ralph reed active faith new york free press 1996 192

63 jessica lee religious right leader sets foreign policy goals USA today
april 141419981998 6aaa
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64 robert E riggs governgovernmentment sponsored prayer in the classroom dialogue
A journal of mormon thought 18 fall 1985 43 44 52

65 brinkerhoff jacob and mackie mormonism and the moral majority 243
66 spencer W kimball edward L kimball ed the teachings of spencer W

kimball salt lake city bookcraft 198211982 407 quoted in riggs government spon-
sored prayer in the classroom 52

67 see gottlieb and wiley america s saints 203 4 magleby contemporary
american politics 31108

68 allenalienailen and leonard story of the latter day saints 659 gottlieb and wiley
america s saints 28 204 6

69 gottlieb and wiley americaamericass saints 27 28 206206 9

70 mcconkie A new witnesswitnessforfor the articles of faith 683 96
71 see brinkerhoff jacob and mackie moralism and the moral majority 244
72 see thomas S monson faith rewarded A personal account of prophetic

promises to the east german saints salt lake city deseret book 19961321996 132 thomas S

monson the church in a changing world provo utah brigham young university
1989 4 garold N davis and norma S davis comps and trans behind the iron cur-
tain provo utah BYU studies 1996 ix xiv

73 see monson faith rewarded 12 monson church in a changing world 5

74 see for example monson faith rewarded 6060133133

75 see monson faith rewarded 53 84 113126 monson church in a changing
world 11 14

76 monson faith rewarded 19 20 49 83

77 see monson faith rewarded 26 27
78 see monson faith rewarded 63134 3513935 log

79 monson faith rewarded 70 72 73 88 monson church in a changing world
9 10

8080 see monson faith rewarded 158 59 monson church in a changing world
12 14

81 steve fidel pres hinckley announces plans for first W africa temple
deseret news february 161998 aial

82 see for example christian coalition opposes MFN for china http
wwwccorgpublicationsccnewsccnews97htmlmfn may 21 1997 christian
coalition to include MFN vote in its 1997 congressional scorecard family group
opposes renewal of MFN for china httpwwwccorgpublicationsccnews
ccnews97htmlmfnscore june 231997

83 doctrine and covenants 5821 see also articles of faith 12 which states we
believe in being subject to kings presidents rulers and magistrates in obeying honor-
ing and sustaining the law

84 see doctrine and covenants 1345 which states we believe that all men are
bound to sustain and uphold the respective governments in which they reside while
protected in their inherent and inalienable rights by the laws ofsuchof sucksuch governments and that
sedition and rebellion are unbecoming every citizen thus protected and should be pun-
ished accordingly italics added

85 see for example doctrine and covenants 1341 which states we believe that
governments were instituted of god for the benefit of man and that he holds men
accountable for their acts in relation to them both in making laws and administering
them for the good and safety of society

86 see W cole durham jr church and state in encyclopedia of mormonism
1281 82
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CRAIG L BLOMBERG and STEPHEN E ROBINSON how wide the
divide A mormon and an evangelical in conversation downers grove ill111111.iliiiilii

intervarsityInterVarsity press 1997 228 ppap paperback 11.991199

I1 introduction AND SUMMARIES

matthew R connelly and BYU studies staff

in august 1997 stephen E robinson and craig L blomberg published
through intervarsityInterVarsity press a book that broke important ground in LDS and
evangelical circles the award winning book how wide the divide
A mormon and an evangelical in conversation is a bold attempt to con-
duct an ongoing civil dialogue between mormonscormons and evangelicalsEvangelicals

As the title suggests HWD asks a significant question at issue is the
degree of difference and similarity between latter day saints and evangeli
cals by addressing these in an insightful scholarly and informative man-
ner the book intends to elicit individual responses to the question the title
poses it does not attempt to impose authoritative answers to the question
that burden is left to the individual readers who based on the material
in the book and careful thinking must decide for themselves the breadth of
the divide

the appearance of HWDHID is distinctive because it presents for the first
time in LDS circles since the B H roberts C van der doncktdoncet debate of
1902

1 a well informed and respectful public dialogue between two scholars
who seek to define explain and openly discuss their respective beliefs on
their own terms without surrendering to reckless polemics in this book
the question of who is ultimately right or wrong is temporarily set aside

because HWD attempts to navigate the sensitive unfamiliar waters of
real religious understanding it is expected the book will be subject to
intense scrutiny for some time to come several LDS and evangelical schol-
ars have already taken occasion to express what they think about the book
their reactions as found in these earliest published reviews range from
high praise or sharp criticism to the more often trod middle path

the primary purpose of this introductory summation is to review the
main reviews and isolate the issues that seem of primary importance to
reviewers because the number of published LDS reviews is small and
because evangelical responses to the book have been voluminous legiti-
mate questions may arise as to what degree the reviews discussed in this
essay are representative of either faith s viewpoint 2 nevertheless through

byustudies38BYU studies 38 no 3 1999 163
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this survey readers can at least be alerted to the issues that are most sig-
nificantnificant to some of the more informed members of each community

by extracting the issues as the reviewers see them this essay will pro-
vide authors robinson and blomberg with a framework from which to
operate as they respond to the reviewers conclusions readers will ofcourse
want to refer to the full text of any reviews to resolve any contextual ques-
tions it is not possible in this brief essay to be completely neutral or to
nuance each point properly

the books authors and unique format

this type ofbook could be effective only if written by qualified parties
robinson holds a doctorate degree in religious studies from duke univer-
sity and blomberg a doctorate from the university ofaberdeen scotland
in new testament robinson is a professor of ancient scripture at brigham
young university and blomberg is a professor of new testament at the
denver seminary affiliated with the conservative baptist association of
america although formal education does not guarantee accurate infor-
mation both authors have distinguished themselves within their respective
communities as reliable scholars

the authors believe that the time for an honest straightforward and
civil discussion of each side s beliefs is long overdue in their view a dis-
cussion of this kind will establish a clear departure point for ongoing dia-
logue and a firm foundation upon which future discussants might buildbudd in
robinson s words a major purpose of this book is to explain and to edu-
cate at last to hear and to tell the truth about each other 21 according
to blomberg the conversation is intended for recognizing our areas of
agreement and clarifying the nature of our disagreements 32

the book s unique format helps to establish an effective avenue for
future dialogue after an introduction authored separately by robinson
and blomberg four chapters treat what the authors believe to be primary
issues of christian theology they are scripture god and deification christ
and the trinity and salvation for balance the authors alternate who leads
off each chapter and each writes in light of what the other has written so
that neither has an unfair advantage

each chapter includes a section in which the author expresses i rep-
resentative views of his own faith community 2 his views on common
misconceptions usually held by members of the other faith and 3 the
author s misgivings about the other faith s position Finafinallyfly a jointly
authored conclusion assesses the differences and similarities between them
on the topic contained in that chapter

background assumptions

certain background assumptions surfaced during the process of ex-
amining the reviews awareness of these will alert readers to the general
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paradigms within which the reviewers function denningdefining these assump-
tions will likely raise new questions that will help readers to grasp the full

scope and implications of the book
one fundamental concern is whether one can in fact speak authoritat-

ively for a particular religion one evangelical reviewer encouraged readers
to dismiss completely the joint conclusions in the book because robinson
claims to speak for himself and not officially for the LDS church 3 the
assumption of course is that only certain people can argue the LDS posi-
tion in a way that would be considered valid to evangelicalsEvangelicals but who
would that be the prophet the twelve no one says but the question is

important 4 to invalidate robinson s contributions simply because he does
not speak in an official capacity creates an equally difficult problem for
evangelicalsEvangelicals if they argue that robinson is not to be taken seriously then
what of blomberg he too claims to speak for himself and not officially
for any one 27 should latter day saints dismiss blomberg s contribu-
tions because he does not speak officially for evangelicalsEvange licals doing so would
jeopardize any attempt at interfaith dialogue

A second general problem lies in the question the book s title asks

one that the authors and reviewers believe can be and has been answered to
some degree one wonders further however about criteria by which this
question can actually be answered even assuming that it is possible to
determine the location of a theological divide how can its breadth be
measured neither the authors nor reviewers provide a measuring device
ultimately they leave that responsibility to individual readers this may
contribute not only to the irresistible attraction of the book but also to its
ultimate discomfiture

finally throughout the reviews most evangelicalsEvange licals and even some
latter day saints apparently assume that robinson must bear the primary
burden of proof in this dialogue such an assumption is unwarranted no
arbiter imposes the burden of proof on either robinson or blomberg in
fact the authors themselves usually refuse to place this burden on one
another while they present misgivings about each other s faith neither
robinson nor blomberg attempts to exact a response with the idea that if a

point goes unsatisfactorily answered the other side has suffered defeat to
assume that either author ultimately has the burden of proof goes contrary
to the spirit of the book

scripture

since latter day saints and evangelicalsEvange licals place substantial emphasis on
scripture the reviewers agreement in favor of this topic s prominence is

strong 5 the problem arises with the question of what constitutes scripture
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for latter day saints the concept of scripture is more complicated than
for evangelicalsEvange licals evangelicalsEvangelicals hold a narrow view of scripture confining
their definition of scripture to the bible and to a lesser extent certain chris-
tian creeds latter day saints define scripture to include not only the four
standard works in the official canon but also a host of inspired statements
made by modern prophets in addition the LDS view of scripture can
extend to insights originating within the sacred confines of personal reve-
lation while the latter two sources are uncanonized and therefore not
binding on the church as a whole most latter day saints consider them
extremely valuable primarily because they provide a more personal and
contemporary body of divine direction for latter day saints these
benefits far exceed any difficulty inherent in the idea of an open canon 6

critiquing the authors views of LDS and evangelical definitions of
scripture was a central task for most reviewers of HWD they find several
issues to be of principal significance and they hope for further clarification
from the authors

As expected evangelicalsEvange licals are quite outspoken on what constitutes
scripture the issue of an open canon occupies a prominent place in their
reviews of chief concern are robinson s arguments that the bible itself
does not propound the idea of a closed canon and does not purport for
itself to contain all necessary revelation from god on the one side accord-
ing to evangelical reviewers robinson s arguments in favor of an open
canon still do not adequately address evangelical arguments in protest
against the LDS approach 7 on the other side evangelicalsEvange licals neglect to deal
with the degree to which the bible itself contains information that is help-
ful but not essential for salvation with this in mind why should evangel
icalsicalas require latter day saints to demonstrate that their additional
scripture is necessary for salvation would evangelical soteriology be mate-
rially altered by the loss of a chapter or two from second chronicles prob-
ably not similarly even if the LDS scriptures added nothing to christian
soteriology what they do contain could still on the model of much of the
bible be the word of god

troublesome to evangelicalsEvange licals is robinson s attempt to explain the func-
tion of modern prophetic statements reviewers are unsure of the credence
latter day saints give such statements seemingly accepting some as scrip-
ture while rejecting others in what appears to an outsider to be a haphaz-
ard utilitarian manner 8 the problem is the lack of a well defined criterion
that governs such decisions discussions in the encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism
about the LDS view of scripture may prove helpful in this regard 9

scriptural inerrancy is another issue that dominates the reviews evan
gelicalsge licals and latter day saints alike express concern and even surprise at
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some of robinson s comments on the subject of particular note is robin-
son s insistence that latter day saints could accept the evangelical chicago
statement on biblical inerrancy 57 some reviewers are concerned that
such a position misrepresents what many latter day saints believe or
should believe 10 ofconsequence is robinsonsrobinsons statement that there isncisnisntt a
verse of the bible that he does not personally accept and believe 21

this one sentence provides reviewers with several rounds of ammuni-
tion 11I1 A major repercussion is the question it raises about LDS concerns
regarding scriptural literalism and also about the joseph smith translation
of the bible 12

the last scriptural issue on which evangelical reviewers focus is the
question of historical evidence 13 in their view robinson is either attempt-
ing to conceal incriminating information or fails to realize the significance
of historical evidence

LIDSLDS reviewers have a few concerns of their own concerning the
evangelical concept of scripture the first pertains to the function of
the creeds blomberg argues that the creeds serve to summarize biblical
propositions robinson alternatively is convinced that most evangeli
cals see the creeds not merely as summaries but as inspired interpreters
of the bible in robinson s view if the creeds operate in the latter man-
ner blomberg needs to reconsider the legitimacy of LDS scriptures in
addition to the bible since one of their functions is also to interpret or
clarify the bible 72

A frequent refrain in robinson s arguments is that greek philosophy
influenced the creeds to the point that they cannot function as inspired
biblical interpreters some reviewers concluded that this argument is mis-
guided 14 but it raises issues that need further attention first whether or
not the creeds were influenced by philosophy strictly speaking they are
still extracanonical and therefore should be as objectionable to evangeli
cals as any other nonbiblicalnonbiblical scripture 15 second since there are many
creeds some with significant differences how is it possible to know which
creed is right

A final scriptural issue that warrants attention is blomberg s belief that
the bible is somehow binding for the salvation of all people regardless of
whether they are aware of its saving message blomberg addresses this vex-
ing problem by pointing to three orthodox christian theories that explain
in one way or another how it is that god can hold people accountable for
truth they never directly received nor recognized 171 72 one LDSLIDS

reviewer expressed displeasure with this notion arguing that it denotes a
cruel god who gives his children an unchangeable nature and then pun-
ishes them for it 16
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godhood and deification

according to the authors and reviewers the most divisive issue
between evangelicalsEvange licals and latter day saints is each faith s understanding
of god s nature 17 though some reviewers praise the authors for their care-

ful approach to this sensitive topic 18 several important items remain to
be clarified

evangelical reviewers are puzzled by the LDS view of deity of fore-

most concern is whether latter day saints believe in a finite or an infinite
god though robinson insists that latter day saints worship an infinite god
78 many evangelicalsEvange licals remain unconvinced they cite two primary rea-

sons for this
first they claim that robinson s statement seems to run counter to

doctrines contained or implied in joseph smithssmiths king follett discourse
and lorenzo snow s famous couplet 19 to evangelicalsEvangelicals these sources
clearly imply a time in which god was not god if this is true god must
have had a beginning as god and hence cannot be infinite evangeli
cals have difficulty understanding how one can accept the king follett
and the couplet as normative 85 and yet still believe in an infinite
god 20 second they assert that numerous LDS scholars have explicitly
stated or implied that LDS theology denotes a finite god 21 while evan
gelicalsge licals would like to believe robinson they point to the work of other
LDS scholars to show different points of view within the LDS community
on this critical issue 22

also worrisome to evangelicalsEvangelicals is robinson s evidence in favor of an
infinite god evangelical reviewers argue that just because latter day
saints and evangelicalsEvange licals use the same omni adjectives to describe god
this does not necessarnecessarilyfhyflybly mean latter day saints worship the same infinite
god 23 similar terminology need not connote similar belief to evangeli
cals terminology must be defined on the basis of usage and where usage
differs this difference must be recognized

on the other side of the coin one LDS reviewer finds equally serious
problems with blomberg s arguments on the nature of god blomberg
insists that christ was both fully god the creator and fully human the
creature yet he does not believe that humans can take on certain in-

communicable attributes 96 to that reviewer blomberg s argument
violates a basic law of logic the law of noncontradiction which asserts
that a thing cannot both have and not have the property in question
in this case the properties in question are the attributes of humanity
and the attributes of divinity it is not logical to argue that christ had
both while at the same time to deny that what is truly human can ever be

truly divine 24
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christ and the trinity

although this third chapter as with the final exchange regarding salva-
tion has received far less attention from the reviewers than the first two
chapters these subjects are still of utmost significance to latter day saints
and evangelicalsEvangelicals the nature of the godhead is a vital issue A major theme
for most reviewers is the degree to which christ is subordinate to the
father and to what extent if any christ was subordinate at the time of
the atonement

robinson explains that latter day saints believe the son is subordi-
nate to the father and the holy spirit is subordinate to both the father and
the son 131 in this view christs subordinate state is permanent and was
therefore in effect at the time of the atonement evangelicalsEvangelicals however do
not concur blomberg points out what he believes is a major flaw with the
LDS doctrine namely if christ was ever less than fully god even when
he assumed a human nature then he is by definition not the kind of
infinite deity necessary to atone for our sins and to pay the infinite price
required for our purification 118 25

to some evangelicalsEvangelicals robinson s arguments on christ s nature are
illogical they cite for example the problem that arises when robinson
interprets scriptures in a particular order during his discussion of the
iconeness of the godhead robinson cites john 1411 to support his posi-
tion 130 he interprets it however in the context of john 1721 22 some-
thing evangelicalsEvange licals object to because these verses come later in the narrative
in their view one should interpret john 1721 22 in light of john 10301030 and
john 1411 since they occur prior in the narrative 3326112626

similarly one LDS reviewer expressed difficulty with blomberg s view
of the godhead and with his critique of the mormon view he argues that
blombergsblombergblimbergsBlombergss explanation of the trinity is insufficient because it does not
clearly indicate the degree of closeness between the father and the son
it appears that blomberg prefers a view which he believes retains some-
thing like hebrew monotheism as much as possible while also keeping the
distinction between the father and the son 3127112727 however while blomberg
is emphatic that latter day saints have separated the father and the son
too much to meet this requirement by giving each of them a glorified
body blomberg fails to realize that his own position requires a radical
separation 28 by claiming that the son has a body while the father does
not blomberg essentially asserts that the son thus has a nature and
capacities that the father not only lacks but can never have how is this
supposed to maintain an identity between father and son compatible
with hebrew monotheism29monotheism112929
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LDS reviewers are frustrated that blomberg insists the LDS view of
christschrists subordination to the father is erroneous especially bothersome is

his statement that historic christianity has always insisted on balancing
christ s functional subordination with his ontological equality 117

according to one reviewer this type of talk is vague im not sure what
blomberg means by historic christianity but if it includes the earliest
christians who wrote the new testament then his insistence on ontolog-
ical equality seems to me misdirected I1 cannot find that word or even the
concept anywhere in my bible 113030 in general latter day saints find it ironic
that anyone who believes in the incomprehensible trinity should com-
plain that someone elsesalses view of the godhead is illogical

salvation

LDS and evangelical reviewers have mixed reactions concerning the
treatment of salvation in HWD some view this topic as the area in which
the two faiths have the most in common 31 others however see the au-
thors arguments as possibly misleading

A divisive issue among reviewers is their differing perceptions of how
well the authors have explained the scriptural concept of grace their reac-
tions are most likely prompted by blombergsblimbergsBlombergs assessment that robinson
11comes tantalizingly close to historic christian affirmations of salvation by

grace alone but then just stops short of them 179 not surprisingly this
pleases some evangelicalsEvangelicals who see it as a positive sign that LDS thinking
may be shirtingshifting away from a works enhanced view of grace 3231 satisfaction
with robinson s position on grace is not limited to evangelicalsEvange licals at least

one LDS reviewer expressed pleasure that robinson s understanding of
grace is directly in line with LDS scriptures 33

other reviewers however are reluctant to accept robinson s interpre-
tation of grace one evangelical worries that excitement over robinson s

seemingly compatible view of grace will obscure the fact that other LDS

doctrines may still be divergent 34 another thinks that robinson is mis-
guided in his attempt to equate LDS teachings on salvation with the
arminian position 3531

one LDS reviewer argues that the way robinson interprets grace is

more along protestant than mormon lines he worries that the idea behind
robinson s well known bicycle parable is more protestant than mor-
mon 366 he finds that the bicycle parable though effective in some ways is

about amounts of grace and works rather than the conditional salvation
taught by modern revelation 37

at the same time blomberg is not immune from criticism for his

views on salvation one LDS reviewer found problems with his and
robinson s understanding of the relationship between faith and works
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the two authors seem to insist that works follow automatically from faith
or grace 187 as if works are a mere afterthought that play no role in our
salvation 01381138313838 according to that reviewer however the scriptures render
such a separation of faith and works a false dichotomy like a body with-
out 113939a spirit

also of concern to that reviewer is blomberg s worry that latter day
saints emphasize keeping the commandments more than they do relying

upon grace 178 8080 to him this indicates that blomberg misunderstands
the grace that the apostle john teaches in the scriptures 40 this grace
focuses on the unconditional divine love that we accept by reciprocating

love however conditions to abide in the relationship require keeping the

commandments 114141 in other words the LDS emphasis on works comes
directly from the teachings of john 42

different interpretations of grace of course may serve only to high-
light the fact that grace may not mean exactly the same thing in the writ-
ings of john as it does in the letters of paul or in the epistle of james in the
face of biblical ambiguity latter day saints welcome the clarity found in

the book of mormon s description of the plan of salvation

overall assessment

the numerous reviews of how wide the divide provide strong evi-

dence that the book is achieving its main purpose several latter day saints
and evangelicalsEvange licals now appear anxious to engage in meaningful dialogue

the reviewers have identified several issues that call for further attention
BYU studies is honored that robinson and blomberg have agreed to
respond below to some of these issues and to further the healthy dialogue
they have initiated before they continue we echo the reviewers conclu-
sions As paul owen and carl mosser see it

stephen robinson and craig blomberg have done the members of their
respective religions a service in writing this book both should be com-
mended for their efforts to present their views with clarity to deal with the
issues honeshonestlydy and to display a charitable attitude in the process how wide
the divide is one of the most important books ever to be written on mor-
monism anyone with an interest in mormonism who has not yet read this
book dare not wait any longer things have changed latter day saints no
longer have an excuse for expressing their views with imprecise language bad
terminology or pejorative antievangelicalanti evangelical rhetoric evangelicalsEvange licals no longer
have an excuse for not trying to understand contemporary latter day saint
theology on its own terms for sloppy scholarship or for employing pejora-
tive anti mormon rhetoric craig blomberg and stephen robinson have
changed the tone ofdiscussion to a level appropriate for those who call them-
selves christians we can all hope and pray that others will follow the path
these two have pioneered 43
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virtually all reviews have commended the good spirit 114444 the civility 1145114145

and the irenic and charitable attitude of the authors 114646 As blake ostler
concludes

amazingly they carry on a conversation worthy of being called christian
regarding the concerns and agreements they have with one another they
have jointly authored an important book that is a model of informed discus-

sion about issues affecting mormonscormons and evangelicalsevange licals 4741

thus although we still may be waiting and looking for the answer to
the question just how wide is the divide we may well be on the right track
toward reaching an answer

11II REPLY BY STEPHEN E ROBINSON

from my perspective evangelical reaction to HWD has been self
contradictory at best and perhaps even schizophrenic at worst on the one
hand certain reviewers have been positively vicious in their denunciation
of the book and its authors on the other hand HWD received an annual
best book award from the mainstream evangelical weekly christianity
today april 271998 while the book has been damned as a mormon plot
designed to proselytize evangelicalsEvange licals it was co authored by a respected
evangelical scholar was published by a leading evangelical press and
spends as much effort explaining evangelical beliefs to its latter day saint
readers as vice versa some evangelical reviewers have praised the book as

a landmark in LDS evangelical relations and understanding but others
have resorted to unrestrained ad hominemhominernhomi nern argument characterizing me
among other things as a calculating liar and blomberg as a slobberingslubberingslobbering idiot

how does one account for these surprising extremes in evangelical

evaluations of the same work the answer is actually very simple those
evangelicalsEvange licals who are genuinely interested in understanding latter day

saints generally find HWD helpful those evangelicalsEvangelicals who believe the

book should have been written as a proselytizing weapon to be used against

latter day saints generally hate it I1 have found that positive and negative

reviews have fallen rather neatly into the categories of either scholars and
academics or professional anticultistsanti cultists and their retinue

the latter s negative reviews are not surprising after all demonizingdemonizing

the enemy is a common strategy in warfare thus militant anti mormonscormons
generally evaluate the book only on how well it accomplishes their propa-
ganda goals and since blomberg has failed to demonize latter day saints
the book and its evangelical coauthorco author can only be seen by these militants
in negative terms for so called anticultistsanticultists the proper focus of any such

book should be not intellectual truth and understanding but strategy and
tactics in proselytizing
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among evangelical intellectuals academics and scholars however
HWD has been much better received hence the best book award based on
a large poll of evangelical thinkers this I1 believe is because such individ-
uals better understand that a dialogue is not a contest and they also tend to
be more focused on gaining correct understanding than they are on win-
ning though this emphatically does not mean that they have agreed with
my position or beliefs I1 have discovered to my surprise I1 must admit
that most evangelical thinkers like gamaliel of old are willing to hear both
sides and that most are actually pleased at blomberg s opportunity in
HWD to present a sympathetic treatment of evangelical beliefs to a large
number ofofldsoflasLDS readers this then is the polarity that explains the wide
divide in evangelical opinions toward this book

perhaps I1 should mention that I1 began this project with considerable
mistrust looking for the hidden dagger in every move of my coauthorco author and
his publisher in the course of time however I1 learned that both blomberg
and all those I1 worked with at intervarsityInterVarsity press were truly christian
men and women ofgreat integrity and it pains me to see them maligned by
extremists in their own camp for representing mormonscormons as they are at the
beginning of the twenty first century I1 want to note that after all is said
and done neither of us converted each other in fact the book ends with a

number of points on which blomberg and I1 and evangelicalsEvangelicals and latter
day saints are still definitely at odds I1 am still a devout latter day saint
and blomberg is still a devout evangelical and yet we do understand each
other better we like each other more and we have in some small measure
reduced the amount of religious intolerance and hatred in the world nei-
ther of us believes in a god who would be displeased with these results

of course the great unfairness in judging HWD by its proselytizing po-
tential is that neither blomberg nor I1 took any thought for proselytizing in
composing the book thus instead of evaluating the book according to the
purposes for which we wrote it the negative reviewers on both sides
of the divide have rather charged us with writing the wrong book yet as we
two scholars came to know each other it became clear that latter day
saints and evangelicalsEvangelicals do not usually understand each other it often fol-

lows that they do not like each other either therefore the purpose of the
book was to increase understanding rather than to win proselytesproselyterprose lytes on either
side for that endeavor we have been criticized particularly blomberg
whose intellectual sandals in my opinion his critics are not worthy to loose

most of what I1 would say to the reviewers in this forum has already
been said at greater length in the book itself I1 find in this fact evidence that
the reviewers either have not read HWD did not understand it or have
simply dismissed its arguments without considering them moreover the
design of HWD did not imagine that we would attempt to respond to every
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issue raised many of those have been addressed elsewhere for instance
questions regarding various details of book of mormon historicity there
are however a couple of negative themes in the reviews that I1 would like to
respond to briefly

the flimsiestflims iest in my judgment is the claim that my views as expressed
in HWD are not representative of real mormonism some evangelical
reviewers have accused me of intentional deception on this point while
others have merely dismissed me as an aberration out of harmony with the
LDS mainstream professional anticultistsanticultists in particular are forced to deny
my LDS orthodoxy since my beliefs are so incompatible with the caricature
they have created and presented to their fellow evangelicalsEvangelicals over the years
if my testimony is allowed to stand they will find themselves in the same
boat with the silversmiths at ephesus with lost income to match their
lost credibility

the christology and soteriology that I1 laid out in HWD which my crit-
ics label as either deceptions or aberrations are found at greater length in
two books I1 wrote previously for LDS audiences believing christ48Christ48 and fol-
lowing christ 49 each of these books received both the best book and best
doctrinal book awards from the independent LDS booksellers in 1995

and 1996 respectively in addition I1 received the deseret book award for
exceptional contribution to LDS literature for writing believing christ
together these two books have sold almost a third of a million copies in an
english speaking LDS market of about 5 million persons the remarkable
success of these books as well as the almost total lack of negative criticism
from within the LDS community render evangelical charges of misrepre-
sentationsen tation without merit while it is true that only president hinckley can
officially declare the doctrines of the church it is at least clear from the
above that my beliefs are commonly found in the LDS church and that
they are considered within the bounds of LDS orthodoxy

though I1 am like paul embarrassed at the need to commend myself
in defense of my credibility I1 seem forced by some reviewers to do so I1 am
an active latter day saint I1 am a former bishop in the LDS church I1

am one of a handful of latter day saints to hold a doctorate in religious
studies duke 1978 and I1 have learned the religious terminology of
protestants by teaching religion at both methodist and presbyterian col-
leges I1 have been at BYU in the department of ancient scripture for thir-
teen years six and one half of those years serving as department chair
I1 have served the LDS church both officially and unofficially in discussions
with other denominations and continue to do so today for example south-
ern baptists who are familiar with the SBC video the mormon puzzle
will have seen me answering doctrinal questions on mormonism for that
documentary at the request of LDS leaders the charges that my beliefs
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are not real mormonism constitute the last desperate ad hominem of
anticultistsanticultists terrified of finally losing their monopoly on interpreting mor-
monism to evangelicalsEvange licals for years they have like ventriloquists scripted
and delivered both sides of the discussion and they don t like the muzzle
finally being taken off the other side

one area in which both LDS and evangelical reviewers have had trou-
ble involves the difference between scripture and canon for evangeli
cals these terms are almost synonymous but this is not true for latter day
saints who believe that scripture with a lower case s can be whatever
an individual personally receives as inspired by the holy ghost but scrip-
ture in this latter sense is always personal and individual and there is

no guarantee that the inspiration an individual receives related to non-
canonical sources will always be correct however the canon of scripture or
cl the standard works is what the church led by its prophet has collec-

tively received as inspired by the holy ghost my patriarchal blessing might
be scripture for me but it is not therefore a valid source of doctrine for
the whole LDS church president hinckley is certainly aware of his author-
ity to canonize anyone s sermon statement opinion or blessing wherever
and however expressed but so far he has declined to do so though previ-
ous prophets have canonized sections 137138 and official declaration 2 in

the doctrine and covenants no new doctrine is the doctrine of the
church until it has been so canonized by addition to the standard works
all the rest is homily interpretation or application that may be very good
and profitable but it does not enjoy the same status as the standard works
latter day saints tend to blur this important distinction when they think
individually rather than collectively if they confuse policy decisions and
their application with doctrinal declarations or if they forget that even
general authorities sometimes disagree among themselves in their inter-
pretationspretat ions of the standard works militant anti mormonscormons on the other
hand also blur the distinction because most of their ammunition comes
from noncanonical LDS sources

another point of controversy over my part ofhwdof HWD is that I1 insist that
the LDS god is infinite I1 believe this and I1 will continue to insist on it
simply because that is what the standard works say and because they never
say the opposite section 20 of the doctrine and covenants the extremely
important articles and covenants of the church states by these things
we know that there is a god in heaven who is infinite and eternal from
everlasting to everlasting the same unchangeable god the framer of
heaven and earth and all things which are in them v 17 verse 28 goes on
to say which father son and holy ghost are one god infinite and eter-
nal without end amen to me that seems pretty straightforward god
and his attributes are also described in the book of mormon as infinite
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see 2 nephi ino110ilolio 97 2516 mosiah 53 284 alma 3410 14 helaman 121

moroni 83
on the other hand I1 can find no description of god in the standard

works as finite if some LDS writers want to adopt the philosophical
argument that an embodied god can t be infinite the incarnation of
christ notwithstanding they are certainly free to do so but they cannot
do so without contradicting the canonical scriptures of the church which
define LDS doctrine on this point and if some whiz kids want to attempt
explaining their philosophical objections to me I1 shall be amused at the
prospect of finite theologians telling an infinite god what he can or cannot
be or do the doctrine of the church as stated in its standard works is that
god is infinite

III111 REPLY BY CRAIG L BLOMBERG

I1 am grateful for this opportunity to respond to matthew connelly
and BYU studies fine summary of various published reviews of HWD

considering that it was produced from an LDS viewpoint I1 find its sum-
maries and assessments to be about as even handed and representative as

one could expect only occasionally does it seem to depart from an objec-
tive evaluation by engaging in a little of its own apologetic 50

an even more comprehensive survey of responses to HWD would
include published reactions in recent books as well as a number of more
popular level evangelical journals for example in the last two years evan
gelicalsge licals have produced books such as Is the mormon my brother discern-
ing the differences between mormonism and christianity which criticizes at
numerous points both my material and stephen robinson s 51 the counter-

feit gospel ofmormonismof mormonism the great divide between mormonism and chris-
tianity which criticizes only robinson s material 52 and mormonism
unmasked confronting the contradictions between mormon beliefs and true
christianity which does not explicitly refer to HWD but which is based in

part on an unpublished paper delivered in 1997 to the evangelical theologi-
cal society that did explicitly review and critique both authors 53 in addi-
tion hank hanegraaff takes us to task in the introduction to his revision of
walter martins kingdom of the cults 54 As for journals james white sharply
criticizes HWD in the christian research journal 55 as does L L veinot in

the midwest christian outreach journal 56 stephen F cannon concludes
that the divide is still wide in the quarterly journal 57 while billbfllball mckeever
and eric johnson feel similarly in an onlineon line review 58 on the other hand
much more positive assessments appear in reviews found in first things 59

truth quest journal 60 and in several articles in the watchman expositor 61

I1 m sure there must be additional LDS responses as well but I1 am person-
ally unaware of any published versions 62
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of course in addition to all of the published material I1 have received
countless responses in person over the telephone and through letters and
email A substantial majority of these responses from both evangelicalsEvangelicals
and latter day saints has been extremely positive and encouraging but
there has also been a minority of sharply critical responses from both
camps because it may not be entirely clear it is important to stress that the
reviews by evangelicalsEvange licals mouw and owen and mosser are highly affirming
of HWD and even the more mixed review by pement generally approves of
the dialogue but simply feels that it was premature to put it into printed
form sivulka appreciates my contribution but questions robinson on
scripture clearly the book creates a polarized response few remain neu-
tral about it fortunately however the publisher my own seminary com-
munity and the baptist church in which I1 am an elder have all remained
uniformly supportive of me in this endeavor

before dealing with the various responses to HWD I1 would like to
defend myself against what I1 believe is an unwarranted criticism one that
is not mentioned by the reviewers summarized above but needs attention
nonetheless clearly there were specific statements that I1 made in the book
which I1 realize in retrospect could have been better clarified to take just
one oft cited example I1 refer to my remarks in the book on the three
sources of much evangelical knowledge about latter day saints polemical
anticultanticult literature doorstep conversations with missionaries and informa-
tion from ex latter day saints who left the church with some bitterness
22 from this seemingly harmless information my critics have accused

me of saying that most ex mormonscormons are bitter most anticultanticult literature is

polemical and most anticultanticult literature is written by bitter ex mormonscormons of
course none of these statements logically follows from my comments nor
do they accurately reflect my intent I1 am aware of many well informed
nonpolemicalpolemicalnon outreach ministries to latter day saints and also of many
that are not

rather than attempting to respond to the reviewers point by point as
summarized above an impossible task in the compass of a short response
of this nature let me identify what I1 believe are three dominant recurring
issues among the reviewers who are more critical of HWD first many
evangelicalsEvangelicals doubt whether robinson is representative of current LDS

thinking this is not quite the same point as the matter of robinson not
speaking in an official capacity evangelical reviewers recognize that he is

an academic and not a church authority but the real issue is whether his
way of phrasing many of his positions which seems to put him at times
quite close to evangelicalsEvange licals does in fact reflect the majority perspective or
even a significant minority view within both the more official leadership
of the church and the broader grassroots membership I1 m convinced
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from a variety of sources and conversations that contra the speculation of
some robinson very much remains in the good graces of LDS leadership
and represents the views ofat least a significant segment of church authori-
ties particularly significant in this regard are the published commenda-
tions of robinson s writings by elder dallin H oaks one of the current
twelve apostles of the church 61631I1 am much less in a position to evaluate
how comparable robinson s views are to the average person in the pew
As I1 indicated at several points in HWD several of robinson s own reflec-
tions seem at times to distance him from more conventional ways of phras-
ing LDS doctrine 53 54104 5179 82 64 but since I1 wrote the book virtually
every mormon of the dozens I1 have met or who has contacted me has gen-
erally approved of robinson s approaches the LDS reviews by ostler and
england do demonstrate scholarly dissent from robinson at several points
yet do not make him out to be aberrant overall

A second major theme is that several critical reviewers suspect that
robinson is deliberately withholding information that would cast the LDS

perspective in a quite different light this is particularly true they argue
when robinson does not discuss instances where latter day saints are
divided on issues of doctrinal significance such criticisms however
are unjustified clearly the two of us along with our publisher agreed to
limit our dialogue to four central and typically divisive doctrinal questions
so obviously both of us had to leave out issues and remarks on related top-
ics that we might have made in a more wide ranging study few informed
latter day saints would deny that differences on doctrinal issues exist
among themselves least of all robinson the foregoing summary itself for
example points to the diversity of LDS discussion on such questions as Is
god finite or infinite or was he ever finite does robinson wittingly
or unwittingly reflect more of a protestant than an orthodox LDS under-
standing of grace and Is robinson s nuanced approval of the chicago
statement on biblical inerrancy a faithful reflection of his tradition s

understanding of the doctrine of scripture or not
expanding on just one of these areas of divergence francis beckwith

observes

in how wide the divide stephen robinson claims that evangelicalsEvange licals often
accuse latter day saints of believing in a limited finite or changeable god
but there is absolutely nothing in the LDS scriptures or LDS beliefs to justify
such a charge I1 ve never heard any such proposition stated in my church
never in light ofwhatof what has been covered a reference to competing LDS views
similar to those cited above it is difficult to understand how a man of pro-
fessor robinson s acumen can make such a claim 65

beckwith goes on to note david paulsen s doctoral dissertation in which he
presents the LDS view of god as a form of finite theism by citing numerous
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LDS authorities and then proceeds to give a philosophically sophisticated
defense of mormon finite theism 116666 like beckwith and ostler in his re-

view I1 am unable to resolve these conflicting claims

the third major area of criticism is directed toward my contribution to
HWD some reviewers fear that I1 have too compromised the distinctivesdistinct ives of
evangelicalism or while adequately articulating our views have not en-
gaged in a vigorous enough rebuttal of robinson still others question the
value of such a dialogue apart from explicitly evangelistic motives and
many have pointed to our joint conclusions particularly the lists of agree-
ments and disagreements at the end of the book 195 96 as making the
divide between our respective communities seem much narrower than it

actually is again I1 remain unconvinced of the accuracy of any of these
charges while nevertheless conceding as is the case with any published
work that after the fact one can see ways in which various points could
have been expressed more clearly or forcefully

particularly troubling to me however is the way in which few if any
reviewers from either the evangelical or LDS communities acknowledged
or interacted with several somewhat less common or more creative points
which I1 tried to raise in my part of HWD for example the historical argu-
ment that so many of the distinctivesdistinct ives of the book of mormon fit perfectly
into the world of pioneer america in the early i8oos18oos but make very little
sense in some ancient middle eastern or central american context 48 49
seems to have been largely ignored or more generally the argument that
historians like textual critics prefer the harder reading and recognize
that complex and ambiguous developments tend to spawn the desire to
simplify and remove ambiguities seems to have been mostly overlooked

51 52 there is no question that in every one of the doctrinal areas which
the book discusses classic orthodox christianity arrives at various im-
passes paradoxes or other puzzling conundra that the old and new testa-
ments do not directly address or totally resolve thus it is entirely natural
that later shootsoffshootsoff of the christian tradition should wish to avoid or
resolve the enigmas surrounding the doctrine of the trinity the divine and
human natures of christ the fate of the unevangelized and so forth
whereas it seems to me incomprehensible and virtually impossible that a

religion should have at one stage in its history solved all of those problems
as neatly and tidily as mormonism does with all trace of those resolutions
then vanishing for nearly two millennia 1081261081268126io

at the end of the chapter on salvation I1 thought that one of my more
important contributions was the application of pascal s wager to the debate
between the two communities this famous philosophical argument asks

each conversation partner in an interreligious dialogue to reflect on what is

at stake if one person s views are wrong and his or her opponents views are
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correct I1 concluded that far more is at stake for the faithful mormon if his

or her views should turn out to be false than for the evangelical that per-
spectivespec tive alone seems to me to some extent to commend evangelical faith

183 86 but again these more distinctive contributions seem largely to
have been passed over by reviewers in favor of criticizing me for not per-
petuatingpetuating more conventional arguments

perhaps even more frustrating than the reviewers failure to comment
on the key distinctivesdistinct ives of my contribution to HWD are the numerous more
informal reactions I1 have received that speculate about what I1 intentionally
did not say in the book the most obvious and important of these is the
issue of whether I1 believe a mormon who accepts all of the LDS authorita-
tive teachings can in fact legitimately merit the title christian besides per
haps in some very broad and relatively meaningless sense by which every
protestant catholic or orthodox church member however nominal or
sectarian would also be included stephen robinson of course believes

that the answer to this question is yes and he has devoted an entire book
to the topic which itself has spawned numerous reviews 67671I1 still remain to
be persuaded of this claim thus it became very clear early in our conver-
sations with one another and with our prospective publishers that little

progress would be made if our book deliberately debated that topic
I1 therefore explicitly make the disclaimer in HWD that this book does not
intend to address the question of whether evangelicalsEvange licals and mormonscormons are
both in certain instances bona fide christians however well worthwhile
that issue might be to discuss 199 n 6 1I realize in retrospect that it was ill

advised to relegate this comment to what I1 thought would be formatted as a

footnote but which turned out to be an endnote that has probably been very
little read nevertheless reviewers who commit themselves to respond to a

work in a public medium have an obligation to read the entirety of the vol-

umes they review and not to distort or misrepresent in their responses the
authors claims and intentions while many people who have interacted
with me formally or informally have picked up on this point an astonish-
ing number of the book s severest critics from both sides have either ignored
or refused to believe my statement and insisted that I1 am indeed trying to
claim that at least some mormonscormons are bona fide christians 668 the seminary
with which I1 am affiliated even had to write a letter to elder oaks appealing
to him to help stop this rumor apparently being promoted by LDSLIDSliosllos mission-
aries since a nationally known baptist denominational leader had reported
to our school that this was exactly what was happening

the most egregious published misrepresentation of my views ofwhich
I1 am aware appears ironically in a newsletter from an organization enti-
tled truth in love ministries in their june 1997 issue an unsigned
review declares that I1 go so far as to say that I1 am thrilled to discover
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evangelical mormonism in robinson s dialogue 1169736969 in fact my wording in
the book reads I11 I would be overjoyed if I1 learned that there might be an
evangelical mormonism just as increasing numbers of roman catholics

or seventh day adventists are abandoning their legacies of works centered
religion 182 1I then go on to note other questions that I1 would need to
raise that make it clear from the context that I1 do not believe such an
evangelical mormonism yet exists the article in which I1 am misrepre-

sented is also quite a polemical attack thus demonstrating that at least in
this instance the organization speaks neither in truth nor in love it is

worth adding that I1 am not the first to raise the possibility of an orthodox
christian element existing among latter day saints in 1991iggi richard
mouw president of fuller seminary wrote a sidebarsidecar in christianity today
entitled evangelical mormonism70mormonism70 in his article mouw discerns a trend
among at least a handful of leading mormon scholars and writers who
appear to be moving noticeably closer to historic christian orthodoxy

all of this leads me to a more general concern despite our american
tradition of democracy and the historic protestant emphasis on the
11 priesthood of all believers it seems that north american evangelicalism
has no forum for objectively debating highly charged and sensitive issues
without potentially incurring the wrath of self appointed watchdog indi-
viduals and communities while I1 am delighted how frequently deseret
bookstores have stocked and promoted our work I1 am disappointed at
how many evangelical christian bookstores have refused to do likewise
booksellers obviously cannot read every book they might consider stock-
ing so they rely heavily on secondhand recommendations unfortunately
the blurb which appeared in christian retailing very soon after the book
was published concluded with the comment be careful when recom-
mending this book it may confuse seekers and prove disconcerting to new
believers 117711 these cautions maymaybebe true of much christian literature and
they may explain why the average christian bookstore stocks proportion-
ately little of academic substance and why in turn even within evangelical
and LDS congregations there is widespread biblical illiteracy I1 am afraid
that many booksellers were scared offoffbyoffeyby our volume early on without ever
having the opportunity to read and evaluate it for themselves in fact if I1

have learned some lessons from my critics they include how few of them
read the work in its entirety and how many refused to evaluate our jointly
authored comments clearly the most controversial part of the volume
in light of the remarks we each made in our separately authored sections in
addition numerous persons who have not even read the book at all never-
theless continue to pass on inaccurate and prejudicial information about it
from sources to whom they have given more trust than they merit
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notwithstanding I1 am sure all these tendencies are not unique to
evangelicalsEvangelicals given the caution that robinson exercised throughout the
editing process of our book and given deseretsdespretsDes erets ultimate unwillingness
despite initial interest to publish the book it is obvious that there is a

potential process of formal or informal censure that goes on among latter
day saints as well further evidence of this is provided by Englands and
ostler s reviews which lament the sometimes inappropriately harsh intra
LDS debate we could wish that these states of affairs were not as they are

but there seems to be little that individual scholars can do at the moment
to reverse the trends

so what then is the next step the summary above begins by stating
that our book is a bold attempt to conduct an ongoing civil dialogue
between mormonscormons and evangelicalsEvangelicals this may have been robinson s un-
expressed intention I1 do not know mine was the more modest one of con-
ducting only one civil dialogue between one prominent mormon and one

evangelical new testament scholar nevertheless I1 would be delighted if

others followed in our footsteps and improved on the areas in which we

have been deficient it seems to me however that the potential fallout is

too great for most scholars in both communities to attempt anything much
beyond what we have done thus far what does seem workable among
people of good will in both faiths is some kind of wide ranging conference

or series of conferences involving a broad cross section of evangelical

biblical scholars and theologians representing numerous institutions and
denominational traditions and several representative LDS scholars these
two groups could give papers engage in panel discussions or generate
other kinds of conversations in which each community attempts to reflect

the diversity of acceptable perspectives within their movements and then
compare and contrast the results in this way no individual would have to
bear the brunt of the inevitable criticisms by their constituency s watch

dogs and whatever common conclusions emerged would clearly reflect

more than the personal positions of individual scholars whether anyone
in either of the two communities has the will to attempt to organize and

convene such gatherings remains to be seen I1 would be happy to help and to
participate but I1 am no administrator plus I1 am a bit too shell shocked for
the time being

nevertheless even this three part exchange ofviews in BYUbyustudiesstudies isis an

important and strategic followupfollow up to HWD and I1 reiterate my thanks for

being asked to participate the tone and rhetoric of past eras of evangelicalevangehcal
LDS exchanges need not continue ours is an age of unprecedented inter-
religious dialogue on many fronts even if our two communities are among
the last to join in at least with one another let us hope that a new century
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and millennium will bring new overtures toward truly fulfilling paul s com-
mand to speak the truth in love eph 415 not least to each other 72

matthew R Connconnellyehlyeflyebly is an editorial assistant at BYU studies stephen E robinson
is professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university and craig L blomberg is
professor of new testament at the denver seminary

i1 B H roberts the mormon doctrine of deity the roberts van der doncktdoncet dis-
cussion 1903 reprint with a foreword by david L paulsen salt lake city signature
books 1998

2 several reviews ofofhlvdHWD by such authors as paul owen carl mosser blake T
ostler william hamblin daniel peterson roger cook and david L paulsen are
slated for publication in a forthcoming special issue of FARMS review of books we
have worked with prepublication versions of these reviews

3 evangelicalsEvangelicals francis beckwith and howard hoffmann hold that robinsons
arguments are not authoritative and should therefore be taken with a grain of salt
francis J beckwith and W howard hoffmann review of HWD in christianity today
november 171997 59

4 if readers are dubious about the way robinson represents LDS ideas they may
consult various authors in the encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow
4 vols new york macmillan 1992 and latter day christianity provo utah FARMS
and religious education 1998 for two other recent scholarly attempts to state ortho-
dox LDS doctrines for a non LDS audience

5 evangelicalsEvange licals owen and mosser emphasize the issue of the different canons
and the nature of the works in those canons is the wellspring from which many of the
other differences flow accordingly the idea of scripture should be discussed as fully
as possible since the question of what god has and has not revealed is a question of
utmost seriousness owen and mosser review of HWD forthcoming in FARMS
review of books

6 for additional perspectives on the LDS doctrine of an open canon see john W
welch and david J whittaker mormonism s open canon some historical perspectives
on its religious limits and potentials provo utah FARMS 1997

7 owen and mosser believe robinson s argument against a closed canon is

unsubstantiated because it avoids the real questions which are what body of infor-
mation is necessary for salvation and does the bible contain this information they
claim that only by approaching the issue in this way can robinson make a strong case
to evangelicalsEvange licals for the possibility of an open canon in addition they state that if
robinson wants to show the inferiority of the evangelical view it would behoove
him to demonstrate what information is lacking in the bible and how uniquely

latter day saint canonical sources supply this indispensable data owen and mosser
are also concerned that robinson fails to respond convincingly to blomberg s argu-
ments for the plausibility of a closed canon based on traditional criteria owen and
mosser FARMS review

8 beckwith and hoffmannHoffinann argue that robinson s emphasis on the words of liv-
ing prophets to the exclusion of those from dead prophets provides him with a conve-
nient escape clause that allows him to avoid directly addressing the discrepancies
found in the words of the modern prophets according to beckwith and hoffmann
robinson s own epistemology might force him to deny even some of joseph smiths
prophetic pronouncements beckwith and hoffmann review of HWD 57 59
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latter day saint blake ostler finds similar problems in robinson s scriptural
arguments he asserts that robinson contradicts himself by insisting that the only doc-
trines binding upon mormonscormons are those found in canonized scripture according to
ostler such a position is

hard to square with his robinson s view that the ultimate authority in the
latter day saint community resides in living prophets for he has no prin-
cipled basis for rejecting the sermons of dead prophets in the journal ofotdisdis
courses as opposed to sermons of the living prophet which he accepts as the
ultimate guarantee of accurate interpretation of scripture blake T ostler
review of HWD forthcoming in FARMS review of books

9 see scripture in encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism 31277 84

io10 evangelical eric pement argues that it is difficult to resist the impression
that dr robinson is merely using the chicago statement to gain the confidence of
evangelicalsEvange licals and that he himself is either ignorant of its contents or somehow
believes that errors and false statements in the autographs do not affect inerrancy
eric pement Is mormonism christian review of HWD in cornerstone 26 no 112

1998441998l9984444
ostler criticizes both robinson and blomberg for affirming the doctrine of

inerrancy as set forth by the chicago statement in my opinion numerous insuperable
problems dictate the rejection of inerrancy in general and inerrancy as promulgated
in the chicago statement in particular according to ostler the doctrine of inerrancy
is among other things incoherent and untenable and he is particularly stunned that
robinson apparently accepted the chicago statement on biblical inerrancy as consis-
tent with his latter day saint beliefs especially after he went to such great lengths to
explain that he as a mormon believes that scripture is in the mormonscormonsMormons view
recorded by men who can and do make mistakes ostler FARMS review for text crit-
ical concerns see the FARMS review by william hamblin and daniel peterson

evangelical robert sivulka argues that robinson and blomberg may not in fact
share the same understanding of inerrancy according to sivulka while blomberg
believes that the bible manuscripts are inerrant as they were originally given via their
writers robinson believes that they are inerrant only when they are translated cor-
rectly sivulka points out two possible problems with robinson s view first if as

robinson notes it is possible to mistranslate or to misinterpret the hebrew and greek
or nephite texts 57 then surely it is possible to mistranslate or to misinterpret

the living prophet what this means is that contrary to robinson epistemologically
there is never any guarantee of doctrinal correctness 57 for the church nor any
assurance that the written word will be interpreted and applied correctly to new con-
texts 58 not even if god himself were to state the same thing in a more contempo-
rary way second silvuka argues that it is possible for the person who interprets the
translation the living prophet to communicate the revelation fallibly silvuka asserts
that the question of whether this could occur is one that robinson never directly
answers and it is this question that raises ambiguity in his presentation particularly
ppap 56 58 robinson could really be agreeing or disagreeing with blomberg and other
evangelicalsEvange licals that the prophets and apostles were infallible in communicating that reve-
lation sivulka would like to see robinson clarify his position on this issue in his view
if robinson agrees that prophets can possibly communicate revelation fallibly then it

is impossible for him to claim that he and blomberg share the same understanding of
inerrancy sivulka also criticizes blomberg who 11 seems oblivious to this distinction
between his own understanding of an inerrant original text and robinson s possible
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understanding of an inerrant direct revelation with a resulting possible fallible text
robert M sivulka similar yet different review of HWD in dialogue A journal of
mormon thought 31 no 3 1998 196 98

ii latter day saint eugene england says it was surprising to read robinsons
rather complete capitulation to what seems like scriptural literalism it was espe-
cially surprising after his accurate summary of the rather liberal mormon understand-
ing through modern revelation that god speaks to hisservantshis servants in their weakness after
the manner of their language dacd&c 124 eugene england review of HWD in this
issue 196

pementpernentfernent makes this point though dr robinson says he believes every book
every chapter every verse of the bible neither he nor dr blomberg inform us that
according to the JST the songs of solomon are not inspired writings since mormonscormons
believe the JST is inspired does robinson reject the song of solomon pement Is

mormonism christian 44
12 owen and mosser are perplexed by the JST issue they argue that according

to robinson s own criteria logically the JST should be a part of the latter day saint
standard works that is unless robinson wants to advocate a position recognizing a

division between authoritative scripture and unauthoritative scripture in which case
the term scripture becomes meaningless owen and mosser FARMS review

13 owen and mosser are discouraged about this LDS and evangelical readers
alike will be disappointed that robinson fails to give objective reasons for believing
these additional works should be added to the canon that he does not defend them
against blomberg s criticisms and especially disappointed that he failsfahsfallsfalisfads to offer any
evidence in favor of their historical veracity owen and mosser FARMS review

14 evangelical richard mouw says

anyone who is tempted by this de hellenizingheflenizing rhetoric should read john
courtney murray s the problem of god there the great jesuit thinker con-
vincinglyvincin gly demonstrates that the classical creedal formulations about being
and substance were not impositions of alien philosophical categories but
the result of a necessary search for words that would capture the sense of
scripture to guard against dangerous misreadingsmisleadingsmis readings of the biblical texts
richard J mouw can a real mormon believe in jesus review of HWD in

books and culture 3 no 5 1199711997 11 15

ostler feels that philosophical precision is not the problem robinson makes it

out to be the problem comes when devotion to prior philosophical paradigms or
religious dogmas blocks acceptance of new revelation or leads to the commitment to
two incompatible traditions of religious beliefs this prior devotion may have
been what robinson intended by his comments if so it was lost on ostler ostler
FARMS review

15 the very existence of the creeds regardless of their use complicates blomberg s

arguments against LDS scriptures for example blomberg argues that the book of
mormon is superfluous if it agrees with the bible then it is not necessary if it disagrees
with the bible then it is not scriptural and should be rejected this same argument
however can be applied to the creeds for a discussion of other problems raised by the
traditional creeds see the FARMS review by roger cook

16 england review 198

17 to emphasize the significance of this issue owen and mosser paraphrase the
authors conclusion the doctrine of god is where the divide between evangelicalsEvange licals
and latter day saints is greatest and it is from our differences concerning god that
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most if not all of our other theological differences arise owen and mosser
FARMS review

18 owen and mosser believe robinson s discussion of deification was cogently
presented and insightful he notices that the ontological distinction between creator
and creatures is perhaps the heart of the of the disagreements between us for latter
day saints maintain that gods work is to remove the distinctions and barriers between
us and to make us what god is owen and mosser FARMS review

ostler says 1 I believe that robinson has elucidated a profound and insightful view
of deity and grace I1 want to emphasize that robinson has done an outstanding job
in describing how humans become gods that is consistent both with mormon scrip-
tures and the bible ostler FARMS review

ig19 see K codell carter godhood in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism 2553 55 and
donald Q cannon king follett discourse in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism 2291 92

20 owen and mosser say that because robinson allows for the doctrines in the
king follett discourse and lorenzo snow s couplet he leaves the non LDS reader
wondering why these two statements should be taken as exceptions to his often stated
reminder that scripture is normative sermons are not74not 74 they would also like
robinson to clarify what he meant in the encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism when he wrote
the father became the father at some time before the beginning as humans know

it 2549 they want to know exactly what he meant in this context since strictly
speaking he writes of a beginning to god s role as a father not of a beginning to gods
existence as god in addition owen and mosser are unsure of what robinson is

implying by his statement that god the son was undoubtedly once a man and that did
not compromise his divinity they say in latter day saint theology jesus was already
a god before his incarnation Is robinson implying that the father likewise experi-
enced mortality as a godmangod man rather than merely a man like the rest of us owen and
mosser FARMS review

21 owen and mosser cite several LDS scholars who appear to hold this view
david L paulsen in the comparative coherency of mormon finitistic and classical
theism phd diss university of michigan 1975 ann arbor mich university
microfilms 1975 blake T ostler in the mormon concept ofgod dialogue A jour-
nal of mormon thought 17 no 2 summer 1984 65 93 blake T ostler in a review of
francis J beckwith and stephen E parrish the mormon concept of god A philosoph-
ical analysis in FARMS review of books 8 no 2 1996 99 146 david L paulsen and
blake T ostler in a review of beckwith and parrishsparrisisParrishs the mormon concept of god in
international journal for philosophy of religion 35 no 2 1994 118 20 james E

faulconer in a review of beckwith and parrish s the mormon concept of god in BYU

studies 32 fall 1992 185 95 and sterling mcmurrin in the theological foundations
of the mormon religion salt lake city the university of utah press 1965 26 27
see david L paulsen the doctrine of divine embodiment restoration ludeo
christian and philosophical perspectives BYU studies 35 no 4 1996 82 89 and
his FARMS review for further expositions of paulsenspauksensPaulsens views on scripture god s

nature and salvation
owen and mosser write

robinson may not believe in a finite deity and it may be that he does
find the concept repugnant as do most evangelicalsEvange licals perhaps he believes
that a finite deity is an improper object of worship he may even agree with
us that these other latter day saints are mistaken about the virtue of a finite
deity but it is simply inaccurate for him to say that evangelicalsEvange licals are erro-
neous in their perception of latter day saints as advocates of a unique form
of finite theism owen and mosser FARMS review
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22 england is also concerned that robinson s argument for an infinite god is mis-
directed and plays to evangelical critics at the expense of valid prophetic statements
england review 197

23 owen and mosser state we do not deny that latter day saints describe god
with the various omni terms but we feel that in latter day saint terminology the
meaning is so far removed from standard usage that it serves only to miscommuni-
cate they argue that robinsons failure to make a distinction between evangelical
and LDS usage and blombergsblimbergsBlombergs failure to insist on it is a weakness of both their pre-
sentations in their view LDS usage of omnipresent would probably be more accu-
rately described as omni influential which is different from the evangelical view
that describes god as one having personal presence everywhere owen and mosser
FARMS review

ostler also sees problems with robinson s usage of the omni terminology

it is important to keep straight that when latter day saints use such
terms they mean something different than the same terms in classical
theology robinson acknowledges this with respect to terms such affiniteasfiniteas finite
changing and limited but seems to insist that the omni attributes are
somehow univocal for both mormonscormons and evangelicalsevange licals this position can
only lead to confusion and further charges that latter day saints are some-
how not being up front ostler FARMS review

24 ostler argues that blombergsblimbergsBlom bergs acceptance of the so called incommunicable
attributes of god leads to an incoherent view of the fully human and fully divine jesus
christ according to ostler this is so because it violates the law of noncontradiction
he surmises that blomberg holds this view because of his belief in the two nature the-
ory of christ as promulgated in the chalcedonian creed of451 AD yet ostler finds sev-
eral problems with this theory one is that

the two nature theory is ultimately incoherent because the entire person of
christ is essentially uncreated ontologically necessary as god whereas
humans are necessarily created ontologically contingent at least on
blomberg s view blomberg s christology thus implicitly violates the law of
noncontradiction nothing can be both created and uncreated in the same
respects ostler FARMS review

25 owen and mosser support blombergsblimbergsBlombergs argument claiming that it is especially
difficult for robinson to hold this position when the bible phil 25 8 and the book of
mormon alma 3410 14 imply or state that christ remained fullytufly god during his
experience of mortality and that it was the infinite jesus who wrought the atonement
owen and mosser FARMS review

26 owen and mosser FARMS review

27 ostler FARMS review
28 ostler FARMS review

29 ostler FARMS review

30 ostler FARMS review

31 owen and mosser for example find the divide between blomberg and robin-
son to be the narrowest on the topic of salvation owen and mosser FARMS review

32 owen and mosser expect that

evangelicalsEvangelicals will find that in many ways robinsons presentation alleviates
some fears and concerns they have had about the LDS doctrine of salva-
tion whether or not what robinson describes has always been latter day
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saint theology or even if he represents what most latter day saints currently
believe we leave for others to determine we are encouraged by what we read
if robinson s views are in fact representational of the direction in which
latter day saint theology is headed owen and mosser FARMS review

33 ostler states 1 I enthusiastically endorse robinsons statement of grace and sal-

vation as a view not merely compatible with mormon scriptures but required by
them by agreeing with robinson s view of grace and salvation ostler argues that it is

difficult for blomberg to imply as he does on p 182 that robinson is a closet evan-
gelical and that latter day saints are really committed to salvation by works ostler
FARMS review

34 mouw says

should I1 be pleased to see robinson making that confession perhaps I1 can
honestly say that I1 would like to be pleased I1 certainly find nothing wrong
with the way he says it here if someone whom I1 was evangelizingevangel izing said those
same words with obvious sincerity I1 would be hopeful that I1 had witnessed a

genuine conversion why then am I1 reluctant to rejoice when a mormon
says them because I1 still worry about the larger set of beliefs and practices
in which this confession is nested mouw can a real mormon believe in
jesus 14

35 eric pement argues that the LDS and arminian positions cannot be compared
for four reasons i1 LIDSLDS theology teaches that almost everyone will be saved and there-
fore the need for faith is eliminated 2 LDS teach that god cannot forgive certain sins
3 LDSLIDSliosllos and arminian definitions of justification are different and 4 the LIDSLDS under-

standing of eternal life is different from that of biblical theology pement Is mor-
monism christian 47

36 england review 193

37 england asserts that the crucial difference is as I1 see it that between an
absolute god giving us relief from his absolute demands of justice because we have no
merit and a loving father helping us to become christlike because we can t do it alone
he continues salvation is not a quid pro quo reward or punishment by god but a

state of being or lack thereof and of spiritual growth toward godhood achieved
through whatever combination of grace and choice and effort best works for each of
us england review 193194

38 ostler FARMS review

39 to support his assertion ostler cites james 217 james 222 and james 226
40 ostler concludes this from the following evidence

john teaches that we love god because he first loved us i john 419
god s unconditional love precedes our response he has already accepted us
we accept gods unconditional offer of love of saving grace by reciprocat-
ing love if we accept god we love him and if we love him we keep his
commandments john 1421 23 2 john 26 if we keep god s command-
ments then we abide in his love john 1510 11 i1 john 322 24 we
know god interpersonally if we keep his commandments i john 23

to know the only true god and jesus christ whom he sent is life eternal
john 173 if we keep the commandments then the love of god is per-

fected in us and we know that we are in him i john 25 the love of
god transforms us into sons of god and when he appears we shall be like
him for we shall see him as he is i1 john 32 because this hope purifies us as

he is pure i1 john 33 ostler FARMS review
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41 ostler FARMS review

42 in ostler s words neither robinson nor the latter day saints invented this
emphasis on keeping the commandments as a condition to abiding in god s love it is

a part of the johannine expression of grace ostler FARMS review

43 owen and mosser FARMS review A joint review by evangelical bill calder-
wood and LDS mark evans strongly agrees in spirit catalyst march 1999 9

44 england review 192

45 mouw can a real mormon believe in jesus 14

46 pement Is mormonism christian 47
47 ostler FARMS review
48 stephen E robinson believing christ the parable of the bicycle and other

good news salt lake city deseret book 1992

49 stephen E robinson following christ the parable of the diver and more good
news salt lake city deseret book 1995

5050 for example arguing for the LDS view of an open canon or asserting that my
arguments against the book of mormon could also apply to the creeds note 15 and
accompanying text above

51 james R white Is the mormon my brother discerning the differences between
mormonism and christianity minneapolis bethany 1997

52 francis J beckwith and others the counterfeit gospel ofofmormonismmormonism the great
divide between mormonism and christianity eugene ore harvest house 1998

53 R philip roberts mormonism unmasked confronting the contradictions
between mormon beliefs and true christianity nashville broadman and holman 1998

54 walter martin the kingdom of the cults ed hank hanegraaff minneapolis
bethany house 1997 13 14 hanegraaff selectively cites our work to make it appear
that I1 no longer believe in evangelism despite my explicit and italicized disclaimers to
the contrary 191 27 of HWD

55 james white review of how wide the divide christian research journal 20
november december 1997 48 51

56 L L veinot why the divide midwest christian outreach journal july
august 1997 6 9

57 stephen F cannon still wide the divide A critical analysis of a mormon
and an evangelical in dialogue quarterly journal 17 no 4 1997 i1 12 18

58 bill mckeever and eric johnson how wide Is the divide september 1997
httpwwwmrmorgarticlesdividehtml

59 alan goff brief notice of HWD in first things no 77 november 1997 61 62
6060 ronald enroth other evangelical views of how wide the divide truth

quest journal i no 3 1997 7
61 jason barker christians and interreligious dialogue watchman expositor 15

no 4 1998 4 8 jason barker the key to effective religious dialogue watchman
expositor 15 no 4 1998 9 12 jason barker new religious movements religious
dialogue watchman expositorexpository15 no 4 1998 13 1419 21

62 1I did however receive eight tapes from KSL radio salt lake city of various
shows and forums reflecting a diversity of LDS response to the book between june and
october 1997

63 dallin H oaks another testament of jesus christ ensign 24 march
1994 66

64 compare the similar experiences and reflections of carl mosser why evan
gelicalsge licals need to take the new mormon scholarship seriously orlando ETS no-
vember 1998 9 12
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65 beckwith and others counterfeit gospel 76 referring to robinson in HWD 92
66 beckwith and others counterfeit gospel 76

67 stephen E robinson are cormonsmormons christians salt lake city bookcraft 1991iggi
68 see ostler FARMS review

69 truth in love letter milwaukiemilwaukee ore truth in love ministries june

19971i997 i 2 after my coucofcolleagueleague gordon lewis wrote and pointed out this information to
them they did publish a retraction in their september 1997 newsletter p 4 apologizing
for the error but giving no explanation for how it originally came about and continu-
ing to polemicizepolemicize against and misrepresent the books function

70 richard mouw evangelical mormonism christianity todays november
1991 30

71 david daniels how wide the divide christian retailing 43 may 51997 62

72 since this article was first submitted I1 have received the very positive double
review of HWD by evangelical bill catherwood and LDS L mark evans in spirit catal-
yst march 1999 9
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CRAIG L BLOMBERG and STEPHEN E ROBINSON how wide the
divide A mormon and an evangelical in conversation downers grove ill111111.lillii

intervarsityInterVarsity press 1997 228 ppap paperback 11.991199

review essay by eugene england writer in residence utah valley state college

THE GOOD NEWS AND THE BAD

the good news is that mormonscormons and evangelicalsEvangelicals aren t as far apart in
their theology as some had supposed the bad news is that mormonscormons and
evangelicalsEvange licals aren t as far apart in their theology as some had supposed

how wide the divide A mormon and an evangelical in conversation is

a unique book and an excellent model for future religious dialogue be-
tween mormonscormons and other faiths and among mormonscormons themselves it takes
on one of the most notorious divides in christianity one fraught with stereo-
types acrimony misinformation and in a word much christianunchristianun be-
havior the book provides clarity insight and I1 hope some healing of
wounds the authors are well trained biblical scholars and experienced
able writers in this book they reveal themselves as devout believers in their
respective christian faiths and as thoughtful gracious men

the structure of HWD carefully planned and worked through is key
to the books success since it requires genuine listening to each other s

positions the four chapters each on a crucial historically divisive issue
begin with a statement by one or the other author on the subject and a

review of the usual uninformed misconceptions by others of their views
each author then includes a quite critical section of misgivings about
what they understand the other group believes and ends with A more posi-
tive conclusion that points toward a joint conclusion written together
after the other has gone through the same process for their half of the chap-
ter finally the authors write a conclusion to the entire book that pleads
for mutual avoidance of labels like cult and great and abominable
church for greater understanding based on correct information from reli-
able sources and for a new era ofinterreligiousofinterreligious conversation and cooper-
ation in social and political action as allies in the service of god the
authors list twelve points of agreement such as there is no other name
and no other way by which any individual may be saved other than
through jesus christ 195 and eleven important issues that continue to
divide us like do people have a chance to respond to the gospel after
death or not 196 the book ends with an invitation for further dialogue
characterized by speaking the truth to one another in love 196

191
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all of this is very good news I1 found myself authoritatively informed
by both authors on some of the intricacies of traditional christian thought
and evangelical belief especially in the areas of biblical inerrancy and sal-
vation by grace the authors careful dialogue re invigorated my thinking
about mormon concepts of god the atonement and the plan of salvation
I1 was delighted at the good spirit manifest in the exchanges even during
sharp disagreement about fundamentals the authors were careful and at-
tentive to each other and willing to rethink restate and even change their
minds they clearly respect and admire each other and are not threatened
by continuing differences or failure to convert one another I1 found myself
yearning for similarly respectful civil discourse among mormonscormons when
they express or debate opposing views of mormon history or theology

the bad news is that some evangelicalsEvange licals intolerance for mormonscormons has
taken extreme forms including the claim that mormonscormons are not christians
and are therefore unworthy to associate in christian causes receive awards
from christian associations or teach at christian colleges the persecution
has even extended to the making or showing of viciously false and inflam-
matory films though such consequences are renounced by blomberg
they may be partly a result of basic theological positions that robinson
seems more willing to compromise than blomberg and that may be taking
over popular mormon thought and reducing tolerance for each other within
the church

robinson has already written thoroughly and persuasively on the mat-
ter of salvation by grace in works comparable in focus to those of lowell
bennion and elder jeffrey R holland his believing christ 1 which con-
tains his famous parable of the bicycle and following christ2christa have be-
come popular antidotes to the common mormon notion that people are
saved solely by works and must perfect themselves to enter christs king-
dom and inherit celestial glory perhaps this is the heresy that most offends
evangelicalsEvange licals and makes them think that mormonscormons aren t christian

in believing christ robinson uses ancient and modern scripture lively

argument and touching personal experiences like the bicycle story to show
that the crucial beginning of the journey of salvation receiving christ and
being released from the bondage of sin that is becoming justified is

made possible through grace not merit or works it is a free gift something
like that of the father in the bicycle parable who stalls his importunate
daughter with you save all your pennies and pretty soon you 11ll have
enough for a bike then when she later comes to him with all she has
sixty one cents he makes up the rest

this is very good news and I1 know that for many mormonscormons it evokes

the gratitude and brings the change of heart that paul felt when he first
realized with awe the unique unconditional quality of god s love while
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we were yet sinners christ died for us rom 58 A person I1 know was
pushed near the edge of despair when her son suffered a terrible accident
that required years of patient tending struggling with questions like why
my son and how can I1 possibly do it this parent found the answers in
robinson s book and was able to lay her burden on the lord and find
immense relief grace does in fact have the power to save and latter day
saints too often cut themselves off from that power or delay its effects by
overreactingoverreachingover reacting to the traditional protestant emphasis on 11grace alone trying
instead to do it all by themselves

the bad news however is that reading robinson s discussion of grace
and atonement in HWD especially his sympathetic responses to blom-
berg s evangelical formulations confirmed my feeling that the grace in the
bicycle parable is more protestant than mormon protestant grace as I1

understand it is god freely doing something absolutely crucial for and to

us in order to save some of us from hell mormon grace on the other hand
involves god freely doing something absolutely crucial to help all of us be-

come new saved beings protestant grace begins in god s omnipotence and
absolute sovereignty and thus logically as calvin showed is pre destinated
irresistible permanent and results in an either or reward salvation or
damnation mormon grace begins in gods loving response to our intrin-
sic moral agency and thus emphasizes our choice growing in grace and
trying to change ourselves through repentance and righteousness into
11 new creatures all of which results in a huge variety of degrees of indi-
vidual salvation the crucial difference as I1 see it is that between an ab-
solute god giving us relief from his absolute demands of justice because we
have no merit and a loving father helping us to become christlike because
we can t do it alone

recently an evangelical pollster asked can a good person earn their
way to heaven3heavensheaven 3 the good news is that 76 percent of mormonscormons agreed they
could that s also the bad news because as elder bruce C hafen has writ-
ten individuals lack the capacity to develop a christlike nature by their
own effort 3541544 but mormonscormons aren t the only inconsistent ones an even
higher number of catholics 82 percent agreed they could earn their way
to heaven though as monsignor francis mannion rector of the cathedral
of the madeleine in salt lake city points out the question as phrased
directly denies the central catholic doctrine that no one can get to heaven
without god s grace 5 even 22 percent of assembly of god members and
38 percent of baptists though these are among the most evangelevangelicalical 5

11 saved by grace christians agreed they could earn their way to heaven
why the confusion on something so basic I1 think ititss because the

way the question is usually put are we saved by grace or by works mis-
directs the discussion even to some extent for robinson and blomberg it
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is also because the same scriptures as joseph smith discovered as a boy
seeking truth and as robinson and blomberg amply demonstrate can be
interpreted quite oppositely this however is precisely why prophetic in-

terpretationterp retation of the bible and new modern revelations are needed advan-
tages that blomberg will not accept and that robinson at least in this book
seems too willing to neglect

modern revelation opens up a whole new way of seeing salvation that
escapes the trap of the traditional protestant catholic argument proceed-
ing from that misleading question about amounts of grace and works it
teaches that salvation is not a quid pro quo reward or punishment by
god but a state of being or lack thereof and of spiritual growth toward
godhood achieved through whatever combination of grace and choice and
effort best works for each of us

the catholic emphasis on salvation through obedience to church law

including submission to prescribed ordinances administered by proper
church authority could very easily lead to hypocrisy A sinner could go

through the motions without inner conviction or change he could even
in the fifteenth century buy indulgences or means to salvation luther
offended by such practices read paul on salvation by grace and wrote
11alone in the margin of his bible adding his own unscriptural emphasis
and thus moving most protestants to the opposite extreme which holds
that actions and authority don t matter only a personal commitment to
christ that is rewarded with total salvation

but such apparent opposites both offend common sense and they lead

to the confusion revealed in the poll cited above actions and outward
ordinances can be what mormon condemning infant baptism called
dead works moroni 823 but there is something equally wrong with the

notion that what we do and are doesndoean t really or ultimately matter that
god will give salvation to certain people for believing whatever their
lives look like the problem with both positions is that they imply that sal-

vation is a thing an amount a reward that can be somehow given by god
modern revelation teaches that salvation is a condition a soul s state of

being mosiah 31219 in fact a variety of conditions mosiah 238 39
makes it clear that hell itself is a state of internal being rather than an exter-
nal place such states of soul are not simply given or created by god they
are achieved or lost through a combination of our response to god s en-
abling opportunities to his potentially transforming love in the atone-
ment salvation requires becoming new creatures in christ through our
sincere participation in the saving ordinances and obedience to moral law
including service to others

it seems to me unfortunate that robinson s parable is about amounts
a little bit of works sixty one cents and total belief a child s heart plus
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christ s infinite grace bring a bicycle rather than being about what it is

that makes it possible for a person to become justified through an inner
change and then become continually more christlike of course robinson
knows that all analogies have their limits and that a bicycle is not very
much like salvation he is very clear both in following christ and in some
of his most effective responses to blomberg 145 47 that a process ofofsanctisanctisanati
fication through obedience and service must follow the initial justification
by faith in christ or the faith is not really faith but I1 still worry that robin-
son s formulations about salvation and judgment as well as other crucial
concepts seem more evangelical than mormon

obviously I1 cannot cover here the theological import of the full

constellation of concepts that are found in LDS or evangelical doctrinal
formulations but as a general matter theological issues tend to divide
themselves over one great rift the technical terms are rationalism which
posits a reasonable god and universe that consistently obey sensible and
ultimately ascertainable laws and voluntarism from the latin for
11 will which posits a sovereign god who creates and directs a universe
solely by his own will which can be irrational and capricious indeed is

essentially unintelligible to humans joseph smiths theology seems to me
to be quintessentially in line with the rationalistic it even suggests that the
laws by which our god became a god and by which we can follow him in
gaining salvation are eternal and unchangeable even by him and that
they work in rational and understandable ways to produce good in the
world and change in us evangelical theology is aggressively voluntaristic
insisting on a god totally different from us and indifferent to our reason-
ing one to whose inscrutable sovereign will we must simply submit even
in such crucial matters as why we were created how some of us are to be
saved and why some are to be punished eternally and im afraid robin-
son inclines in that direction

for instance robinson accepts apparently without reservation the
evangelical formulation of a substitutionary atonement that is that
christ fully and literally takes our place in suffering for the sins we have
committed and thus meets the demands of god s will that there be such
suffering A rationalistic understanding of the atonement consistent I1 be-
lieve with insights from modern revelation sees it not as some strange
impersonal even metaphysical contract involving an absolute judgmentaljudgmental
god and vicariously sacrificed christ which allows us to avoid a just
damnation rather it is as an infinite expression to each of us personally of
god and christs unconditional love expressed in christ s loving life and
teachings his taking upon himself our sins and weaknesses so completely
in the garden that he bled at every pore and his willing death on the cross
because the god who taught us the law is willing to do this for us who
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break the law the atonement is reasonably able to appease the demands
of justice and save us from sin and its natural punishments ifzowezfwewe let it
move us to accept the gift and use the power it provides to repent

the atonement is not as many evangelicalsEvangelicals believe a mysterious
substitute for our repentance and righteousness but rather a perfectly

sensible enabler it is as the book of mormon teaches the means given
us that we might have faith unto repentance alma 3417 under this
view the atonement is not a legalistic requirement on god to meet his own
mysterious demands and thus free us from punishment after we have faith
and repent it is god s effort to move us sinners through our response to
his unconditional love extended before we repent in order to change what
we are we can thus avoid the inherent demands of justice alma speaks
of both the moral majesty of gods righteous nature and our own inner
tendency to judge ourselves for going against that nature and participate
in god s plan of mercy alma 4215 traditional substitutionary 11 con-
cepts tend to keep us focused on justice and our own undeserving which
in my experience often merely increases guilt and immobility in the face of
sin while the concepts in modern revelations that emphasize the rational
ability of grace to move us to repentance are in fact powerful indeed to that
end it would be bad news indeed in an effort to become more accepted as

christians to lose those energizing and redemptive concepts
it would also be bad news if we lost our enlightened rationalistic

understandings of the nature of god and man and of the nature and au-
thority of scripture given through modern revelation thus it was sur-
prising to read robinson s rather complete capitulation to what seems like
scriptural literalism there isncisn t a single verse of the bible that I1 do not
personally accept and believe 59 it was especially surprising after his
accurate summary of the rather liberal mormon understanding through
modern revelation that god speaks to his servants in their weakness after
the manner of their language dacd&c 124 and his admission that this
means that all scripture is recorded by men who can and do make mis-
takes 57 though robinson is very good at critiquing evangelicalsEvangelicals for
using mainly nonauthoritative mormon sources to construct false notions
of mormon beliefs he seems to want to define the resources for mormon
theology much too narrowly

what is at stake is nothing short of our concept of gods nature in rela-

tion to our own the worst news it seems to me is that robinson appears
willing to give up the unique rationalistic concepts of god revealed in the
doctrine and covenants and developed clearly and fully in the king follett
discourse blomberg rightly points out that the evangelical concept of an
absolute sovereign god is crucial to the concept of a substitutionary
atonement sufficient to save both concepts stand or fall together and
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robinson lets both stand he effectively faults evangelicalsEvangelicals for claiming
biblical sufficiency and inerrancy and at the same time basing much of
their thought and language on the postbiblicalpostbiblical councils which according
to him are wedded to greek philosophical categories and assumptions
88889292 yet robinson seems to accept quite uncritically the unbiblical con-

cept of god that arose in those councils that is as a static I1 omnipotent
11omniscient and omnipresent being entirely different in nature from
humans As robinson puts it directly addressing perhaps the major differ-
ence between mormonscormons and other christians many evangelicalsEvange licals are con-
vinced wrongly that latter day saints believe in a finite limited or
changeable god even though that notion is repugnant to us 88

repugnant to mormonscormonsMormons what about president brigham young
the god that I1 serve is progressing eternally in knowledge and power

and so are his children 1166 or twentieth century apostle john A widtsoeWidtsoe
if the great law of progression isis accepted god must have been engaged

and must now be engaged in progressive development 7

yes I1 know these are what blomberg and even robinson would call
11 noncanonical sources and literal interpretations of certain scriptures do
support an all powerful absolute and static god but that shows precisely
how dangerously limiting scriptural literalism is the three omnis di-
rectly contradict what modern revelation and common sense tell us about
god and there is no need to be bound to literal interpretation of their
scriptural use for instance the scriptures say god is allailali powerful and
infinite but they also say god is love and god is a consuming fire all

these are worshipful metaphors and should not be taken as literal defini-
tive theology modern scripture makes clear that god cannot create intelli-
gence and elements dacd&c 9329 33 and that he cannot break eternal law
dacd&c 13020 and modern prophets from brigham young to joseph
fielding smith have recognized that the absolutistic scriptural language
concerning one god who has all power and knowledge sufficient to save
us can well apply to our limited sphere of existence in which god is in-
deed unchangeable at the same time other language about many gods
in eternal progression ofknowledge and power is equally true and orthodox
when applied to spheres beyond our own 8 the problem is not so much
that robinson is wrong as that he claims only half the story is orthodox

the voluntaristic evangelical understanding seems to be that god is

an absolute and infinite being perfect and self sufficient in every way
existing before and therefore unconditioned by time and space and
material and law this would seem to imply that god decides for some
unaccountable reason he certainly doesndoean t need anything being absolute
by definition to create beings to love him makes them out of nothing
and thus wholly determines what they will be then god puts billions of
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them in a world where the huge majority endure mainly pain and sorrow
comes among them as christ and rewards those who believe on him with
eternal bliss and punishes those who dont including the huge majority
who have never heard ofhim with eternal torment no wonder that many
in our century have decided that such a god is at best irrational and at

worst a cruel creator if he was already perfect why did he need to create
this world at all and if he s all powerful why couldncoulden t he just make an
adam and eve that would have done things right in the first place or since
they were made out of nothing destroy them and start over or at least

just send sinners back into nothingness rather than eternal torment or
make christian teaching available to more than io10 percent of his children
or prevent the holocaust and so forth

I1 can t help preferring the rationalistic mormon concept that sees god
as an exalted person existing in time and space and with a real environment
of matter and energy and law which can be organized and created within
but cannot be called into being or destroyed or absolutely controlled
a being whose work and glory it is to help other beings develop in the ways

he has developed so they can enjoy his glory too this god sacrifices his

son in an atonement of infinite love powerful enough to resurrect us all to
immortality and to move those of us who will to repent and improve until
we become like him with the same joy and creative and loving powers
others he simply lets experience fully the results of what they have become
or can still become in infinite variety rather than consigning them ab-
solutelysol utely and irrevocably to pain or bliss

we encounter here of course the crucial issues of judgment and pun-
ishmentishment in the rationalistic view there are certainly natural and unavoid-
able consequences for all violations of natural universal law and god s

justice will always hold us to strict account for our choices and shortcom-
ings but his atonement appeases all need to suffer additional punish-
ment if we will repent and thus I1 believe all god s punishment is never
vindictive modern revelation strongly suggests that eternal punishment
does not mean endless dacd&c 1912 though certainly some will choose
to become incapable of repentance and suffer the pain that entails god is

indeed the long suffering compassionate reasonable unconditionally lov-

ing savior who takes no pleasure at all that the wicked should die but
hopes they will return from their way and live ezek 1823

the voluntaristic view on the other hand is quite willing to accept
perhaps even approve of god s irrational punishment on his creatures
thus despite the intelligence and graciousness of blomberg I1 grew
increasingly depressed by the dreary even mean spirited implications of
evangelical theology though it is not fair to imagine the adolf
hitlershidersciders of this world experiencing the same punishment as the friendly
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hardworking non christian homeowner down the street they will
spend an unpleasant eternity apart from god and all his people 174 1I was
even more depressed to find robinson using lake of fire language 151

that is usually associated with vindictive punishment
gospel of course means literally good news but mea culpa I1 just

can t find much good news in such ideas about godsgodIs punishment accord-
ing to blomberg and robinson seems to some extent to agree god has
controlled the writing preservation and canonization of the bible so
miraculously that it can be called essentially inerrant sufficient and bind-
ing for our salvation and yet that same all powerful meticulous god has
been unable to make the bible and its saving message available to more
than a small fraction of his children blomberg recognizes this vexing
problem but can do no better than the old catholic answer rewards given
according to divine awareness of how they would have responded had
they heard the gospel 11711171 but this only compounds the cruel irrational-
ity by reminding us that humans have a nature that god gave them but will

not change and worse punishes them for it

that all seems to me quite bad news it certainly fails the marvelous
test joseph smith suggested for the revelation in the king follett dis-
course of the very rationalistic doctrines of god s finitude and man s

potential deification this is good doctrine it tastes good Wwhenhen I1

tell you of these words of eternal life that are given to me by the inspira-
tion of the holy spirit and the revelations of jesus christ you are bound
to receive them as sweet you taste them and I1 know you believe them 9

but by all means people should read the book and decide for themselves
whether robinson and blomberg s doctrinal formulations taste good it
may after all in the end be mostly a matter of personal temperament
whether individuals tend toward rationalism or toward voluntarism
some are genuinely attracted to the securities of an absolute sovereign
justiceustiasti ce oriented god and some to the adventuresomeness of an open pro-
gressivegressive universe and an infinitely loving god working with us eternal
moral agents I1 remember how shocked I1 was when I1 first read the great
evangelical divine jonathan edwards tell how he after previously being
full of objections to what seemed a horrible doctrine became con-

verted to god s sovereignty in choosing whom he would to eternal life
and rejecting whom he pleased leaving them eternally to perish and be
everlastingly tormented in hell after his conversion edwards s reason
apprehended the justice and reasonableness of it and the doctrine
appeared exceedingly pleasant bright and sweet 10 I1 was appalled that
doctrine did not and does not taste sweet to me at all but I1 could see
and accept that good intelligent people could feel that way and that I1

might have something to learn from them
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the bad news for me is that those both evangelicalsEvange licals and mormonscormonsMormons
with the voluntaristic temperament seem so unwilling to tolerate and learn
from those with the rationalistic and that partly through that influence
american and now mormon cultures seem to be increasingly intolerant of
other people both politically and theologically there seems to be a ten-
dency for those who believe in an absolute sovereign all determining and
punishing god to have absolute assurance that he has given them perhaps
through an inerrant bible absolute truth which they are justified in
using any means including the law and even illegal force to impose on
others A few years ago I1 confronted some evangelical ex mormonscormons for
jesus who in an effort to embarrass the church had dishonestly obtained
and then circulated a private letter they claimed they had a perfect right to
do anything to destroy mormonism which god had told them was evil

the good news is that HWD is designed to bring greater tolerance
between evangelicalsEvange licals and mormonscormons by showing that much of what we
believe once we get past false stereotypes and different definitions is the
same the bad news is that the unspoken premise of the book seems to be
that we have to believe more alike in order to be more tolerant even if
blomberg and robinson were totally wrong and evangelicalsEvange licals and mor
mons really did have completely different beliefs we still shouldnshouldna t be
treating each other the way we do

the worst news is the spirit of no compromise underneath even blom-
berg s urbane well informed politeness he and other evangelicalsEvange licals approve
of robinson s bicycle parable for being closer to the truth their truth
about grace but would have him remove even the sixty one cents the
daughter contributes blomberg says that evangelicalsEvange licals hope and pray that
influential modern LDS authors like prof robinson are indeed shifting the
balance back toward grace 177 and they are already starting in print to
call such people part of evangelical mormonmormonismism apparently the only
mormonscormons acceptable to them as christians 182

robinson and others may indeed be shifting the balance of popular
mormon theology this is not necessarily bad news perhaps it is just a his-
torical shift in temperament or response to our terrible anxiety producing
century or even a useful correction to a popular mormon overemphasis
on salvation by works or god s finitude but if as past experience with
evangelicalsEvangelicals suggests evangelical mormonscormonsMormons rather than following the
example of this book become more intolerant of those who differ with
them that would be very bad news indeed

I1 don t expect that to happen I1 trust that mormonscormons will cling to doc-
trines of modern revelation that encourage both grateful acceptance of
grace and a serious continuing personal effort to grow in grace those
doctrines reveal a compassionate god who does not ask us to see all we are
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and do including being damned for his glory a god whose work and
glory always is to enable our immortality and eternal life in the book of
moses enoch given a vision of heaven and earth sees god weeping over
human wickedness he is astonished because having a traditional volun-
taristicta concept of god as absolute and all powerful he assumes that god
should be able to simply prevent or at least change what might make
him weep god explains that his children have agency cannot be coerced
and thus the whole heavens shall weep over them seeing these shall
suffer moses 732 37 enoch sees into god s heart changes his concept
of him and is moved to new compassion himself he wept and stretched
forth his arms and his heart swelled wide as eternity and his bowels
yearned and all eternity shook moses 741 this is the good news for
both mormonscormons and evangelicalsEvange licals

the real test of whether genuine efforts for mutual understanding like
HWD are successful is if those efforts help people to embrace the fullness
of the gospel beyond their own partial emphases if they help mormonscormons
to better appreciate the good news ofgrace emphasized by evangelicalsEvange licals and
if they help evangelicalsEvangelicals to better appreciate the good news of god s gen-
uinely related intelligibly merciful nature and his means providing
divine atonement that helps us change our nature as taught in modern
revelation finally what will most determine the success of these efforts is
the degree to which both faiths treat one another with respect and com-
passion whether they agree more or not

i1 stephen E robinson believing christ the parable of the bicycle and other good
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reviewed by paul L anderson head of design brigham young university museum
of art

architectural historians and preservationists are fond of saying that a

building can be regarded as a historical document a skilled and sensitive
observer can read much about its history builders and surrounding com-
munity through its design structure craftsmanship and details in this
groundbreakinggroundbreaking book robison is that skilled and sensitive observer com-
bining thorough documentary research with a detailed and perceptive analy-
sis of the first important latter day saint building he thereby illuminates
the personalities culture and religious foundations of early mormonism

robison is uniquely qualified to write a historical analysis of the kirt-
land temple A professor in the school of architecture and environmental
design at kent state university in ohio he has degrees in both engineering
and architectural history his unusual ability to analyze both the style and
structure of architectural monuments has been reflected in numerous
scholarly publications as well as in practical consultation on the conserva-
tion of historic buildings A member of the LDS church robison was
commissioned by the restoration trails foundation of the RLDS church
to study the structural condition of the kirtland temple in the late 19805
in the course of his detailed study of its current problems he examined lit-
erally every structural member in the building through this highly tech-
nical process he gained insight into the complex history of the building
and its builders

the book is handsome and concise with just 147 pages including
nearly a hundred illustrations plus fifty pages of appendices the presenta-
tion is mostly chronological with generous portions of stylistic and struc-
tural analysis along the way the illustrations are as important as the text
bringing all of the relevant drawings and many helpful photographs
together in one volume for the first time the appendices include a docu-
mentary chronology citing the major historical sources a list of workers
on the temple a detailed record of the dedication services compiled from
two different accounts a collection of fascinating historical descriptions of
the building and a glossary of architectural terms

while providing a coherent narrative of the temple s history robison
also offers original insights into perplexing issues about its design other
writers have puzzled over the differences in proportions between the draw-
ings for the independence temple and the facade of the nearly identical
kirtland temple robison shows how the inexperienced draftsman s
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omission ofsome structural features on the drawings can account for these
differences 9 15 he further reveals how novice builders working without
detailed design drawings produced irregularities in the spacing of columns
and windows 34 40 robison contributes an important original discus-
sion of canadian precedents for the rubblestone and plaster exterior walls
he suggests that this type ofconstruction seldom seen in ohio or the east-
ern states was the contribution of canadian builder artemus millett who
became superintendent of construction at the time when attempts to build
with brick had failed 33

while others have suggested that decorative wood carvings in the major
rooms of the temple probably came from published builders 5 manuals robi-
son identifies the manuals and editions most likely used and then explains
the differences in style between lower and upper meeting rooms by suggest-
ing that their builders were using two different manuals published nearly
thirty years apart 6060 68 he also offers a thorough explanation of the use
and technical aspects of the curtains that could divide the rooms into smaller
areas 85 95 mostly in the footnotes robison tactfully corrects some ques
tionabletionable conclusions of earlier writers and debunks some persistent myths
such as the doubtful attribution of uniquely mormon symbolism to rather
typical american decorative elements in the carved woodwork these and
other insights constitute the most convincing and complete examination of
the temple s architecture that has ever been published

robison s style of writing is clear analytical and straightforward he is

careful to explain and illustrate the more technical aspects of his analysis in
a way that any careful reader can follow if there is something missing in the
book it may be some expression of the author s own aesthetic and emo-
tional reactions to the temple in my experience the temple s exterior has a
surprisingly impressive sense of monumentality and purity of form that is

not captured in photographs in much the same way the arrangements and
details of the principal rooms combine to create an impression of exquisite
craftsmanship an aura of wonderful natural light and a feeling of har-
mony that are quite moving and completely appropriate for their sacred
purposes I1 conclude from the devotion and enthusiasm the author has
obviously brought to this project that he must have similar feelings which
I1 would have enjoyed knowing

in any case robison respectfully presents the builders accounts of their
feelings and religious experiences in connection with the temple but with-
out taking the tone of apologist As a result the book should appeal equally
to all branches of mormonism and to non LDS audiences interested in
history and architecture his presentation of such extensive research and
perceptive analysis together with his inclusion of so many supportive docu-
ments and illustrations should make this the standard work on the subject
for a long time to come
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reviewed by carol cornwall madsen professor of history and research historian
joseph fielding smith institute for latter day saint history brigham young university

elizabeth wood kane s recently discovered st george journal is a com-
panion piece to her previously edited journal twelve mormon homes
visited in succession on a journey through utah to arizona published in

1973 the st george journal records the events ofotherher stay in st george
during the winter of 1872 73 unknown to the editors of twelve mormon
homes the st george journal was among the thomas L kane family
papers donated by kent kane elizabeth kane s grandson to the harold B

lee library at brigham young university A gentile account of life in
utahs dixie is the fourteenth volume in the series utah the mormonscormonsMormons
and the west published by the tanner trust fund norman R bowen
who also edited lowell thomas the stranger everyone knows was a for-
mer journalism teacher at brigham young university and the university
of utah a city editor of the deseret news and a correspondent for sev-
eral national publications he completed most of the editing for kane s

journal before his unexpected death in 1992 A short sketch of the life of
elizabeth kane written by bowens daughter mary karen bowen solo-
mon precedes the text of the journal

elizabeth wood a native of liverpool england was born in 1836

soon after her family emigrated to new york elizabeth age sixteen mar-
ried her cousin thomas leiper kane of the kane s four children the
younger two evan and william accompanied their parents on their jour-
ney to utah in 1872 thomas kane s admiration of brigham young and
association with the mormonscormons distressed the religious elizabeth who did
not consider mormonscormons to be christians primarily because of their em-
brace of polygamy thomas kane s assistance to the mormonscormons during their
exodus from nauvoo and his intervention when johnston s army de-
scended on utah in 1857 were trials for elizabeth the couple s long separa-
tions including the time kane served in the civil war however led not
only to her studies of literature medicine history and even mormonism
but also to her lifelong journal writing

thomas kane s persistent ill health exacerbated by a severe war wound
led brigham young to invite the kanes to accompany him on his annual
winter pilgrimage to the mild climate of southern utah in 1872 elizabeth
took with her not only her two young sons and a fervent dislike of polygamy
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but also an uncommonly perceptive eye and a curious mind the resulting
record of their winter stay written from letters notes and diary entries
is an extraordinary account of mormon village life as well as an inadvertent
revelation of the reluctant visitor herself

though the text is well annotated one editorial deficiency is the absence

of an introduction explaining the historical and social background of 1872

st george which would have provided a useful context for elizabeths ob-
servationsservat ions another small oversight is the uncorrected reference eliza-
beth makes to lucy bigelow young s mother as mrs benbow rather than
mrs bigelow otherwise the editor has carefully identified the numerous
persons events and places mentioned in the journal

elizabethselizabethellzabetheilzabeths journal reveals an educated sensitive intelligent and ar-
ticulateticulate woman while her journal is more anecdotal than chronological
it covers a wide range of subjects and displays an enviable power of obser-
vation and description her numerous historical and literary allusions
attest to the extent of her self education strands of sardonic humor occa-
sionallysionally weave their way into her colorful commentary especially about
polygamists but on the whole she is respectful of her subjects and some-
times admiring

the journal begins on december 25 1872 with the entry I11 I wonder
how we shall get through the days here i two months and 175 pages
later elizabeth confesses I11 I cannot forget what rest and peace of soul I1

have enjoyed among them the mormonscormonsMor mons 175 the intervening pages
record not only the education of an inquisitive mind but also the transfor-
mation of a querulous guest when the kanes arrived they found a small

community of about eleven hundred people only a few more than the

130 pioneer families who arrived a decade earlier and stayed despite the sear-
ing summers constant river floodingsflooringsfloodings failed crops brackish water alka-

line soil and disconcerting isolation larry M logue s A sermon in the

desert belief and behavior in early st george utah asks the question
why did people who took pride in their rational choices endure living in

this place 12 elizabeth s journal begins to answer that question
there was no hiding the region s hostility to settlement abandoned

fields crumbling foundations and scrawny animals were evidence enough
of the desert s destructive and unyielding soil santa clara settlers eliza-
beth noted were better off than their st george neighbors she facetiously
added that if she were a faithful niece of my uncle sam she would laugh
at their industry until their labor proved productive and then drive the
accursed mormonscormons out to make new combs of honey in still remoterremoler
deserts for us to eat in turn 89 9090 but she did not laugh the determi-
nation she found among the settlers to conquer nature s deficits was too
formidable a human force to be ridiculed or exploited
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if the land was forbidding then the landscape was enchanting and
elizabeth kane had the words to portray its uniqueness A hike to one of
the low volcanic ridges that edged the community yielded a panorama
she frequently described ranges of mountains that had been entirely
hidden from us down in st george by the red cliffs that wall in the val-
ley 11 she wrote

rose before us tier on tier behind the sugar loaf bluffs we saw the pine
valley mountains robed in new fallen dazzling snow but its purity was
partly overshadowed by a great snow cloud that rested on the summits of
that mountain group alone its shadows darkened the slopes while the
bright mountain peaks here and there pierced through its soft masses and
rose into the sunny atmosphere above as if they would fain float off
and become clouds themselves 15 16

no two views from her numerous hikes to the tops of the ridges and
plateaus evoked the same response and literary cliches seldom found place
in her vividly drawn descriptions

the native americans whom she encountered on the streets of st george
also claimed many pages ofotherher journal she and her boys were fascinated
by their appearance their speech their customs and their culture they
listened intently to the stories related by mormon indian scouts and mis-
sionariessionaries she recounts in detail the trial of one accused indian and was
delighted to see justice served in his acquittal granted by an allwhiteall white court

balls dinners and parties while frequent seemed less absorbing to this
faithful presbyterian than the weekly LDS services that she regularly men-
tioned 1 I mean to remember she explained that it was right and not
wrong to worship with the mormonscormons as with christians 176 the message
in the sermons the sincerity and sometimes irreverence of the speaker
and especially the joyful singing of the congregation without an organ
prompted her to write it is such a comfort to be with people who are in

earnest 176 moreover she did not discredit the accounts of spiritual
manifestations and eagerly listened to and recorded stories of conversion
the beginnings of the church and the exodus from nauvoo she also quietly
observed the charitable activities of the relief society concluding that
much of it was picking up the dropped stitches of the bishops 32 33

flowing like a steady counterpoint to elizabeth s perceptive often elo-

quent observations that make up this episodic journal are her disdain of
polygamy and wonder at those who practiced it in a community where
one third of all husbands had plural wives 1 meaning that at least two
thirds of the wives were polygamous elizabeth could not avoid feeling
immersed in the practice convinced that a communion of mind and
heart could not exist in plural marriages she believed her happiness to be
11 a stronger missionary sermon for monogamy than her words 21 in
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time however the independence and self reliance displayed by the plural
wives and their efficiency in household management gained her admira-
tion she also relished the love stories she elicited from two plural wives
though she rationalized that only a studied indifference to their husband s

shared affection enabled the women to endure the practice by the time she
left however despite her rueful comments about the multiple mrs youngs
or mrs snows she admitted she had adjusted to seeing several wives ad-
joiningoiningbining a single man

elizabeth found that this desert community with its faith tried settlers
evoked comparison with ancient palestine and its early inhabitants who
transformed that desert land into a fruitful oasis she noted that she often
felt she was living in an old syrian world among pastoral folk fulfilling
isaiah s promise of making a fertile land of the desert plains but even as she
wrote of the remarkable transformation of a resistant land to the coaxing
cultivation of a determined people she simultaneously recorded the trans-
formation she was undergoing the elizabeth kane who left st george in
february 1873 was not the same woman who had arrived there just two
months earlier both elizabeth s outright admission that were she to write
the journal again the entries would be written in a kindlier spirit 168

and her acknowledgment that she could finally think kindly of brigham
young demonstrate how the st george experience had clearly mellowed
the opinions of this sensitive strong minded woman from the humble
folk eking out a living to the more favored wives of church leaders eliza-
beth came to recognize that they can all teach me something 155 if his-
torian larry logue saw st george as a sermon in the desert elizabeth
kane s book is a sermon from the desert

i larry M logue A sermon in the desert belief and behavior in early st george

utah urbana university of illinois press 1988 49
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reviewed by J michael alienallenailen lecturer in history university of auckland new zealand

for those interested in the international growth of the LDS church
the publication of this long awaited book was welcome news R lanier
britsch professor of history at brigham young university and former
director of that university s david M kennedy center for international
studies is well qualified to chart the course of the church s history in asia
this volume originally part of the church sesquicentennial project 1 adds
a great deal to our understanding of LDS history in that region

properly eschewing the notion that asia can be treated as a unit
britsch adopts a combination chronological regional approach to his sub-
ject following a brief introduction that situates the LDS church in asia in
a broad historical context the book is divided into a series of regional
chapters where more than one chapter covers a particular country or
region each chapter in that section deals with a different time period
within chapters the subject treatment is largely topical covering such
concerns as missionary work the acquisition of property the growth of
missions and stakes visits and direction from general authorities trans-
lation and publications and so on the concluding chapter is a short reflec-
tion on the author s own involvement in asia and especially on president
gordon B hinckley s special concern for the church and its members
throughout asia and his importance in the history of the church there

some readers may wonder about the author s tendency to focus pri-
marily on the lives and activities of church leaders rather than on the vast
majority of members who never hold a highly visible administrative office
it is true of course that most local leaders started out as average mem-
bers and one must acknowledge that most members of the church are
simply not mentioned in historical sources except in membership records
which generally give no enlivening information there is a great concern in
this book with statistics numbers of members numbers of wards and
branches numbers of converts per missionary but there is little detadetailedbledfled

information available about the people whose lives and struggles give tex-
ture and meaning to those statistics

on the other hand I1 found it remarkable how many times a few cer-
tain people were called again and again into church service as leaders in
asia and accepted the callings this applies both to asian members and
to westerners called to serve as mission presidents or in other capacities
A core of committed faithful members can truly be called pioneers of the
church in asia
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after reading this book no one can question the importance of local
missionaries and local leadership especially in places where foreign prose
lytinglating missionaries are prohibited or severely curtailed much of the period
charted by britsch is a time when foundations were being built to chroni-
cle more of the lives of individual members would require countless hours
of interviewing across more than a dozen countries in even more lan-
guages and at an astronomical cost someday this may be done country by
country but one does well to be grateful for the context britsch has pro-
vided for that future project

there are a few in felicities in the book for instance the author refers
to the people s republic of china as communist china rather than by its
proper name and uses the term populous several times when the in-
tended word is populace these slips should have been caught by a care-
ful editor but such errors are few particularly given the size of the book
several statements could use some clarification or further explanation for
example certain korean ideas about god are said to correlate well with
mormon beliefs 181 the reader might ask what they are britsch states
that americakmerica of course is the home of religious pluralism 0085080585o8508 perhaps
this is true if one refers to religious pluralism as enshrinedunshrined in written con-
stitutions but dedeiuredejurejutejure religious pluralism is not the same thing as de facto
religious pluralism and it can be argued that america is not the original
home of the latter other parts of the world had considerable mixing of
religions and a remarkable degree of religious pluralism during times when
the west was dominated by a very intolerant christianity

despite these criticisms which a reviewer feels obligated to mention
the scale is weighted heavily on the positive side no other book attempts
to cover so many aspects of the church s growth in asia britsch greatly
expands the scope of coverage found in spencer J palmer s the church
encounters asia 1970 both the story of the church in asia and the local
and regional contexts that provide the backdrop for that story are now
vastly different from the contexts of the 19os1970s this book therefore fills a
definite need

britsch places the churchschurche first introduction into each country or region
in its broad cultural context by discussing religious cultural social politi-
cal or historical backgrounds this discussion is of necessity brief but it is

helpful nevertheless there are times when britsch s contextual introduc-
tions capture in a few words exactly what the reader needs to know about
the situation for example in the chapter on the earliest missionary efforts
in japan during the first two decades of the twentieth century he helps the
reader understand how alien that country seemed to missionaries from
utah in some ways japan was more alien than less developed parts of
asia simply because at first glance the country did not appear so strange
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by the time LIDSLDS missionaries arrived japan had already been hard at the
work ofmodernizing and to a large extent westernizingWestern izing under a vigorous
leadership with lofty national goals in mind what made japan so disori
enting therefore was the fact that it was modern but at the same time
completely different an experience in many ways more difficult to handle
than going to a place that had none of the trappings of home britsch goes
on to offer plausible explanations for the apparent failure in terms of
numbers of converts of the early japanese mission

although the author concentrates on growth and is eager to emphasize
the positive and the prophetic he does not avoid discussing problems the
church has encountered along the way problems including not only
bureaucratic roadblocks and cultural differences within asian countries
but also miscalculations and outright insensitivity on the part of church
members he is willing to acknowledge where expectations have not been
met where activity or retention has been low where experiments have
failed where progress has been inconsistent and where progress has in
fact been reversed A good example of this is his deft treatment of the fiasco

that occurred in 1972 when a missionary in thailand climbed atop a statue
of the buddha and had his picture taken by a fellow missionary surely one of
the most egregious examples of insensitivity in LDS mission history the
picture made its way into the newspapers and the resulting firestormfirestorm of
criticism damaged the church s reputation in that country so badly that
the effects are still felt over a quarter of a century later britsch neither
excuses the missionaries nor attempts to minimize the damage but uses
this incident as an occasion to deliver a low key but well placed call for
11greater maturity more cultural knowledge and increased sensitivity
everywhere in the church 386

britsch includes a very effective discussion of church welfare in the
chapter on the philippines a topic that may be unfamiliar to many read-
ers he highlights the words of elder marion D hanks who when reflect-
ing on his time as executive administrator over southeast asia said I11 I felt

and feel that we need to establish ourselves not theologically according
to their definition but at least in terms of behavior we need to be able to
identify with what we so earnestly pronounce ourselves to be and that s

christian 389 one senses britsch s own sympathy with this sentiment in
his emphatic treatment of welfare and service issues the section on thai-
land and cambodia 389 97 contain the most moving stories in the book
the focus on individual people demonstrates how the sometimes quiet
efforts of the church and its members can make an incalculable difference
for good in the lives of people for whom the circumstances of birth educaaduca
tion geography war or luck have not provided the opportunities for self
betterment that others have had
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any reader interested in church growth will gain much from this
book the church has faced considerable difficulties in asia the expulsion
of nearly all foreign LDSLIDS missionaries from singapore in 1970 the buddhist
statue controversy in thailand the inability to send foreign missionaries to
malaysia at all the impossibility of longtermlong term entrance of missionaries into
indonesia the struggle for survival of small isolated LDSLIDS groups in india
and other numerous problems of greater or lesser magnitude the coming
of age of the church in asia is an endlessly fascinating still unfolding story
R lanier britsch is a most able chronicler of that story to date

i1 BYU studies points out with apologies that from the east rather than the erro-
neous reference to mormonism in hawaii should have appeared in BYU studies 38 no
2 1999 206206 n 6 ed



JAY A PARRY and DONALD W PARRY understanding the book of reve-

lation salt lake city deseret book 1998 viii 358 ppap appendixes bibliog-
raphy indexes 199519.951995

MICK SMITH the book of revelation plain pure and simple salt lake
city bookcraft 1998 xiv 306306006 ppap bibliography index 199519.951995

reviewed by robert L maxwell special collections and ancient languages cataloger
harold B lee library brigham young university

A need exists for good LDS oriented commentaries on the scrip-
tures especially biblical texts and these two volumes begin to meet that
need revelation is a glorious book but is frequently obscure and dif-
ficult for many to understand these commentaries should encourage
greater interest in the book of revelation among church members and
lead them to ponder this important text in ways they may not have pre-
viously considered

the authors of understanding the book of revelation are brothers jay
and donald parry jay has published widely and chaired a general church
curriculum writing committee donald teaches hebrew at BYU and is

deeply involved in the international dead sea scrolls project mick smith
author of the book ofrevelationof revelation plain pure and simple is currently direc-
tor of the university of nebraska at lincoln institute of religion

being commentaries both books are similarly structured each chap-
ter in the parrys useful book corresponds to a chapter in revelation and is

divided into sections each section begins with a general commentary on
the text discussed is followed by the text itself and concludes with a verse
by verse commentary on the text the printed text of revelation is for the
most part the joseph smith translation JST with occasional interpola-
tions by the parrys brackets or ellipses indicate changes from the king
james version KJV each of which is explained in a footnote

smiths organization is slightly different he begins each section with
the KJV text offers a verse by verse commentary and concludes with what
he calls an applicability section and a summary this structure makes a

bit more sense than the parrys whose general commentary is sometimes
difficult to follow because it precedes the scriptural text

since LDS commentaries on revelation are limited the two books
inevitably quote the same sources chief among these are teachings of the

prophet joseph smith bruce R mcconkie s doctrinal new testament com-

mentary and richard draper s opening the seven seals the parrys are bet-
ter than smith at ferreting out these sources however and where smith
cites a single passage from an authority to clarify a verse the parrys may
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cite the same passage plus several more of course more is not always bet-
ter but often the additional passages give added insight for example
when smith cites mcconkie s dntc3528DNTC 3528 29 for an explanation of and I1

saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven rev 146 smith 154 55 he
leaves the reader with the impression that elder mcconkie believed the
11 angel referred uniquely to moroni the parrys reading further however
note that elder mcconkie suggested later in his commentary 3528 29
that the angel was symbolic of other angels as well parrys 184

this duplication of LDSLIDSliosllos sources is not surprising more surprising
considering the host of non LDS sources is the extensive duplication of
these sources as well both books rely extensively on robert mounce s book
of revelation1revelationrevelations1 and marvin vincents word studies in the new testament
both published by the evangelical publishing house of eerdmans 2 the
parrys use of non LDS criticism is somewhat more extensive than smith s

although neither book demonstrates broad knowledge of these sources
this is of course not expected given an LDSLIDSliosllos audience but a greater aware-
ness of non LDS biblical scholarship might be useful in an LDSLIDSliosllos commen-
tary on the bible if only as a counterpoint against which to show LDS
doctrine and in order to raise the awareness of LDS readers of the probable
beliefs of their non LDS acquaintances for example in the anchor bible 3

J massyngberdemassyngbercle ford posits that revelation was written not by the apostle
john but by john the baptist his disciples and others the parrys raise the
authorship issue in their books first sentence the book of revelation was
written by john the beloved apostle i1 but nowhere do they hint that this
is not obvious outside the LDS world nor are they explicit that LDS reve-
lation is quite clear on the point i1 ne 1424 27127 this is odd since they
cite ford occasionally and are thus probably aware of the anchor bible
stand smith ignores the question altogether

A commentary on any text must serve two functions first it should
establish what the text says second it should explain what it means both
books are well aware of these two functions and offer generous explana-
tions of textual meaning but they stop short of establishing what the text
actually says both go to great lengths to note JST changes but they ignore
the basic meaning of the text itself by writing as if john had written his text
in english this can cause problems as in the parry s frequent precise
counts of english words in the text which usually do not accurately reflect
the numbers in johns greek text for instance they note that the word as
appears fifty six times in revelation 21 the figure is actually eighty
three but john uses several greek words hos homoioshomoloshomo ios hosoihosonhosoilhosonhosoi hoson
hosper hote hosakisrosakishosakis hotan bolos all sometimes translated as in the KJV
further the KJV translators also rendered some of these words in other
ways including like thus the number fifty six or for that matter
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eighty three does not correctly inform readers of johns usage and over-
simplifies a complex situation for similar reasons the list of names and
titles of deity found in revelation with corresponding frequencies is also
problematic 315 this sort of word counting if it is to be at all meaning-
ful should be based on the original text smith makes occasional attempts
to delve into the original language but since he does not appear to be
familiar with greek he cites the greek dictionary in strong s concordance
often in error for example he cites strong s to explain the term lychnoslychnislych1ychnoscanosnos
but the word in the text of 112 is lychnialycenialychnia not lychnoslychnis 7 there is no greek
word uiovgiov the correct transliteration is huion 120 rather than going
even as far as smith in attempting to work with the original language the
parrys tend to shop around in various english translations until they hit
upon one they like for example on revelation 411 many versions read
by thy will in place of the KJV for thy pleasurepleasure5pleasured5 the jerusalem bible for

example reads it was only by your will that everything was made and
exists 64 would it not be simpler and more convincing to say that the
original of 411 diadladiadid tou thelema sou means by or through thy will
A somewhat different problem occurs when the parrys point out at 813
that some english versions read eagle rather than angel 112 but fail

to note that this stems from a variant in the earliest greek manuscripts the
authors of both books excuse themselves in their prefaces saying that they
do not intend the work to be scholarly but awareness of the original text is

necessary even in an LDS commentary the lack of such an awareness
reveals a need for a commentary on revelation by a faithful LDS scholar
fully conversant with john s language greek who will use LDS revelatory
sources to interpret the scriptures as the parrys and smith do admirably

despite these technical shortcomings these two books successfully
achieve their purpose which is to draw our attention to important LDS
interpretation of various passages in revelation and to invite us to think
through the text for personal insights by so doing these books fill an
important niche particularly as the church revisits the new testament
every four years as a part of the sunday school curriculum

i1 robert H mounce book of revelation grand rapids mich eerdmans 1977
2 marvin R vincent word studies in the new testament 1887 reprint grand

rapids mich eerdmans 1976

3 J massyngberde ford revelation vol 38 in the anchor bible garden city
NY doubleday 1975 3



VALEEN TIPPETTS AVERY from mission to madness last son of the mor-
mon prophet chicago university of illinois press 1998 xii 357 ppap illus-
trationstrat ions notes bibliography index hardbound 499549.954995 paperback 199519.951995

reviewed by richard P howard historian emeritus reorganized church of jesus
christ of latter day saints RLDS church

valeen avery s work on emma hale smith1smithsmitha coincided with her doc-
toral dissertation on the life of david hyrum smith the youngest child of
joseph and emma 2 these two works form a solid foundation for her book
from mission to madness which also benefits from averys judicious use of
the RLDS archives recently cataloged papers of david hyrum smith and
his only son elbert A smith

avery s title points to david smith s journey through nearly ten years of
mission work mixed with severe and often lengthy bouts of brain fever
228208208 followed by three years of frightening upheaval as farnfamilyfly friends and
other benefactors tried unsuccessfully to care for him and his family ending
with his forced committal to the hospital for the insane at elgin illinois in
1877 but this ending was only the beginning ofa dreary twenty seven year
denouement marked by fading hopes for improvement which was not
sufficient even for his return to family life and pervasive shadows of con-
fusion loneliness despair paranoia and mercifully death in 1904

avery s book is a skillful detailed weaving of a rich and varied body of
sources into the themes and the difficult course of events that mark david s
life and times her introduction sketches the background of early mor-
monism 1830 44 before davids birth which occurred five months after
the assassination of his father in 1844 this engaging summary could
benefit from a better sketch of the geography and a clearer chronology of
the ohio missouri transitions marking the three phases of mormon settle
ment in western missouri initial settlement in jackson county 1831 33
forced exile in clay county 1834 36 and the final missouri settlements far-
ther north in caldwell and daviess counties 1836 38 which ended with
missouri mobs forcing the saints into illinois in the winter of 1838 39 this
chronology might have been more precisely interwoven with the church s

kirtland ohio history 1831 38 for a clearer picture of how early mormon
development in missouri makes nauvoo more understandable

the author uses nearly half of this introduction to chart joseph smith s
role in starting polygamy in nauvoo and to record emma smith s turmoil
at josephs departure from monogamous marriage this scenario sets the
stage for david s intense struggle with the polygamy issue during his mis-
sion work in utah in 1869 and 1872

avery links david and his mother symbiotically by depicting emma s

heroic efforts to manage her household and family of five children steer a
life path independent from mormonism and its leadership in the aftermath
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life path independent from mormonism and its leadership in the aftermath
ofotherher husbands sudden death and scratch out a living in what was once a

bustling town of some 12000312000 avery claims 20000 29 but what had be-
come a ghost town of several hundred in the process emma married lewis C

bidamon in december 1847 when david was three years old david had
never known his father but he would come to know and respect his stepfa-
ther even though they were to have their moments of estrangement and
tension such as major bidamon often had with all his stepchildren

even with the scant primary sources covering davids early life avery
sketches something of his personality traits and behavioral patterns the
images avery depicts of david as he grew to manhood in nauvoo are those
of artist poet lover of nature dreamer and young man deeply touched
and refined by his mother s influence he read good books many of which
came into the family library through the generosity of john bernhisel a

utah mormon who traveled regularly between salt lake and washington
DC bernhisel had been a close family friend before joseph s and hyrum s

deaths and he extended his friendship and support to emma and her fam-
ily he was perplexed at emma s negative feelings toward salt lake mor-
mon leaders espespeciallyeciallyaily brigham young and longed for her to bring her
family west but for david the die was cast early he would come to man-
hood with a staunch loyalty to emma and the family which also meant a

deep inclination to disbelieve the utah church avery poignantly describes
this strong loyalty emmas family exhibited joseph 111IIIililii rejected several
appeals to from utah based smith cousins and uncles to come west and
unite with the religion of the founding prophet after years of disinterest in

mormonism emma was baptized into the RLDS church at the time young
joseph was ordained its president a decision avery sees as having influenced
david positively towards the RLDS orbit in august 1861 david himself
was baptized one of the first in the RLDS movement avery rightly notes
the impact on david of his brother frederick s death in april 1862 which
deepened david s commitment to the direction the nauvoo smiths were
taking in embracing the RLDS faith

avery recounts david s remarkable transition from dreamer artist
poet to preacher in the field and writer for the RLDS magazine true latter
day saints herald in 1863 joseph III111 president of the RLDS church
began sending missionaries to utah in 1869 he finally teamed david with
their brother alexander on a mission to utah and sent david again in 1872

joseph hoped that the founding prophets sons would command respect
and wide response to the RLDS message these months in utah how-
ever and especially the months spent there on his second mission in 1872

confronted david with the plural marriage issue in ways that forced him to

come to conclusions about his father that were radically different from
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anything he had ever suspected could be true the foundation of his previ-
ous stance on this matter was swept away by evidences of his father s active
role in the inception of plural marriage avery wisely avoids oversimplify-
ing this issue as the cause of david s mental and emotional breakdown but
she correctly identifies it as an important element in his sustained illness
after 1872

regarding david s attempt to take on the responsibilities of having a wife
and family of his own avery s evidence points to a man who despite re-
curring skirmishes with darkness of soul and mind realized during his first
trip to utah that he wanted to marry clara charlotte hartshorn after sev-
eral months of battling illness david married clara in may 1870 and they
moved into the mansion house in nauvoo their only son elbert aoriul
was born there the following march avery s sources indicate that david was
a man torn by feelings of uselessness and helplessness as clara and their
new baby were being cared for by emma and others while he could find no
steady employment to support them he was restless yearning to reenter
the mission field anxious to engage in the only pursuit that gave his life

some respite from the deep gloom that marked his days in illinois
val avery is more than a gifted storyteller scholar and researcher her

deep awareness of the smith family s generations of anguished silence over
davids sad life and demise are revealed in the pages of this volume she
knows the hazards ofofpsychohistorypsychohistorypsycho history and refuses to fall prey to them she re-
fuses to speculate on the specific medical or psychological causes of david s

malady choosing rather to portray him in deeply human terms she places
him in the patient compassionate and bewildered smith family support
system stretched beyond its limits by the relentless force of insurmount-
able odds

to read these pages is to be drawn into the poignant struggles of all

family members physicians hospital workers neighbors and friends who
battle to form networks of care for those who suffer any of the myriad
forms of mental illness avery does not answer every question behind the
tragedy of david hyrum smithssmiths fractured life but she brings him and
the issues of his existence alive to our minds and hearts in ways that enrich
and refine our sense of what it means to be human caring for those who
like ourselves sometimes lose their way

i1 linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery mormon enigma emma hale
smith garden city NY doubleday 1984

2 valeen tippetts avery insanity and the sweet singer A biography of david
hyrum smith 1844 1904 phd diss northern arizona university 1984

3 susan easton black how large was the population of nauvoo BYU studies
35 no 2 19951995 91
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new testament apostles testify of christ travel and study in the lands of the early
A Guigulguideforguideguldedefordejorfor acts through revelation by apostles turkey greece and italy their
D kelly ogden and andrew C skinner insights and information about early
deseret book 1998 leaders and the ancient saints are often

very poignant and meaningful through-
outyou can often tell a book by its the volume the doctrines of the

cover is a modified adage we librarians restoration are discussed in context spe-
cialhave followed for decades but it is appar-

ently
minichaptersmini chapters are set aside for more

also true for artists one of whom lengthy discussions baptism for the
saw me with ogden and skinners book dead the use of consecrated olive oil in
in hand her comment was that must andpriesthood blessings gnosticism
be a fine book if it uses caravaggiosCaravaggios inin-
spired

trialsdealing with suffering and afflic-
tionspainting supper at emmaus as the just as significantly a voice of har-
monyindeed the which de-

picts
cover art scene between the new testament and

the savior bread withbreaking one the book of mormon strengthens both
of the apostles likewise beckons us to these discussions and the chapter by
partake of the bread of life offered by the chapter and verse by verse commentaries
apostles of the meridian of time other unexpected but delightful com-

plements
having taught an occasional new tes-

tament
plementsclementsts to the main commentary in-
clude

class for the past twentyfivetwenty five
a section describing over twenty

years I1 have been acutely aware of stu-
dent cities mentioned in the new testamentinterest not only in the doctrines

for example a brief history andtaught by jesus christ and the early geo-
graphicalapostles but also in the cultural histori-

cal

setting are given for the city
of corinth with ofalong a descriptionand linguistic milieu of the gospels

and epistles unfortunately the sources major archaeological remains finally

for this information have been so diversi-
fied

several excellent appendices compare the

and obscure that to use them in an seven churches of revelation provide a

doctrine commentary on armageddon and ex-

plain
undergraduate or gospel course
would have required not only substantial very lucidly the ten doctrines of sal-

vationadditional time but also a scholarly dis-
cernment

including justification and the

cernment beyond that of most instruc-
tors

second comforter
in new testament apostles testify of this book gathers together the best

christ ogden and skinner very nicely gospel understanding from both secular
fill the need for a concise and readable and LDS scholarship including the work

commentary the volume gathers ap-
propriate

of sidney B sperry richard L anderson
prop riate photographs maps charts and bruce R mcconkie the secular
diagrams and commentary while de-
scribing

sources are well known and wellwenweliweilweh respected
the history and geography of the by many LDS scholars and include the

new testament world muratorian canon early church fathers
the authors are well prepared to en josephus the apocrypha and pseud-

epigraphalighten latter day saints with this timely epigrapha classical writers such as strabo
handbook both are professors of ancient and pliny the elder ginzberg s the leg-

endsscripture at BYU and both have experi-
enced

of the jews the talmud the anchor
longtermlong term residence and teaching bible dictionary and writings by many

in the holy land as wellwenweliweilweh as extensive eminent non LDS scholars
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this volume is a milestone publica-
tion

and christian living of particular
it will be a valuable addition to the interest is the section containing bio-

graphicallibrary of any gospel teacher or student information and personal state-
mentswho wishes for a deeper understanding here the reader can find a rich

of the ancient apostles their teachings collection of all of the personal expres-
sionsand the world in which they lived of paul peter and john to the

gary P gillum ancient saints these declarations of testi-
mony concern and affection for the
saints echo through the years and strike a

responsive chord in latter day saints
an epistlefrornepistle aromfromgrom the new testament for those who have had trouble under-

standingapostles arranged by john W welch these epistles in the past this
bookcraft 1999 volume provides the easiest way ever to

gain access to their contents for those
the epistles in the new testament who are already conversant with the

contain some of the most important doc-
trinal

epistles reading them arranged by themes
teachings and most moving per-

sonal
provides many new insights as the writ-
ingstestimonies anywhere in scripture of the ancient apostles are examined

indeed many of the doctrines of the res-
toration

side by side
to have been taught using the words david R seely
of peter paul and john As an epistle

from the new testament apostles points
out the thirteen articles of faith are sur-
prisinglyprisingly rich in references to the epistles the testimony ofjohnof lohnjohn the beloved the
of paul 27th annual sidney B sperry symposium

in this volume john welch has cre-
ated

brigham young university 1998 deseret
a unique and ingenious presentation bookbook19981998

of the new testament epistles with the
hope that latter day saints will be able to the gospel the Episepistlesdesoes and the rev-

elationbetter understand these letters the com-
plete

of john the beloved have given
text of each of the twenty one the saints a unique perspective of jesus

epistles is divided into its literary and christ and his teachings the preface of
thematic units and then rearranged by the testimony of john the beloved re-

mindsthemes to read like one grand epistle us that this apostle s writings con-
taina letter from the new testament apos-

tles
some of the most profound events

the complete text of the king james specific prophecies and significant doc-
trinesversion of the epistles is presented and recorded in all of ancient scrip-
turemarked in a way that readily shows this collection of twenty one

the original biblical text together with the addresses from the 1998 sidney B sperry
changes made by the joseph smith transl-
ation

symposium discusses many of these doc-
trinalincluded in slashes are alternate teachings and john s testimony of

readings from ancient new testament the divinity of jesus christ
texts as wellweliweil as alternative translations for the diverse backgrounds of the partici-

pantsgreek words that greatly enhance the of the symposium have resulted in
reader s comprehension of the text gathering many inspired and inspiring

welch has organized his material insights and truths about this gospel
around ten major themes with numerous writer and his teachings topics discussed
subtopics thus a reader can pursue allailali include johns revelation and the res-

torationof the material in the epistles by such to of the gospel the themes ofofdisoadisdis
themes as atonement faith and obedi-

ence

cipleshipciple ship in john women in the writings
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of john the new commandment of information safety precautions and
love the lands of the gospel of john other tips that make for an enriched
jewish holy days revelation as a message hiking experience
of comfort and hope and the celestial this is a book for peak baggers and
jerusalem recreational hikers alike most of these

throughout the collection there is mountains can be climbed in a day in
solid evidence of scholarly research sewn fact some summits can be reached by car
together with writing styles that are acces-
sible

none of them require technical climbing
to most readers of the scriptures for skills or special equipment for that rea-

sonsaints who wish to know more about the high in utah is a great resource for
apostle whom jesus loved their time active families selecting a suitable yet
would be profitably spent reading these challenging hike can be a great source of
offerings and testimonies they willwihl come familygamdy fun high in utah reminds us that
away not only with the background of mountains have symbolic significance
john s writings but also with renewed and that we are drawn to high places
spiritual understanding of both the savior gregory witt
and john

gary P gillum

high in utah A hiking guide to the
tallest peak in each of the states twenty
nine counties by michael R weibel and
dan miller university of utah press 1999

by at least one standard utah is the
highest state in the united states while
other states may boast higher peaks utah
has a unique elevation claim of its own
the average elevation of the tallest peaks
in each of utahs twenty nine counties is

roughly 11222 feet the highest of any
state this book identifies each of these
peaks provides straightforward direc-
tions on how to reach the summits and
enables hikers to enjoy discovering the
high altitude outdoors

each hike features three easy to read
maps a state locator an area map show-
ing road access and a topographical trailtrall
map accompanying the maps is valuable
descriptive information on each hike
placing particular emphasis on directions
to the trailhead hikers using the maps
and the detadetailedbledfled instructions would have
a hard time getting lost high in utah also
evaluates each hike according to distance
difficulty and elevation gain and it
includes historical background wildlife
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